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PREFACE.

The Moderators and Examiners have been induced to

publish the present volume, mainly on the following account.

The value of a problem frequently depends in great measure

upon its illustrating clearly some general principle or exempli-

fying some analytical process ;
and thus a solution, which is

as it were forced out, and which misses the method designed,

is worth little in point of the instruction it affords.

It is hardly possible for any but the framers of the questions

to produce a complete series of solutions, shewing the method

which they wished the student to pursue.

In the present instance the writers have availed themselves

of their opportunities of inspecting the answers returned by

the candidates for honours, and have appended to their own

solutions some of the more striking of those which were sub-

mitted to them.

Cambridge, Oct. 1854,





SOLUTIONS OF SENATE-HOUSE PEOBLEMS

AND RIDERS

FOR THE YEAR EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY-EOIJR.

Thuesday, Jan. 5, 1854. 1 to 4.

1. ABD^ ACE are two straight lines touching a circle in

B and
6', and, if DE be joined, DE is equal to BD and CE

together ;
shew that DE touches the circle.

If DE^ fig. (1), be not a tangent, from D draw DFG to

touch the circle. Then, since [Euc. I. 47) BD is equal to DF^
and CG to GF\ therefore, BD and CG are together equal to

DG. But BD and GE are together equal to DE. Therefore

the difference between DG and DE is equal to the difference

between CG and CE^ which is EG : that is two sides of the

triangle DEG are equal to the third, which is impossible ;
there-

fore no line except DE can be drawn from D to touch the

circle
;
therefore DE touches it.

Direct Proof. Let 0, fig. (2), be the centre of the circle.

Make DF equal to DE, Join OB, OC, OD, OE, OF, and

draw G perpendicular to DE.
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Since BF is equal to BE^ therefore BF is equal to BB and

-^(7 together ;
therefore BFis equal to EC, and 0B= OC and

lOBF= OCF, therefore 0F= OF- therefore, in the triangles

BOF, BOFj BO, OF, BF &re equal to BO, OF, BF respec-

tively, therefore lOBF = OBF; again, in the triangles OBB,

OBG, OB is common, and the angles OBB, OBB, are equal

to OBG, 0GB, respectively, therefore OB =00; therefore

the circle passes through G, and, since 0(r is perpendicular to

BE, BE touches it.

2. 0, A, B, C, are four points arranged in order in a

straight line, so that OA, OB, OC, form an harmonic pro-

gression. Prove that, A and G being stationary, if move

towards A^ B will also move towards A,
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2 2
Since % h"'^

& are in geometrical progression,
2 2 / 1 \^

aV =
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3"^ + 1 .

Proceeding in the same way, we see that is integral.

The reasoning here given, taken backwards, shews that, if

3" + 1 , .
, ,

3'^- + 1 , . .
,

,

IS mtegral, also is integral.

The following is a somewhat different solution of the same

problem.

Suppose 3"* + l divisible by 10; then 3'" must have 9 for

its last digit. Now 3" = 81 : hence 3'*'' has 1 for its last digit.

Hence 3"' x 3"'' has 9 for its last digit, and therefore 1 + 3"' x 3""

is divisible by 10.

Suppose 3""^" + 1 divisible by 10 : then S""'''' has 9 for its

last digit: therefore 3"' must have 9 for its last digit; for

otherwise 3'" x 3"'' would not have 9 for its last digit.

Hence 3"* + 1 is divisible by 10.

5. Find the value of tana or tan/3 from the equations

tan (a + yS)
= tana cot/3 + cota tany8,

tan (a yS)
= tana cotyS cota tanyS.

Adding together the two equations, we get

tana + tan/8 tana-tanyS ^^ ^^
-^ I T a + T-n 7~^o = 2 tana cot/9,
1 tana tanp 1 + tana tanp

'

-
,

1 + tan'-'jS - , ,r,2 tana .^;
-

, .>^
= 2 tana cotp,

1 - tanV tan''/3
'

or tan)9(H-tan'/3) = l-tan'atan'y8 (1).

By symmetry, tan a
(
1 4- tan'^a)

= 1 - tan'^yS tan'^a (2).

From (1) and (2), tana - tanyS +- tan^a - tan'yS = 0,

(tana
-

tan/3) . {1 + tan'a -f tana tanyS + tan"/3}
=

0,

(tana
-

tan/5) . {(tana + itanyS)' + 1 + ftan'yS) = 0,

and therefore, since the second factor cannot be zero,

tana = tan/8 (3).
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From (2) and (3),

tana (1 + tan^a) = 1 tan*a,

tan'^a + tan a + i = f ,

tana = = tan^.

6. If ^ + J5 4- (7 = 90, shew that the least value of

tanM + tan'^ + tan' (7 is 1.

^f A -n . n\ 1 tan^tan^ tan^tanO tanCtan^= COtf^ -f B+ C) = -. ^5 -pz ;; =j ^ ,^ ^ tan^ + tan^+ tan (7-tan J. tan jB tanC '

therefore tan^ tanjB + tan5 tan (7 + tan (7 tan^ = 1.

But since tan'^ + tan'^ = (tan^
-
tan^)' + 2 tan^ tanJ5,

tan'^ + tan' (7 = (tan^- tan (7)' + 2 tan^ tan
(7,

tan' (7 + tan'J. = (tan (7- tan^)' + 2 tan (7 tan^
;

therefore tan'^ + tan'^ + tan'(7 = 1 + i {(tan^
-
tan^)'

+ (tan^-tan(7)'

+ (tan(7-tan^)'};

therefore tan'^ + tan'^ + tan' (7 is not < 1.

7. Lines, drawn through F, Z^ at right angles to the major
axis of an ellipse, cut the circles, of which >SP, HP^ are

diameters, in /, J, respectively. Prove that IS^ JH^ BC^ pro-

duced indefinitely, intersect each other in a single point.

Let 7F, JZ^ fig. (4), produced if necessary, intersect the

major axis in Y\ Z\ respectively : then

L SIY' = supplement of SIY^

= l8PY=lHPZ
= L HJZ'-,

L SY'I = right angle = Z HZ J,

and therefore L ISY' = Z JHZ)
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whence the triangle fonned by producing 18^ HJ^ is isosceles,

and therefore, 0/9, CH^ being equal, the vertex of the triangle

must lie \n BC produced.
Since the angles SIY\ IIJZ\ are equal respectively to the

angles SPY^ HPZ^ they can never be zero, and therefore SI^

HJ^ can never be pei'pendicular to the major axis. Thus the

point of intersection of IS^ JH^ BC^ can never move off to

an infinite distance from C.

8. From any point T^ (fig. 5) ,
two tangents are drawn to a given

ellipse, the points of contact being , Q: CQj CQ\ QQ\ CT,
are joined; V h the intersection of QQ\ GT. Prove that the

area of the rectilinear triangle QCQ varies inversely as

Ktvj'^Kgv)'

Also

Draw CK Sit right angles to QQ'. Then

(area QGQT ^ QV^.GK'

=
^,.[GP'-GV'),GK^

=
-^rp^-{GP'-CV'^)^CK\

But GP"- GV = GT.GV^ GV = GV. TV.

GK' 1 GV' GV 1 1

GP'.PE" GP' GP" GT\ GV'~ Gr~ {GV+TVy
AG\BG\GV,TV

Hence (area of QGQ'Y =

and therefore area of QGQ'

(GV+TVy
AG.BG

[tvj '^[gv)

or area of QGQ' varies inversely as

OF\i /TV\i

\TV)
"^

\GV)
'
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9. A piece of uniform wire is bent into three sides of a

square ABCD^ of which the side AD is wanting ;
shew that,

if it be hung up by the two points A and B successively, the

angle between the two positions of -5(7 is tan"^ 18.

Let EF^ fig. (6), be drawn parallel to BA^ through E the

middle point of BG, Then, if O be the centre of gravity of the

piece of wire, EG equals two-thirds of BE,

Draw EG parallel to BC^ and join AG^ BG.

When the w^ire is hung up by A^ AG will be vertical, and

when hung up hy Bj BG will be vertical; therefore the incli-

nations of BC to the vertical will be equal to the angles which

BG makes with AG and BG. Therefore the angle between

the two positions of BG^ (supposing it to be kept in the same

plane,) will be the angle between AG and BG.

Now tanAGB = tan {AGH+ HGB)
= 18

therefore the angle between the two positions of BG h tan~*18.

10. A weight of given magnitude moves along the cir-

cumference of a circle, in which are fixed also two other

weights : prove that the locus of the centre of gravity of the

three weights is a circle. If the immoveable weights be varied

in magnitude, their sum being constant, prove that the cor-

responding circular loci intercept equal portions of the chord

joining the two immoveable weights.

Let i^, fig. (7), be the moveable weight, P and Q the

stationary ones. Let G be the centre of gravity of F and
,

H that of P, Q, B.

Tl^^- ^^=PVQTB
ccGR.

But the locus of P is a circle
;
hence that of ^ is a circle,

G being a similar point in the two circles, and GR^ GH^
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similar lines. Hence, if HF^ HQ^ be drawn parallel to J?P,

jRQj F and Q' will be points in the locus of //.

Also FQ' iPQr.GH: GB,

and therefore, Gil : GE being constant, and FQ being constant,

FQ' is constant,

11. A ball of elasticity e is projected from a point in an

inclined plane, and, after once impinging upon the inclined

plane, rebounds to its point of projection : prove that, a being
the inclination of the inclined plane to the horizon, and /3 that

of the direction of projection to the inclined plane,

cot a . cotyS = I + e.

Let Fbe the velocity of projection.

This is equivalent to Fsin/8 and Fcos/3 respectively per-

pendicular and parallel to the plane.

Also the force of gravity is equivalent to gcosoL and ^sina,

perpendicular and parallel to the plane.

Consider the motion perpendicular to the plane. The time

of flight
= twice the time in which the velocity Fsin/3 can be

generated by the force y cos a

^g Fsinff .

g cosa '

after rebounding, the velocity perpendicular to the plane is

eFsinyS,

therefore time of returning to the point of projection

_ eF sin/S ^

g cosa '

therefore whole time of flight

^ cos a ^ ^

Again, the motion parallel to the plane is not affected by
the impact, therefore
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whole time = twice the time in which the velocity V cosyS can

be generated by the force g sin a

g sina

Therefore, equating these expressions,

g sma g cosa ^ ^

therefore cot a coty8 = 1 + e.

[The student may gain instruction by endeavouring to draw
a correct figure.]

12. Two heavy bodies are projected from the same point
at the same instant in the same direction, with diiFerent velo-

cities
;

find the direction of the line joining them at any
subsequent time.

By the second law of motion, the positions of the bodies at

any time after their projection will be the same as if they
moved for that time unaffected by gravity, and then fell from

rest, from the positions they had reached, for the same time.

Now after the first part of the motion, each will be in the

common line of projection ;
and after the second part of the

motion, since they fall through equal and parallel spaces, the

line joining them will be parallel to the line joining them before

they fell, that is,
to the line of projection. Therefore, in the

actual motion, the line joining them will be always parallel to

the line of projection.

13. Three equal and perfectly elastic balls A, B^ C move
with equal velocities towards the same point, in directions

equally inclined to each other
; suppose first, that they impinge

upon each other at the same instant
; secondly, that B and G

impinge on each other, and immediately afterwards simul-

taneously on A
;

and thirdly, that B and G impinge simul-

taneously on A just before touching each other; and let

V^ V^ Fg be the velocities of A after impact on these suppositions

respectively : shew that

F,
=

iF., and that r3
=

fF,.
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Let V be the velocity of each ball before impact. Let

-4, J5, (7, fig. (8), be the centres of the balls at the instant when

they unpinge, the point towards which they are all moving.
Join A and produce it to Z)

;
A OD is perpendicular to BG,

In the first case, by symmetry, the three balls are reduced

to rest at the same instant, and since the forces of restitution

are equal to those of compression, and act in the same direc-

tions, the velocities generated are equal to those destroyed ;

therefore each ball has the same velocity after impact as it

had before
;
therefore

V^
= V.

In the second case, B and C impinge first on each other
;

their velocity parallel to DA is therefore unchanged, while their

velocities perpendicular to DA are reversed. Now, before

striking (7,
B was moving in the direction BO] therefore, after

striking C, B moves with the velocity F in a direction perpen-
dicular to AB'^ it has therefore no velocity in the direction of

the normal AB.

Let R be the whole impulsive force between A and B^ mea-

sured as an accelerating impulsive force, R' the force of com-

pression, [it
is convenient to measure them as accelerating

forces, the balls being equal] : then the velocity of A at the

time of greatest compression is

V- 2R' cos 30= V- RW^',

therefore the velocity of A^ resolved along the normal AB^ is

{V-RW3) cos 30 = ^F- f i?';

and the velocity of B, resolved along the same line ABj is
i?';

but, at the time of greatest compression, the normal velocities

are equal, therefore

therefore ^' = ^ F: and R=2R'=^V:o 5
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therefore the velocity of A^ after the impact is completed, is

V- 2^cos30= F-i? V3 = V- SF=-iF;
therefore ^2 i ^i*

In the third case, B and C impinge on A just before striking
each other. Let then B be the whole accelerating impulsive
force between A and B^ B' the force of compression; then, as

before, the normal velocity of A at the time of greatest com-

pression

/q
Also the normal velocity of ^ before impact = F cos 30 =

F,

therefore the normal velocity of B at the time of greatest com-

pression

therefore, equating these normal velocities,

therefore JJ' =^ F; and i? = 25' = ^^ F;

therefore the velocity oi A after impact VlB cos 30

= F-i2V3 = F- ^V=-\Y',
therefore ^3=5 ^i-

14. (7P, CD, are two conjugate semidiameters of an ellipse

described by a body about a centre of force in the focus B\

PF^ DB\ chords of the ellipse parallel to the major axis.

Prove that, a, a', yS, y8', being the angular velocities of the

body about 8 at P, P', i>, i>', respectively.

We know that /SP. /SP = GB\

But a
"op2 7

^ ~
"op'a 7
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16. Three candles are placed in a room, and the two shorter

being lighted throw shadows of the third upon the ceiling;
if the directions of these shadows be produced, where will

they meet?

The shadow of any straight line, caused by a luminous point,
is in the plane passing through the luminous point and the line.

Therefore the two shadows on the ceiling are the intersections

of the ceiling by the two planes passing through the longer
candle and the two flames respectively ;

the shadows if pro-
duced will meet in the line in which these two planes meet,
that

is,
in the point when the direction of the longer candle

meets the ceiling, that
is,

the point directly over the longer
candle.

17. Within a reflecting circle on the same side of the

centre are two parallel rays, one dividing the circumference

into arcs which are as 3 to 1, the other dividing it into arcs

which are as 8 to 1
;
find the least value of n such that, after

each ray has suffered n reflections, they may be again parallel.

Let AB (fig. 9) be the original direction of the first ray,

BG its direction after one reflection
;
the deviation of the ray

= TT -^ lABC = lAOB.

Now the arc J.Z)5= three times the SiYcAEB^ thereforeAEB
is one fourth of the whole circumference; therefore the angle

4

And since the deviation at each successive reflection is always
the same, the deviation after n reflections = w.Jtt.

Similarly, for the other ray, the deviation at each reflection

~8 + 1
~

9
'

therefore the deviation after n reflections = .

y

Now after n reflections the rays are parallel to each other;

therefore the deviation of one must exceed the deviation of
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the other by some multiple of two right angles ;
therefore

n 2/1

5w = 18^?,

and, since j9 is an integer, the least value of n is 18. *

18. One asymptote of an hyperbola lies in the surface of

a fluid: find the depth of the centre of pressure of the area

included between the immersed asymptote, the curve, and two

given horizontal lines in the plane of the hyperbola.

Let BB'C'C (fig. 10) be the included area. Draw PIT,

horizontally, equidistantly from BB\ CO'. Take any two

strips PJ/, P'M\ of equal breadths, and equidistant from P,M^.

Then, r denoting the breadth.

Pressure on PM = t . PM. OM. sin a

= iT(aHZ^') sin a

=
pressure on P'M'.

Hence PM, P'Jf
',
balance about PM^. Similarly for all like

pairs of strips. Hence the centre of pressure of BB'C'C lies

in the line P.M.

19. A cone is totally immersed in a fluid, the depth of

the centre of its base being given. Prove that, P, P', P",

being the resultant pressures on its convex surface, when the

sines of the inclination of its axis to the horizon are s, s', s"^

respectively,

r
[s'
-

s") + P" {s"
-

s) + P'"
{s
-

s')
= 0.

Let B = the resultant pressure on the whole surface of the

cone, the base included
;
P = the resultant pressure on the

convex surface, when the axis is inclined at an angle a to the

horizon
;
B = the pressure on the base

;
h = the altitude of the

cone
;
k = the depth of the centre of its base

;
r = the radius

of its base
;
a = the density of the fluid.
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Then F' = B'- 2B.B.Bmoi + B\
Now B =

^airr'h^ and B = (Tirr'k
;

hence P^ = ^o-'W^ (A'
- 6AA;.9 + 9^^).

Similarly, P" = JcrW (7^^
- GAAPs' + ^k'),

F" = icrVV*
(A'^
- ahs" + 9F).

Multiplying these three equations in order by s s\ s"
5,

s
',
and adding, we have

F'
{s'
-

s") + F" {s" -s) + F" {s
-

s')
= 0.

20. Light emanating from a luminous circular disk, placed

horizontally on the ceiling of a room, passes through a rect-

angular aperture in the floor: ascertain the form and area

of the luminous patch on the floor of the room below.

Shew that neither the shape nor the area of the patch will

be affected by any movement of the disk along the ceiling.

Let (fig. 11) be the centre of the disk, M any point

in its circumference. Through P, any point in a side of the

aperture ABCD, draw OFO' to meet the floor of the lower

room in 0'. Draw MF and produce it to JP, a point in the

floor. With 0' as centre and radius O'M' describe a circle on

the floor. This circle will be the area illuminated by the rays

which pass through the point P.

Again, lines drawn from through A^ P, (7, P, to meet

the floor will form a rectangle A'B'C'D on the floor.

The form of the patch is therefore such as represented in

(fig. 12).

Let AB =
a^ BC =

bj
r = radius of disk,

A'B' = a', B'G' = h\ t'==0'M\

and let A, A',
denote the heights of the higher and lower rooms.

,
h!

,
h + h'

^,
. h + h'

Then r =r.-r^ a = a, 7 ,
= 0. 7 .

Then area of patch
= 7rr" + ab' + 2 {a + b')

r

= 1 {TrrW -{-ab[h + hj + 2rh' {h + h') [a+b)}.
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This result shews that the form and area of the patch are

independent of the position of the disk on the ceiling of the

upper room.

21. If
c,, Og, Cg,

be the lengths of the meridian shadows of

three equal vertical gnomons, on the same day, at three different

places on the same meridian, prove that the latitudes X^, \^ X^,

of the places are connected together by the equation

'
'

tan {\
- \)

^ '
'

tan (X3-\y
*

tan (X,
-
XJ

'^'

Let X = the altitude of the gnomon, 8 the sun's declination

when on the meridian.

ft

Then = tan (sun's zenith distance when on the meridian),

or -2 = tan(X2-8).X
f*

Similarly,
= tan (X^ S).X

Hence X^
- X = tan"^ ^ - tan"^ -^ = tan"^ I"^2JLik|

and therefore -^-^
-\- x K-cJ cot(X3-Xj (1).X

Similarly
^^ + x = ic^-c^ cot(\-A3) (2),X

^^+a.= (o^_cJ cot(X,-Xj (3).

Multiplying (1), (2), (3), in order by c^{c^'C^\ f^A^^-<^^)i

C3(Cj Cj), adding, and observing that

and
c, (C3

-
cj + c, [c,

-
c,) + c^ [c,

-
cj

=
0,

we have

0=c,(c,-c,)^cot(X3-Xj+c,(c-C3)Vot(X-X3)+C3(c-cJ'^cot(X-AJ,

or c -Azi5L. + c
(^ "^^^' \c -JVz^^_o

tan(X,
-
XJ

^
tan (X3

- \)
^ ^'' tan (\ - XJ

~
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Tuesday, Jan. 17, 1854, 9 to 12.

1. If C denote generally the number of combinations of m
s

m

things s together, and (7 be taken to denote unity for all values

of m'j prove that, if

n n-\ n-2 n-3 n-r+l n-r

/S=l^(7 + 2'-^o^-3'^^(7 + 4^-^o+ + /. c + c,
r r r-l r-2 r-3 1

then

12 3 n

From the expression for 8 we see that
r

S= 1,

S=C-^ 1,
1 1

8=C+2\c\ 1,
2 2 1

n -l n-2

3 8 2 1

n n-1 n-2 n-3 1

8 = C + ^''-'.C + S^'-'.G + 4:'^\C -\- +n\C+l.
n n n-\ n-2 n-3 I

c
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But 1 + 0+0+0+ + 0=(1 + 1)" =2^12 3 n

1 4.2^0+2^0+ + 2"-\0= (1+2)"-^= 3"-\
1 2 ?i - 1

1 + [n-\)\h+[n- l)\C= {l^.{n-\)Y = n\
1 2

l+n\0=(72 + l)\
1

1 = r'\
Hence

^+^+^+;S'+...+ /S'=r-^^+2"+3"-^+...+ (7i-i)='+n^+(9?+r
1 2 3 n

2. Straight lines ^a, ^^, Cy^ (fig. 13), are drawn from th

angular points A^ Bj (7,
of a triangle to bisect the opposite side

in a, yS, 7, being the point of intersection of the three lines

If the radii of the circles inscribed in the triangles J50a, COol

CO^, AO^'j AOy^ BOj] be represented by a^, ay-, by, ha

Caj Co; respectively; prove that

111111^4-___+ = 0.

fi y y a a
ft

We see that, u denoting the area of the triangle ABC
and A, ^, Z,

the distances AO^ BO, CO,

\a^ {Ba -\0(i + BO) = area BOa = i area BA
(7,

a^ [Ba + i^ + k)
= ^u :

similarly, a (Oa + ^/i + ?)
= Jm.

Hence k J = -
. I ).

By similarity, / _ A =
|

.

(1
-
i) ,
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U fl 1
and Ji k ^ .

,

3 \G Cr,
a fi

TT 111111^Hence f-7 v-H = 0.

a^ a c Cr,
/3 7 7 a a /3

3. P is a point in a branch of an hyperbola, F' a point in

a branch of its conjugate, (7P, CF\ being conjugate semi-

diameters. If Sj S\ be the interior foci of the two branches,

prove that

S'F - 8F=AG-BC.

Draw FN^ FN\ (fig. 14), to meet CL4, OJ?, produced, at

right angles. Let CA =
a, OP = &, CN = c,

CN' = c'.

/SP = ex a.

8'F = eV - h

= (^
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and since x^y^^ and also x^^y^ satisfy the equation

therefore they satisfy the equation

mx- {y,+y,)y -\-y,y.,
= 0:

this is therefore the equation to the given chord.

Similarly, the equation to thg other chord is

mx- (y,-\-y,)y-^y,y,
= (^'

Putting for y in each of these equations, and subtracting

the resulting values of x^ we find the portion of the axii

intercepted between the chords equal to ^^ --^-^
.

Now the equation to the circle, of which the given chore

is a diameter, is

or x' -
{x^ + x^)x-\- f -

[y^ -\-y^)y -h x^x^ + y^y^
= 0.

Combining this with the equation to the parabola, by elimi-

nating Xj we have

- K + ^J +/ -
(2/, + >/.)'j + ^-^ + i/,i/.

=
0,

an equation whose roots are y,, ?/.^, 3/3, y^ ;

therefore
y^I/.H/^^M

=
y,V + ^'^1^2 ;

therefore y^y^
=

i/i^a + ^'
;

therefore the portion of axis intercepted is equal to

Otherwuie. Let a, b be the coordinates of the middle point of

the given chord
;
then the equation to the circle may be written

a;" + ?/
- 2ax - 2hy +/= 0,
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and the equations to the chords will be

X a m[y h)
=

0^ x -^ my c = 0.

Now the equation to any conic section possessing these

same chords must be of the form

h [x^ + y^ 2ax 2hy +/) =
[x a m [y h)}.[x -\- my c] ;

let this conic section coincide with the parabola y^
= Ix

;
then

by comparison of the coefficients of like terms, we have

h = 1^ m =
m'j 2bk = mc + m' [7nh a),

(Jc + mm') I = 'Aah + mb a c]

2b
therefore c -\- mb - a = (1),m ^ -"

and (1 + m^) I = mb -\- a c

2b= 27}ib + by (1),

1 + m')
-

;m

therefore / = a mb c :

Til
'

therefore the latus rectum is equal to the portion of the axis

included between the chords.

5. If r =y(^) and y f[
-

)

be the equations to two curves,

y(0) being a function which vanishes for the values 0^, 0^,
and

is positive for all values between these limits, and if A be

the area of the former between the limits

and M be the arithmetic mean of all transverse sections of the

solid generated by the revolution, about the axis of x^ of the

portion of the latter curve between the limits x aO^j x =
aO,^ ;

shew that

^^
2^

A
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To find an expression for Mj conceive the portion of tl

axis ad^
-

aO^^ (taking 0^ to represent tlie greater of the t-w

angles 6^J 6^ to be divided into n equal parts, each equ;

to
Sd7, so that

aS^ 0j
= n^x

;

and through each point of division draw a plane making
transverse section of the solid: then

the arithmetic mean of these sections =
n

~
aO^

-
a(9,

*

therefore, when the number of sections is increased indefinitely,

'dx
.""he/
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Let OFGE be the cutting plane ;

a, /8 the angles AOE^ j5(9i^ respectively.

Describe a spherical surface with as centre, meeting the

planes AG^ BG^ FE in the arcs hl^ Ik^ hh respectively: then

hi = a, lk = )S,
hlh = Jtt ;

and by the given condition the arc

drawn from I perpendicular to M =
^tt ;

therefore

1 = tan'^TT cot'a + tan'^Tr cof /3
= cot'a + cot'yS =/ + ^"..-(l),

writing p and q for cot a and cot^.

Again, the equation to the cutting plane referred to

OA^ OBj (9(7 as axes, is

z = X cot a + y cot/3 =j)x + qy ;

therefore the volume of the part between OBI)A and OFGE

=
1

\ zdydx = \ I [px + qy) dy dx

= y (P + h)'

And since this is always the smaller part, the two will be most

nearly equal when this part is the greatest possible ;

therefore = adp + bdq.

And from (1 )

= pdp + qdq ;

therefore 2 )

J) _q _ 1 _ g^ 4- bq

~a^b~ VW+^)
~
''~+^

therefore the volume AOBG =
\/{a'-\- ^'),

and DG=^ap-^bq = V(' + ^')
= OD',

therefore the angle BOG = ^ir]

therefore GOG =
\ir

= inclination of 00 to OFGE',

therefore the plane GOG is perpendicular
to the plane FE,

which defines the position of the cutting plane.
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It may be shewn further that

7. If r, r\ be the radii of curvature of an involute and

evolute at corresponding points (^r, y), (a?', y) ; prove that

rdx r'dy 0, rdy + r'c^ =
;

and shew that, the involute being an ellipse of which the semi-

T
axes are a, J, the greatest value of is equal to

3 /a h

b~a)'2\b

We know that ^ = - ^ fl),
ay ax ^ -"

and therefore, by differentiation,

d^xdy d^y .dx _ dx d'^y dy d^x

I _ [dx'dy-dy'd^x'Y _ [dxdy-dydxY dy^^^"""^
r-- [dx'^ + dy'J '~~W^+Wy~'^'

D 1 _ {dxdy dyd^x11
3

r"
~

Kdx" + dy") dx'~W ^ ^''
Hence _,,

dyVd^^'d^
and therefore r dy' T 7-' dx 0;

whence also rdx r dy = 0.

These relations follow also directly from the formulae

_ ds
, _ds

dxxi . dy

dy .
, ^ dx
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where ^jr represents the inclination of the tangent of the evolute

to the axis of x.

x^ V^
In the case of the ellipse, -^ + f^ = 1, we know that^ ' a

2/'
= -

^-y- f 5
hence

I 2 7a

Hence - = 3 072 xy,

x' ttNow xii is a maximum, under the condition ^ + 7^ = 1,"^ ' a b
^

when ic = -rr , V = -7^ hence has a maximum value equal to

3 / _ 6\

2 U
~

aj

8. Trace the curve whose equation is

4 4

11^ =^
aj

(a? a)
'

first supposing a to be less than
c,

then equal, then greater;

and shew how the three forms of the curve pass into each other,

when the value of a is supposed to increase gradually through
the value c.

To find the asymptotes.

ic = and x a each make y ^\

therefore the lines cc = and x a ^ are asymptotes.

Also, f =
x'[l--,){l

therefore y=a?(l 4) (l

= ,,(l_li^ + &e.)(i+l + l: + &c.)V 2 X J \ 2 X ^ X J

= (^ + l
+
l;

+ *'=-'5
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therefore y = lx^-A is a pair of oblique asymptotes, and

if we consider points far enough from the origin, the asymptotes
lie between the curve and the axis of x.

First take a<c.

When a; = Qo
, y x^

possible.*

^ =
<^j ^ = 0,

impossible.

;c = a, y = CO
,

possible.

a; = 0, y = CO
,

impossible.

a; = -
c, 2^

=
0,

possible.

a; = GO y = x\

therefore the form of the curve is that given in
fig. (16)

where OA =
a, 0(7 =

c, OD =
c, (9^ = \a.

Secondly, let a = c.

We may say that the equation

/ =
x{x- c)

degenerates into the form

^._ {x^^e){x^c)
^ X '

or rather we should say that when x ^
c, y may have any

value. Thus the line a; - c = is part of the locus.

To find the general form of the rest of the locus,

The notation in the text is used for stating concisely whether the
value of y la possible or impossible between particular values.
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X = CO makes y x^

possible.

x^ c 2/
= 2a,

possible.

ic = y = ^
)

impossible.

iC = - c 3/
=

^J

possible.

iC = -co y X.

The form of the curve is given in fig. (17), where OA =

Thirdly, let a > c.

ic = 00 makes y = x^

possible.

X = a y = cc
J

impossible.

27

x = c y =
possible.

aj = y = "^1

impossible.

a? = - c 3/
=

0,

possible:

Cc = -GO y =^X,

The form of the curve is given in fig. (18), where OA =
,

OB=^\a, 0C= OD = c.

[It will be easier to draw the curve if we find the points

where it cuts its oblique asymptotes. The abscissae of these

points are given by the equation

X -"i- yW'^ 2>h)'

and it may be shewn that the negative value is always less

than -
c, except when a = 2c, in which case the value of x

is - c : also that the positive value is greater or less than c
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according as c is greater or less than a. Hence there arc

always, except when a = 2o, four real points at which the

curve crosses its oblique asymptotes.]

To explain how the form of the curve changes gradually

from fig. (16) to fig. (18) as a passes through the value c, we

must observe that, when a = c, the straight line AU is part

of the locus; and that the curved branch cuts AE in F^

AF being equal to 2a : also that when a = Cj
A and G coincide.

It appears then, that as A approaches 0, the arc CG becomes

less curved, and approximates to the straight line AF. Simi-

larly the branch HK becomes less and less curved, and at

last coincides with FE. Also as H and G approach F^ the

two branches LH and GM ultimately unite and the curve

assumes the form of fig. (17). It is clear that the curvature

at G and at H must increase indefinitely as the curve fig. (16)

approaches its limiting form. The above explanation holds for

the change from
fig. (18) to fig. (17).

9. SPHQ is a quadrilateral, P and Q being points in an

ellipse of which S and H are the foci
;

if (? he fixed while P
moves, find the locus of the centre of gravity of the perimeter
of the quadi'ilateral.

Let 6^j, fig. (19), be the centre of gravity of SP and P//,

G^ SQ and QH^,

then G the centre of gravity of the whole perimeter is the

middle point of G^G^^ and since G^ is fixed the locus of G
will be similar to the locus of

6^,,
and of half the linear mag-

nitude : also when PCQ is a straight line, G will be at C.

To find the locus of G^. Join UV the middle points of

SP^ PIl : UV evidently passes through G^. Again, a per-

pendicular CF from C upon the tangent at P also passes

through G^ ;
for if SP be produced to //', so that PIP = PH^

CF^ which is parallel to ////' and bisects SII^ will also bisect

8H\ {Euc, VI. 2) ;
therefore a line ^7/' would balance on OP'

;

and since PJI and PIP are equally inclined to CF, SP and
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PII will balance on CF. Draw G^N'^ then if {xy)^ (^i3/i) be

coordinates of P and G^^

3/j
=
^ , x^ y^ t?inCG^N= y^ tan (inclination of tangent at P

to axis of x)

y h^x _h'^ X
^""

2 ^ ""a" 2
'

the equation to an ellipse whose semi-axes are half the

semi-latus-rectum, and half the minor axis of the given ellipse ;

therefore the locus of G is an ellipse whose semi-axes are one-

fourth of the semi-axis minor, and one-fourth of the semi-latus-

rectum of the given ellipse, passing through C, having its centre

on the perpendicular from C upon the tangent at Q^ and its

major axis perpendicular to the major axis of the given ellipse.

Otherwise. Let SP = r, HP = r
;

and let
(a??/), (a?y), {xy) be coordinates of P, Q^ G respectively.

,
_ X \- ae

,
X ae vi x / ^

4.ax = r + r + like terms tor Q

ax ^ \ae{r r) -\- like terms

ax{\i) + like terms
;

therefore 4^ = (1 e^) {x-\-x).

Again, ^aij
= r | + r' | + like terms

therefore -^
\j'^-^^

- '

j
+ p [^y-y'T = 1?

the equation to an ellipse.

10. From an external point P two tangents are drawn to

x^ v^
an ellipse -^ + fa

= 1- Supposing the locus of the centre of
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gravity of the triangle, included between the two tangents

and the chord of contact, to be an ellipse i + #^ = 1, find

the equation to the locus of P.

What must be the relation between a, J, ^, J^,
in order that

the locus ofP may be an ellipse ?

Let A, Ar,
be the coordinates of P, and

(ar^, y^^ (a-^, yj, be the

two points of contact. The equation to the chord of contact is

a"
^ h'~

'

"When it intersects the ellipse, viz. -^ + |j
= 1

,
we have, elimi-

nating y,

hence
a;, + a;,

=
p p ;

and, similarly, y,^y^ =
^ p .

Now, a?, y, denoting the coordinates of the centre of gravity
of the triangle,

ar = i(A + a-, + a:J, y = J(^ + y, 4 3^J ;

whence
^^

= i +^^ = | .

Hence -, = J l +
a 3a

-j

But, by the hypothesis,

1-
^ = 1

2
] y h [^ 2

1
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hence the equation to the locus of P is

This equation cannot be reduced to one of the second order

unless

a '. h' '.'. a '. h
]

under this condition it -^411 plainly represent an ellipse, its

equation being of the form

-:, + ^ = n\
a

Cor. Let d =
,

b' h: then the equation to the locus

of P becomes

1 ^+W
Solving this quadratic equation, we get

+ 75
= 4 or 1.

a

The former result shews that the locus of P is an ellipse

with axes 4^7, 4^. The latter belongs to the case when the

triangle is constantly zero.

11. The radii vectores of any series of points in the path

of a particle, moving about a centre of force, being in arith-

metical progression, the times of arriving at these points,

reckoned from a given epoch, form another arithmetical pro-

gression. Find the equation to the path.

By the condition of the problem, it is plain that dt is con-

stant when dr is constant
; but, t being some function of r

which we may denote by /(),

dt=f\r)dr',

hence /'(r) is constant. But

r - =^ h.
dt
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Hence, )3 denoting some constant,

r'de = I3dr,

and therefore, a being a constant,

which is the equation to the curve.

12. In any machine in which two weights F and W are

suspended by strings and balance each other in all positions,

let F be replaced by a weight Q equal to pF' if in the

ensuing motion W and Q move vertically, find the tensions

of these strings, neglecting the friction of the machine and

the masses of its several parts.

Let W =
7/iP, then, by the principle of virtual velocities,

F describes a space in times as great as W in the same time
;

and after F is replaced by , Q must describe 7n times the

space described by W in the same time
;
therefore the whole

accelerating force on Q must be m times as great as that

on W. Let T, T' he the tensions of the strings to which Q
and W are attached, then

Q- T T -W

9

T
or 1 - - = 7/1

I ^ -T
(

and since the machine has no inertia, the forces which act

on it must have the same relation as if it were at rest,

(otherwise a finite velocity would be instantaneously generated,)

therefore

W~ F '

therefore m \- \ =
?("'

+
^)'

d
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W+F T T
therefore

13. There are generally two directions in which a projectile

may be projected with given velocity from a point A^ so as

to pass through another point B\ shew that one of these

directions is inclined to the vertical at the same angle that

the other is inclined to the line AB. Hence shew that the

locus of points, for which a given sight must be used in

firing with a given charge of powder, is the surface generated

by the revolution, about the vertical, of the path of the bullet

obtained by aiming at the zenith with the given sight, and

with the given charge of powder.

The former part of this problem is solved in Phear's By-

namics^ Sect. ill. Art. 30, and the latter part follows at once.

Or the latter part may be worked independently as follows :

To find the locus of points, for which the same sight must

be used.

Let a be the inclination of the line of the sights to the

axis of the barrel
; r, 6 the polar coordinates of a point for

which this sight is adjusted; then, substituting r cos^ and

r sin 6 for x and y in the ordinary equation to the path of a

projectile, 6 -\- a being the angle of projection.

r sin^ = r cos^ . tan(^+ a)
2F^*cos'^(l9 + a)'

r{sin^cos(^+a)-cos^.sin(^+a)}cos(^ + a)
=-

-^2 (^cos^)^

r sina.(cos^ cosa - sin^ sina)
=

^^ [r cos^)^

9X cot a y

or y = x'CoioL

2V sin'a

2F'sin''^a
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the equation to the path of a particle projected with velocity V
at an angle a to the vertical : that is,

if a man, facing the south

for instance, aim, with a given sight, at the zenith, the ball,

which falls behind him, will pass through all those points to the

north of the man, for which the given sight is adapted.

14. A prism whose base is a given regular polygon is

surmounted by a regular pyramid whose base coincides with

the head of the prism ;
find the inclination of the faces of

the pyramid to its axis in order that the whole solid may
contain a given volume with the least possible surface.

Let a be the perpendicular distance of one of the sides

of the polygon from its centre; 6 the inclination of a face

of the pyramid to the axis
;

x the height of the prism ;

A the area of polygon ;
P the perimeter. Then

A,[x + Ja cot^) = const.

P.[x + \a cosec^) = min.
;

.*. \a cosec^ + (7 ^a cot^ = min.

J cot 6 cosec 6 -
^ cosec'^^ =

;

.'. cos^ = I,

which gives the required inclination.

15. An ellipsoid is intersected in the same curve by a

variable sphere, and a variable cylinder : the cylinder is always

parallel to the least axis of the ellipsoid, and the centre of

the sphere is always at one focus of a principal section con-

taining this axis. Prove that the axis of the cylinder is

invariable in position, and that the area of its transverse

section varies as the surface of the sphere.

Let c, e, be the eccentricities of the two principal sections

throueh c,

a:* y^ z^

^ +
*j2

+ ^
= 1 ellipsoid,

(x oeY -f y' -f 2^ = S'^ sphere;

n
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Join OG^ and draw the radii GK^ HKQ,
Let AB =

2a, EOG =
6, p = the pressure of the air within

the tube.

Consider an annulus of the elastic tube whose breadth is

the unit of length ;
and let T be the tension of this portion,

E being the tension required to stretch this annulus to twice

its natural length. Then

T stretched length of annulus

E
~

unstretched length
'

_ SEG-[- 4(y^^7r _ tan^ + ^7r(l-tan^) ^

T 1 -
i-TT ^

.
,. _=_^tan^.

A
^ ^ 1 - Itt tan(9

Again, i>
= ^^ =

^-T^(i_tan^)'

_E ^
Sdtan^~

a ^ ^'^^
27ra(l-tan6'

'

_ E , . length in contact~
a ^ '^ '

length that is curved '

therefore the pressure of the air in the tube is proportional

to the ratio of the part that is in contact to the part that is

curved.

17. OA^ OB^ are any equal arcs of two given great circles

of a sphere, intersecting in 0, A and B are joined by an

arc of a great circle, and also by an arc of a small one

described about 0. Find the area of the lune included between

the two joining arcs.

If OA = \ and lAOB= 2
ft), prove that the lune is greatest

when
o^ tan ft) ft)

cos \ = : T. .

ft) tan ft)

ACB (fig. 21) is the arc of the small circle,

A C'B is the arc of the great circle :
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area oi ACBO = 2ft) (1
-

cosX),

area of A C'BO = 2ft) + 2-*/^
-

tt,

u = area of lune = tt 2g) cos\
2'\jr.

By one of Napier's Eules,

COSX = cot ft) . COtl/r (1).

Hence u = tt 2co . coico . cotyjr 2i^.

Putting -jj
=

0, we have

-jj
= 2ft) .cotft). cosec^i/r 2 = (2),

-Ty-2
= 4:ft) . cotft) . cot-v/r . cosec^^lr.

From (2), sin^i/r
= ft) . cotft)

;

hence, from (1), cos''^X = 5 .^ '

ft> . tan ft)

Since -J 2 is negative, this result corresponds to a maximum

value of u.

18. The ridges of two roofs are at right angles to each

other, and the inclination of each roof to the horizon is 6]
the shadow of a chimney falling upon them makes angles a

and /3 with their ridges; shew that

cos^^ = cot a coty3.

Let ACDB (fig. 22) be one side of the shadow on one roof;

through C draw the vertical GE^ and through D draw a hori-

zontal plane cutting CE in E^ and meeting the roof in DF^
which is parallel to the ridge ;

draw EF perpendicular to DF^
and join CF^ DE,

Now CFE = inclination of roof to horizon = ^,

CBF = inclination of shadow to ridge = a
;

and since CDE is the vertical plane passing through the sun,
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EDF is equal to the sun's azimuth measured from the direction

of the ridge of the roof,
=

</> suppose. Then

DF DF FE ^^ .
cota= ^^= -^.^= cot(/,.cos^.

Similarly, cotyS = tan</) . cos ^,

.-. cos^^ = cot a . coty8.

19. The hour angles of two stars being e, e',
and the

azimuths a, a',
when a /^ a' has for a moment a stationary

vakie
; prove that the latitude X of the place of observation

is given by the formula

. ^ sin2a. cots sin 2a'. cots'
sm\ =

-; .

cos 2a cos 2a

By spherical trigonometry we have

cot a .sins = sinX . coss cosX . tan 8,

and cot a', sins' = sinX . coss' cosX . tan 8'.

Differentiating these two equations, a, s, a', s', being variables,

we get

(cota .coss + sin X. sins) dz = cosec'^a .sins .(fa,

(cot a', coss' + sinX . sins') ds' = cosecV. sins'. c?a'.

But dz = do'
J and, a -^ a' being for an instant stationary,

da = doL : hence

cosec^'a . sins . (cot a' coss' -\- sinX sins')

= cosecV . sins' . (cot a coss + sinX sins),

sine .sins' . sinX (cot'^a cotV)

= sins' . coss . cota . cosecV sins . coss' . cot a' . cosec^a,

sine . sine' . sinX (sin^a' cos^a sin'^a
cos'''a')

= J sin s' . cose . sin2a J sine . cose' . sin2a',

2 sinX . sin (a' a) . sin [a + a)
= sin2a . cote sin2a' . cots',

sin 2a .cots sin 2a' . cots'
smX =

cos2a cos 2a'
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20. A thin hollow ring, of which the plane is vertical, and

which contains a bead, is placed upon a smooth horizontal

plane: prove that the bead, having been placed near the

lowest point of the ring, will oscillate isochronously with a

perfect pendulum the length of which is equal to

yLta

m + fjb^

a being the radius of the ring, fi its mass, and m the mass

of the bead.

Let G (fig. 23) be the centre of the ring, A its point of

contact with the horizontal plane. Ox the rectilinear locus of A^
being a fixed point. From P, the place of the bead, draw

FM at right angles to Ox.

Let OA =
x, OM=x\ FM=y\ lACP^O^ i? = the

mutual action between the ring and the bead.

The equations of motion are

d''x . ^
/.^

= i?sm^,

m -jY
= xf smt',

m -^ = it cost/ - mg.

From the geometry,

a?' = a; + sin^, y ^ a a cos^.

As far as the first order of small quantities,

Hence ^ + ^L+i*
. ^^ = 0.

dt fia
^

Hence the vibration of P is isochronous with a perfect

pendulum of length equal to

m + fi'
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21. A uniform rod, not acted on by any forces, is in motion,
its ends being constrained to slide along two fixed rods at

right angles to each other in one plane. Prove that, during
the whole motion, the wrenching force at any point of the

moving rod varies as the product of the distances of the point

from the two fixed rods.

Let AB (fig. 24) be the moving rod, being the inter-

section of the two fixed rods. Let C be any point in AB.
Draw CH, CK, at right angles to OA, OB. Let AB =

2a,

AC= 2if, BC=2v, Z.BA =
0, m = the mass of AB, co = its

angular velocity, which will be invariable. The actions and

reactions and the wrenching force are indicated in the figure.

bmce -T- IS equal to a constant quantity <,

dcosd . ^ d^ cos 6
.. /.

c?8in^ ^ d^ smO . ^
J-

= CO cost/, T-5 = ft)'' sm^.
dt '

dt^

For the motion of A
(7,

we have

^w /^ \ d^ cos6

'^{2a^u)co'coBe
= X

(1).

mu d^sind ^ ,^

(o'am0=Y- S (2).

/A
= [B-V Y) wcos^ + Xwsin^ (3).

For the motion of BC,

mv ,. .rf^sin^ __

_ _
(a
_

u^) G," sin^ = F
(4).
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From (2) and (3),

Lb = Xu sin ^ + 2 Yu cos 6
^
sin 6 cos 6

a
771= - a)\ sin^ cos^ {u {2a

-
u)
- 2 {a'

-
ii')

-
u'}

= (o^u sin ^ cos ^ . 2a (u a)
a ^ '

2ma)^, u mid , {a u) cos 6

==
^moi^, 2u sin 6 .{2a 2u) cos 6

=^ - \mco\CH.CK

(X CH,CK.
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Wednesday, Jan. 18, 1854. 94.. .12^.

1. There are n points in space, of which p are in one

plane, and there is no other plane which contains more than

three of them; how many planes are there, each of which

contains three of the points?

Conceive n points such that no plane contains more than

three of them; the number of planes, each of which contains

three points, being equal to the number of combinations of

n things taken three at a time, is equal to

n{n-l) (n-2) ^

now if p of these n points be selected, the number of planes,

each of which contains three of these points, is

p{p-l) {j>-2) ^

1.2.3
'

hence, if these p points move so as to lie in one plane, this

one will replace the ^-^ Too planes last mentioned
;

the number required is therefore

n{n-l){n-2) p{p-l)[p-2)
1.2.3 1.2.3

2. A bag contains nine coins, five are sovereigns, the other

four are equal to each other in value; find what this value

must be, in order that the expectation of receiving two coins

at random out of the bag may be worth twenty-four shillings.
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Let the value of each of the four coins be x shillings.

The chance of drawing two of the sovereigns

_ 5:i^9^_ 10.~
1.2 1.2

~
36 '

the chance of drawing one sovereign and one other coin

. .
9-8 20=

^'"1:2
=

36'

the chance of drawing two of the other coins

_4^ ^9^ _ ^,~
1.2 1.2

~
36*

therefore the value of the expectation in shillings
= Jg of

40 shillings + IJ of (20 + x) shillings + 3^ of 2x shillings ;

therefore 36 x 24 = 400 + 20 (20 + cc) + 6 x 2ic,

864 - 800 = 32ic,

x = 2'j

therefore the coin is worth two shillings.

Otherwise. Let x shillings be the value of one of the four

coins
;

then the contents of the bag are worth (100 + 4ic)

shillings ;
therefore one coin at random is worth

shillings, two coins at random are worth |(100 + 4ic) shillings,

and so on;

therefore f (100 + 4ic)
=

24,

25 + a; = 27,

a? = 2;

therefore the coin is a florin.

3. Having given that w, v, and z are functions of the in-

dependent variables x and
?/,

and that one of the equations

for determining them is = v
;

transform this equation.

into one in which x and z shall be the independent variables..
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This is simply an example in the change of the independent
variables.

In general, if ?* be a function of two variables
a?, y, and

c', y' are to be made the independent variables, a?, y being

given by the equations

X = <t>{x\ y), y =-f[x\ y) (1),

we have
du _ fdu\ d<l> fdu\ df \

dx \dxj dx \dyj dx I

(2),

du

dx'~
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are the independent variables
;

so that if u be a function of ^

alone, -j- will be equal to zero. Hence, writing z for w,

'dz\ _ _dx ^

dx) dy
'

d^

and substituting these values in the given equations,

dy dy
du du dx dx

dx dz dy~ dy
'

dz dz

du dy du dy dy
dx dz dz dx dx~ "*

the form required.

4. (1) Trace the curve whose equation is

tan^ - + tan' ^ = 1.
a a

Let
a?', y be the coordinates of a point in the curve

;
then

evidently the values x = mira + a?', y = wira + y satisfy the

equation: hence the whole locus consists of portions similar

to the portion obtained by taking x and y from ^tt to -f Jtt.

Again, the curve is symmetrical about the axes of x and y ;

we may therefore ascertain the complete form by considering

positive values only of x and y.
rrr

Thirdly, a? = makes y a^ and y decreases as x increases

till X = - a. when ?/
= : and, if x lie between - a and -

,

4 ' ^ ' '

4 2 '

y is impossible ;
therefore the general form is a closed round

curve, and the entire locus consists of an infinite number of

such round figures, at equal distances, on a series of equidistant

lines at right angles to each other.

(2) Trace the curve whose equation is

2 ^^,3 ^4
xy{y-xf -

ay = a
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This cui-ve may be conveniently traced as an example of

one of the theorems in the fourth question of the paper dated

Jan. 18, 1J 4
;

it will be found so treated farther on.

5. Find the value of I tan ^{m\/(l tan^a?)} dx', and shew,
'^

either from your result, or from the area of the former of

the two curves proposed in the preceding question, that

I
tan"V(l tannic) ^ic is equal to tt ('17) nearly.

J n

Let f{m) = tan
^

{m \/(l tan'^a?)} dx,
J

> V(l-tan'a^) dx

I.

(1
- tan

a;)

\/(cosec'^a;- 2).coseca?.cotir cosecicc^ic

j(w' + 1) (cosec'^ic
-

2) + 1} {(cosec'ic
-

2) + 2}

_ r* v{vdv)

putting v^ for cosec'^ic - 2,

1 [r 2dv _ r dv )

2m' + 1 V^ v' + 2 j^ K+ 1) v' + Ij

TT 1 TT 1

V2 2m'^ + 1 2 VKH- 1) (2m' + 1)

*

Now /(O) = ;

therefore f{m) =^ f\ f" - !^
["' ,, ,

^^
^^ ^

V2Jo2m'^+l 2 j VK+1) (2m'^+l)

*""
X -1 /n ''^ r* ^^= - tan w v2 -

// 1 \ ,

putting v' for
2 + 1,
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From this we obtain

r _ , _ ^2
tan

^

\/(l tan'^ic) dx = it tan
^ J2

4

= TT (tan"' V2
'^

4,

= TT X circular measure of (9 44')

= TT (-1699) ;

a result which is confirmed by considering the curve traced

above : for in that curve / tan W(l tan^a?) dx is the ex-

pression for J of the area of one of the round figures; and

this area has been shewn to be less than the square on :

and it may be shewn that the curve lies outside a circle whose
TT

4

^_ J_.
a~ V2'

radius is j ;
for when x = y^

tan

therefore tan > 1
;a

therefore ^ > ,

a 4 '

TT
X > a

4 y 2'

the abscissa of the curve is therefore greater than the cor-

responding abscissa of the circle. Therefore the value of

V(l tan''
a?) dx lies between and

,
that is between

7r(-196) and 7r(-154); therefore

\/(l tan''
a?)

dx = it ('17) nearly.

/,

/:

6. Determine the form of the function f{d) from the

equation y(2^) =0086/(6)',

with the condition /(O) = m.
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Apply the result to find the centre of gravity of a circular

/(^) = cos|./g)

/(^,)=cosJ../(|)

f{6) = cos -
. cos ^ ... cos -

./(^^j

2".sin(|)./(e)
=
sin^./(|)

sin^

Now as n increases, i approximates to 1 smd/l-^] to m,

sin^

.,^. sin^

The centre of gravity of a circular arc must be in the

line drawn from the centre to the middle point of the arc.

Let f{d) express the distance of the centre of gravity
from the centre of the circle, when 6 is the angle subtended

by the arc at the centre.

Let AOB, fig. (2.5),
=

2(9, AO = a.

Bisect A OB hy OC, and AOC, COB, by OB, OE.

Then, since the centre of gravity oi AG lies in OD at

a distance from equal to f{d), and similarly for the centre

of gravity of CB\ and since the line joining the centres of

gravity oi AC and CB must cut 0(7 at riglit angles in the

I
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centre of gravity of AB^ therefore

f{20) = cos^ .f{0),

and m =
a, in this case

;
therefore

^ sin^

7. (1) A rod is marked at random at two points, and

then divided into three parts at those points; shew that the

probability of its being possible to form a triangle with the

pieces is |.

Let ABj fig. (26), be the rod, C its middle point, i>, JE,

the middle points of AC^ CB.

In order that it may be possible to form a triangle, each

of the pieces must be less than the smn of the other two,

or in other words, each must be less than half the rod.

To secure this it is clear that the two points of division

P, Q^ must lie on opposite sides of (7; the probability of their

doing so is \.

Let X be the probability that two points lying on opposite

sides of the middle point of a line contain between them

less than half the line : the required probability will be \x.

Now there are four classes of ways in which the points may
fall,

all equally likely, the chance of each is therefore \.

In the first of these classes, viz. when the points of division

lie in D C, GE^ success is certain
;

in the second, viz.

when the points lie in AD^ EB^ success is impossible ;
in

the third, viz. when the points lie in AD^ CE^ the proba-

bility of success is
a?,

for success depending on the distance

between the points being less than AC^ the probability is

the same as \i DC were removed, and success depended on

the distance between the points being less than AD^ and this

probability is x by supposition ; lastly in the fourth class,

viz. when the points lie in I>(7, EB^ it may be shewn by
similar reasoning that the probability of success is x.

E
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Hence x is equal to the sum of the four compound pro-

\ X X 1
babilities t + t + t + ti therefore x = -, and the probability

4 4 4 4 2

required is -
.

Othericise. Let a be the length of the rod, cc, ?/,
the

distances of the two points of division from one end, x being

greater than y. Then the lengths of the three pieces are

y^ x-y^ a- X.

And the conditions of the problem give, as above shewn,

a a a

Now let
a?, ?/,

be the coordinates of a point referred to the

rectangular axes Ox Oy^ fig. (27).

Let OA =
,
AB= a, OAB =

^tt.

Then every possible way of dividing the rod may be repre-

sented by a point in the triangle OAB^ and the chance of

succeeding will be equal to the ratio of the area which con-

tains points coiTcsponding to favourable cases, to the area of

the whole triangle.

Now we must have y <
^cl'-j

therefore if CD bisect OB and

AB^ points in CDB are not favourable. Again, since x y< J,
points in EDA^ E being the middle point of OA^ are excluded.

And lastly, since a x < \a^ or a:^ > ^a, OCE is excluded.

Hence the required chance is equal to areaECJ) -f- &re3iOAB= -
.

7. (2) Again : a piece is cut off the end of a rod, and

the remainder is cut into two pieces at random
;
shew that

the probability of its being possible to form a triangle with

the pieces is in this case log^ 2 ^.

Let AB (fig. 28) be the rod, C its middle point; then,
if A be the end from which the piece is cut

off, it is necessary
that the first point of section P should fall within AC, and

also that each of the parts into which FB is then divided

should be less than half the rod.

4
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First, the probability that P, which may fall anywhere in

AB^ falls within AC^ is equal to ^.

Let the rod be divided into n parts, each equal to Bx^ so

that a = nSx.

Then, if F fall on the r^^ of these parts, there is a portion

of the rod equal to f 1
j

within which the other point Q

may fall.

Let this part be divided into m parts, each equal to Sy,

so that f 1 ] a = mhy.

Then the whole number of ways in which P and Q may
fall is mn] and these ways are all equally likely.

Now to estimate in how many of these ways the formation

of a triangle is possible, we observe that if r > -
,
a triangle

cannot be formed
;
and if r < -

,
then the space within which

Q must fall, so as to make a triangle possible, is CP',

where FP' = AC: and CF' is equal to - a = m hy.

Therefore the number of favourable cases is 2
"

m. .
*"

71 r

These results are approximately true, when 7n and n are

large ; they will be strictly true in the limit when m and 7i are

indefinitely increased : therefore the chance required is equal to

,. . 1 = r
limit 2^ ,

7n .

7nn n r

rJ jr-0

71 71 r

"^ X . . r 1
- dx writing x for - and dx for -,- X n 71^

=
log,2

-
i-

e2
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If we wish to apply to this problem the geometrical method

by which the former was solved, we may take AP =
c,

PQ = M ]
y. Then every permissible way of cutting the

rod will correspond to a point {xi/) in a certain square: and

the areas containing the points which correspond to unfavour-

able ways will be cut off by three lines, a straight line lx=-],
2

and two hyperbolas whose equations are
[o-

-
x) y = ^

and

(a ic) (a y)
= : this method will require the evaluation

of the same integral as the preceding method, of which it may
be considered as a geometrical illustration.

8. One helix rolls upon another, (the inclination of the

curve to the axis being the same in both,) in such a way
that the osculating planes of the two curves at the point of

contact coincide
;
find the curve traced out by a point in the

rolling curve.

If a helix be traced on the surface of a cylinder, and a

line be drawn through any point of the curve perpendicular
to the axis, the osculating plane will pass through this line,

and through the tangent line to the curve. If therefore two

helixes be traced on the surfaces of cylinders, and the in-

clination of the curve to the axis be the same in each, if

one of the cylinders be placed within the other, and roll round

inside it, the one curve will roll upon the other, and the oscu-

lating planes at the point of contact will always coincide ; the

motion will therefore be of the kind described in the enun-

ciation : and a point in the rolling curve will evidently trace

out a hypocycloid. If the one cylinder be exterior to the

other, that is if the curvatures of the two helixes be in

opposite directions, a point in the rolling curve will trace out

an epicycloid.

9. Aj B, 0, are three fixed points, and P a point which

moves first half-way to A^ then half-way to B^ then half-way
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to 0, then half-way to A again, and so on for ever; shew

that from whatever position F start, its path approximates to

the perimeter of a certain triangle whose area is one-seventh

of the area of the triangle ABC.

Let ABC (fig. 29) be the triangle formed by joining the

given points.

We shall first shew that there is a triangle A'B'C\ such

that if F start from C '

it will continue to move in the perimeter
of C'A'B'.

Find the points Dj E^ F^ such that

BD=^2DC, CE=2EA, AF=2FB.

Join AD, BE, OF, AB\ BC, CA\

Let a, h, c, x, stand for the areas of the triangles AA'B',

BB'C, CCA', A'B'C, respectively.

Then, since AF = 2FB,

lC'AB' ^2C'BB',

(for C'AF= 2C'BF and B'AF= 2B'BF,)

or X -{ a 2h,

Similarly, x + h = 2c,

a? + c = 2a;

therefore, multiplying the second equation by 2, and the third

by 4, and adding,
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Then, since C^A is bisected in A^^

and C'A A',

therefore A,A' = ^C^C.

Similarly, B^B' = \A^A\

C,G'^\B,B'',

therefore C^C = ^C^C\

Similarly, C^C = {\TC,C' ',

therefore the successive resting-places of P approximate to the

points A'B'C'j and the path of Pto the perimeter of A'B'C.

Next to find the area of A'B' C.

CC = C'B'
;

therefore a ACC = A C'B' = x -\- a = 2x.

Similarly, BAA' =
2ic,

CBB' =
2x',

and /sABC is made up of these three triangles, together with

A'B'C',

therefore a ABC =
7x,

or the area of A'B'C is one-seventh of the area of ABC.

Otherwise: Let the plane which passes through ABC be

taken as the plane of xy, and let

^a ^a
be the coordinates of A,

h h B,X y I

xS ^,

xy'z the original coordinates of P,

:r"iv^i^i
^^^ coordinates of P after moving half-way towards A^'

AAA A

AA.^ii ^'

&C.
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Call this point C\ and let A'B' be the similar points; then

the coordinates of A' will be

4 2 1 ,

4 2 1
,

1 r D. 4,2 1
and of 5, _^5 + _^a+_^c,

4,2 1
] a -] c.

71/
^

7 V
^

7 1/

So far we have proved that there is a triangle A'B'C\ to

whose perimeter the path of P approximates; we proceed to

find the area of this triangle.

The area ofABC is equal to

4C/ + x^/ + .c,
-

x^,
-
x^/

-
x/) ;

and a similar expression might be written down for the area

oi A'B'C\ involving the values of the coordinates of A'B'C

given above.

In this latter expression the coefficient of jij) would be

1/16
_4 1___^___^\

2 U9
"''

49
"^

49 49 49 497

"2(7)5

and by symmetry the expression for the area of A'B'C will

be similar to that for ABC, every coefficient in the one being
one-seventh of the coiTcsponding coefficient in the other : there-

fore the area of A'B'C is one-seventh of the area of ABC

10. A string has a heavy particle at one end, and a small

smooth ring at the other; a loop, formed by passing the

particle through the ring, surrounds a fixed rough horizontal

cylinder, the string being in one plane perpendicular to the

axis : find the limiting positions of equilibrium ;
and shew that

i
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in every position of equilibrium the three angles at the ring
will be all obtuse unless the coefficient of friction exceed

2 log. 2

lir
'

Let P (fig. 30) be the heavy particle, A the ring, PACBA
the string, PA C passing through the ring ;

the axis of the

cylinder.

Let P be the weight of the particle,

T the tension of AB^
e the angle BOG,

fjL
the coefficient of friction.

We must first find in what positions the system will rest,

and then limit fi so as to exclude the possibility of acute

angles at A.

If the system be at rest, the conditions of equilibrium of

the ring will be satisfied, and also the relation between P and T
will be such that the string may not slip round in either di-

rection. To secure this latter we must have

r>P-'<27r-0)^ and r<P^(2.r-0) ^j^^

and the ring will rest if

angle jB^O= angle J5^P (2),

and T=2Pcos^^,
or r= 2Pcosl9 (3),

PA n
(for BAG := TT - e, ^nd BAC = BAP; therefore =-^ =

6).

If (1), (2), (3) be satisfied the system will rest.

Again, since PA (7 < tt,
therefore BA

(7,
BAP must each of

them be greater than -
. If, therefore, there be an acute

angle at A, it must be PAG. It is required therefore so to

TT .

limit
//,

that no value of Q less than shall satisfy the con-

ditions (1).
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Substitute in (1) the value of T given by (3) : then

2cos^>-'*(2--') (a),

2cos^<'^^2--^) (/3).

First, consider the condition (a) : as 6 increases, cos^ de-

creases, and e"^^^"^"^) increases, so that the smaller the value

of 6 the more likely is the condition (a) to be satisfied: it

is clear then that this condition cannot exclude small values

of e.

Consider then condition (/3),
which may be thrown into

the form

s'^^os^ < Je^^" (7).

Now e'* cos^ is a maximum relative to 6 for the value

6 = tan"^)Lt. First
J suppose ft < 1

; then, since the value of

e cos^ increases as 6 changes from to tan"^/*, and decreases

as 6 changes from tan~^/i to
,

it is clear that (7) will be

TT ,

inconsistent with all the values of 6 from to -
, provided

it be inconsistent with these limiting values themselves, (one

or the other of these being the value most likely to satisfy (7) ).

It is required therefore so to limit fi that (7) may be incon-

sistent with ^ = and also with 6 = -; that is, in order to
4

exclude acute angles, we must have

l>i ,
or /^<-^,

and V2>s'^('--n or /^ <^^ ,

which are both satisfied by
2 log, 2

Secondly, Suppose /x > 1. Now, since tan^^, which is

lift

the value of 6 which makes s cos^ a maximum, is greater

than -
,
therefore e'^ cos 6 increases as 6 changes from to -

;
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therefore (7) will be inconsistent with every value of 6 between
IT

and -
, provided it be inconsistent with ^ =

;
that

is,
in

order to exclude acute angles, we must have

log, 2
^

27r

but this is impossible, for by supposition /* > 1
; therefore,

if
//,
> 1, we cannot exclude acute angles.

On the whole, therefore, there will be no acute angle at

the ring if

2logH2
/M<

lir

11. Two parallel vertical walls are one smooth and the

other rough, and between them is supported a hemisphere with

its curved surface in contact with the smooth wall, and a point
in its rim in contact with the rough wall: find the pressures
on the walls, and the least coefficient of friction consistent

with equilibrium.

The hemisphere is at rest under the action of three forces
;

their directions must therefore lie in one plane, and pass

through one point ;
this plane must be vertical, and perpen-

dicular to the two walls.

In this plane let
(fig. 31) be the centre of the hemisphere

ACBj G its centre of gravity, GOJE a horizontal line through 0,
GB vertical through G: join OG, DB,

Let a AO^ the radius of the hemisphere ;

h = CE^ the distance between the walls
;

0L = AOG^ the inclination of the plane face to the horizon
;

e = BDE.

When the system rests the whole action at B must act along

BD^ since the directions of the two other forces pass through D :

and the only condition to be fulfilled
is,

that the wall EB be

sufficiently rough to exert a force in a direction making an

angle 6 with the normal; that is, we must have
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Now Z> = a(l + cosa),

and tan = -77^

BO sma
BO cosa +00 sina

r
, since OG = %a.

cota + f
' ^ '

b a

therefore the least coefficient of friction consistent with equi-

librium is

1

^-^
+3'

^/{2ab-b')
^^

12. A body moves under the action of a force whose di-

rection always touches a given plane curve, shew that, so long
as the curvature is continuous, the areas, which it sweeps out

about the moving point of contact, are not proportional to

the times.

This may be proved in the way in which Newton proves
his first proposition.

Suppose that a body in motion is deflected by a succession

of impulses, at equal intervals of time, but that the directions

of the impulses do not pass through one point.

Let AB
(fig. 32) be the space described by the body in

the first interval;

BC the space it would describe in the next;

B^ the direction of the impulse at B.

BC the direction in which the body moves after the

impulse ;

I
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then if C C be drawn parallel to ^/3, the body will at the end

of the second interval be found at (7; and, as in Newton,

area jSAB = jSBG.

Similarly, if Cy be the direction of the impulse at 6\ and

CI) the space actually described in the third interval, it may
be proved that

area/35(7 = /3Ci);

therefore yCD > ^BG,

Similarly, hDE>yCD,
&c.

Therefore, in any number of intervals the body describes an

area which is not proportional to the time, but (as the figure

is drawn) describes an area which increases more rapidly than

in proportion to the time : therefore, in the limit, when the

number of intervals is increased and the magnitude of each

diminished, (in which case the series of impulses approximates
to a continuous force, and the locus of ^yB... to a curve touch-

ing the line in which the impulse acts,) the areas described

by the moving body are not proportional to the times of de-

scribing them.

Note. If the line By had been drawn to cut CjS instead of

cutting C^ produced, and so on, then the area would have

increased less rapidly than in proportion
'

to the time.

13. A body describes a cycloid under the action of a force,

which in every position of the body is directed towards the

centre of the corresponding generating circle
;
find the law of

the force and of the motion of the centre of force.

Let the equations to the cycloid be

a; = a(^-l-sin^), 3^
=

a(l cos^) ;

. , d'x d'e . .(de\' ,

.d'o
therefore -rr = -tt a sm 6/ -^ + cos 6/ -^-7 ,

dt' df \dtj dt'
^

d'y ^fde\' . ^d'e^ =
acos^f^j +asmd-^.
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In any position of the generating circle, the radius drawn

through the tracing point is inclined at an angle 6 to the axis

of y. Therefore, representing the force by F, and remembering
that there is no force perpendicular to this, we have

dt dt

dev . ^d'e

\dtj dt'
'

=
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that the centre of this curve coincides with the centre of gravity

of the triangle BCD.
Since the tangent plane at B is parallel to the plane ACD^

therefore the intersections of these planes with BCD are pa-

rallel
;
that is,

CD is parallel to the tangent to the curve BCD
at B. Therefore the line drawn through B to bisect CD will

pass through the centre of the curve BCD. But this line

evidently passes through the centre of gravity of the triangle

BCD', therefore the centre of the curve BCD^ and the centre

of gravity of the triangle BCD., lie on the same straight line

through B. Similarly it may be shewn that a line through
C or D passes through the aforesaid centres; therefore they
coincide.

Let this point be called G, and join AG.

Then, since the tangent plane at A is parallel to the plane

BCD
J
and a line is drawn from A to the centre of the curve

BCD
J

therefore this line passes through the centre of the

surface. And since this line is drawn from the vertex of a

pyramid to the centre of gravity of the base, therefore it passes

through the centre of gravity of the pyramid. Hence a line

can be drawn through A^ passing through the centre of the

surface, and through the centre of gravity of the tetrahedron.

And the same may be proved of any other angular point.

Therefore the two centres, the centre of the surface and the

centre of gravity of the tetrahedron, coincide.

15. A horizontal cylinder revolves with uniform velocity

about its axis, and an endless chain, passing round
it,

revolves

with it in such a manner that the form of the chain in space

is always the same
;
shew that the form of the curve is in-

dependent of the velocity.

Let Fbe the velocity of any point of the chain,

k the mass of a unit of length of the chain,

T the tension at any point of the chain not in contact

with the cylinder,

p the radius of curvature,

6 the inclination of the tangent to the horizon at this point.
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V and k are absolute constants : T and p may be considered

as functions of 6y since the position of any point is determinate

when a value is assigned to 6.

Since the velocity is constant, the accelerating effective force

at any point is along the normal; and by D'Alembert's

principle the chain would hang in its existing shape under

the action of gravity, and the reversed effective force acting
at every point. Therefore, resolving the forces on any element

along the normal and tangent,

V^ T
^'"''^ + J

=
Fp

W'

. 1 dT

thcrctorc, eliminating p,

1 dT
k dO

tan^;

therefore, integrating,

T \

=
log((7sec^);'-(f

T
therefore y^^c^qcO-,

therefore, by (1),
i =

-^cos'^^:
P ^

therefore ^=^gec'(9,dv g
'

9 beiu^' til.' Iciii^th of the chain measured from some point
xed in

sp.icc, as the lowest point ;

therefore = tan^,

tiie equation to the common catenaiy. |,

I
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We have thus proved that the species of curve which the

moving chain may assume is a catenary; it remains to shew

that the magnitude and position of the catenary are indepen-
dent of the velocity.

For this purpose, let the student draw a circle to represent

a transverse section of the cylinder, and a catenary with its

axis vertical to represent the free part of the chain
;
the circle

and catenary will touch each other in two points, on opposite

sides of the axis; if he now draw another catenary with its

axis vertical, and (like the former) touching the circle, he will

find that he is obliged to draw it either entirely within or

entirely without the former, according as the parameter of the

second catenary is greater or less than that of the former; and

this would require the length of the chain to be less or greater

than before : but the length of the chain is given, therefore

the magnitude and position of the catenary are determinate,

and this without reference to the velocity of the chain.

Otherwise. (The following ingenious proof was sent up in

the Senate-House by one of the candidates : it is given with

a few additions, which have been placed between brackets.)

If we suppose there to be perfect friction between the chain

and the cylinder, [or if we suppose the cylinder to be smooth,]

since the string is always stretched, the principle of virtual

velocities will hold for the effective forces reversed, and the

impressed force of gravity.

But the effective forces are by themselves in equilibrium,

because the velocity and direction [of motion] of each point,

[fixed in the chain] are the same each time it reaches the same

point [in space ;
and therefore the resultant of all the effective

forces on it during a revolution is nothing, since the motion is

the same at the end as at the beginning of that time
;]

and to

each point at different times correspond all the points at the

same time, [that is,
the effective forces which act on an element

of the chain in its revolution, are the same as the effective

forces acting on the several elements of the chain at any parti-

cular epoch : therefore, as above asserted, the effective forces on

the whole chain at any epoch are in equilibrium by themselves],

F
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Therefore the principle
of virtual velocities holds for gravity

only, and therefore the form of the [moving] curve [satisfying

the same conditions as if it were hanging subject to gravity

only,] is the common catenary.

Note. This problem is a particular case of the following:

If a imiform endless chain rest in any form, subject to the

action of forces depending only on the position of the particle

acted on, and to the reactions of smooth surfaces, it would

continue to move in the same form if put in motion in such

a manner that every point of the chain begins to move in the

direction of the tangent at that point.

This proposition may be easily proved by referring to the

general equations for a flexible string. The equations of equi-

librium are three.

l,(4:)-^-^-n w,
&c. J

the &c. standing for two other equations related to the axes of

1/
and z in the same manner that the above equation is related

to the axis of ic; and X, X^ standing for the resolved parts of

the forces which depend on the position of the particle, and of

the reactions of the fixed surfaces, if the point (ic, y, z) be in

contact with such surface.

If T were eliminated from equations (1), the two resulting

equations would be satisfied by the coordinates of every point

in the chain.

Now suppose the chain to be moving in the form in which

it would rest, in such a manner that every point is moving in

the direction of the tangent, and therefore that every point
has the same velocity ;

let V be this velocity, T' the tension

at ar, y, ,
and suppose X\ F, Z\ to be the forces required to

continue such motion, while the reactions continue the same.

Then we shall have the three following equations of motion :

|(rJ).x.z.-4? =
o|

,,
&C.
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Tvx dx ,, dx cPx Try d^^

therefore equations (2) become

|{(r-.F^)g
+ x- +

x.^o} (3).

&c. J

and, as before, if T were eliminated from equations (3), the two

resulting equations would be satisfied by the coordinates of

every point of the moving chain.

In order that the curve, whose equations result from

eliminating T from (1), may be the same as the curve

whose equations result from eliminating [T IcV^^) from (3),

X\ Y\ Z\ must be certain functions of xyz ;
whatever forms

of X', F', Z'^ proper to effect this, may exist, it is clear that

if X', Y\ Z\ be equal to X^ Y, Z^ respectively, the curves

will be "the same. If therefore the chain when in motion

be subject to the same system of forces as when at rest, it

will continue to move in the same form, the reactions of the

fixed surfaces will be the same as before, and the tension at

every point will be greater than before, by hV .

16. An inclined plane is fixed on a table, and from the

foot of it a body is projected upwards along the plane with

the velocity due to the height c; after passing over the top
of the plane the body strikes the table fit a distance z from

the foot of the plane ;
shew that, if the length of the plane

be
Z,

and a its inclination to the horizon be less than -
,
the

greatest value of z for given values of c and a is
sma cosa '

and corresponds to the value Z = 2c .^ cos a

Let V be the original velocity, so that V'^ = 2gc ;

h the height of the inclined plane, so that h = l sin a
;

V the velocity on reaching the top of the plane, so that

v^ = 2g[c-h)',

X the horizontal distance of flight, so that z=x + h cot a.

P2
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From the equation to the path of the projectile, (the top of

the plane being origin,)

a x^
^ h = X tana "^

2 v^ cos'^a

a x^
= X tana

2 2g[c-li) cos^a'

x^
therefore [c-h)[h^-x tan a)

=
j-^^^ ;

therefore, substituting z - h cota for Xj
'

[z h coicCf
(c h)z tan a = ^. 2 5^ ^ 4 cos a '

therefore

z* - 2(/^ cotacos2a + c sin2a)2 + A' cot'a = ... (1):

and, differentiating with respect to A, in order to find the

maximum value of s,
dz

{z
-

[h cota co82a4- c sin2a)) -^
- cota cos2a.2; + h cot'^a =

(2),

therefore -7?
= 0, if 2 = A -

;

ah ^ cos 2a

therefore, substituting this value of 2; in (1), and reducing,

, cos 2a
h = c 2

cos a

dz
also substituting in the coefficient of -jj in (2),

, cota I , ^ . ^ . ^A n cota cos2a c sm2a = c sm2a :

cos 2a '

therefore, as h increases through the value c ., , the co-
cos a '

efficient of ^ continues nearly equal to c sin 2a, and therefore

continues positive, while the remainder of equation (2), viz.

cota cos 2a.z + A cot* a, increases from to +, for z is sta-

tionary and h is increasing;

therefore ^ changes from 4 to -;
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therefore z is s. maximum when

, h ^ cot2a
I = - = 2c

,sma cos a

, , cot a c
and z = h = -: .

cos2a sma cosa

17. A slender ring, moveable in a vertical plane, has a fixed

rough cylinder passing through it,
the axis of the cylinder being

perpendicular to the plane of the ring ;
the ring whirls round

in its own plane so as always to be in contact with the cylinder,

and to roll on it without sliding: if V^V^ be the velocities of

the centre of the ring when in its highest and lowest positions

respectively, and if F be the point of contact, the centre of

the ring, when the tendency to slide is greatest, and OA a

vertical drawn downwards through 0, shew that

Y'^ _ 72
cosPO^ = 2 % \,

.

Explain the result when F/ > 3 F/.

Let
, hj be the radii of the ring and of the cylinder,

<^ the angle FOA (fig. 33),

6 the angle which a particular radius fixed in the ring
makes with a fixed line in the plane of the ring,

Fj i?, the friction, and normal action at P, estimated

as accelerating forces.

F
The tendency to slide will be greatest' when -p

is a maxi-

mum, provided it never become infinite; we must therefore

F
find an expression for

-p
and make it a maximum.

Applying D'Alembert's principle, and resolving forces pa-
rallel and perpendicular to OP, and taking moments about 0,
we obtain

{a-b)[^J
=

gcos<f> + B (1),

{a-b)^=g^n<l>-F (2),
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Also, since there is no sliding at P,

(

hv which (3) becomes

-^)S = ^ w-

To express (-^]
in terms of 4>

from (2) and (4), 2{a-h)-^=g sin0 ;

.-.

{a-b){^^J=C-gco.cl> (5).

From (1) and (5),
R = C - 2g cos0 (6),

and from (2) and (4),
F = \g sin^ ;

F 1 sinc^
''' R^lC

coso
2g

^

and this is a maximum when

coscp
=

-^
.

It remains to introduce V^ and
V,^

instead of (7;

from (5), V: = {C-g)[a-b)
(7);

. g __ V:
- V^

Hcncf the tendency to slide is greatest when

cos(|)
=
2y5-j-y5.

y^ _ K" K" - 3F''
Since 2

T/t-r-v-^
= ^ + 'V^'Zln -^

^* follows that the ex-

preanon for co8<^ is less than 1 only when F/ <^V^\ hence

the question, What happens when F/ is greater than
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3F^^? Now, by substituting for F/, after eliminating G from

equations (7), the expression for cos<^ becomes

9{ct-h)+Vr

therefore, as V^ decreases from go to
cj {a b)^ (j)

decreases from

to 0; and if V^^ be less than g[a h)^ (j>
becomes impossible,

and at the same time V^^ becomes greater than 3F/^

Hence, if the ring revolve very rapidly, the risk of sliding

is greatest when the centre of the ring is only just above a

horizontal line through the centre of the cylinder ;
if the speed

be diminished, the position in which sliding is more probable
than in any other becomes nearer to the highest position of

the ring; if the speed be such that V^^
= g{a h)^ the risk of

sliding is greater when the ring is highest, than at any other

part of the revolution. In this case {i,e, when V^ = g{a h)^)

C=^a by (7),

and therefore w;hen the ring is highest,

R = by (6);

F
and though i^ = 0, yet ^ = go .

A smaller value of V^\ besides making V^ > 3 V^\ would

make the expression for B, given by (6)*, negative; hence we
see that the contact between the ring and the cylinder would

be broken before the ring completed a revolution, and that

the risk of sliding would never be a maximum, in the proper
sense of the word, but would increase without limit as the

ring approached the critical position at which it would fall.

18. A cylindrical vessel is moveable about a horizontal axis

passing through its centre of gravity, and is placed so as to

have its axis vertical; if water be poured in, shew that the

equilibrium is at first unstable; and find the condition which

must be satisfied, in order that it may be possible to make

the equilibrium stable by pouring in enough water.
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Let CFB (fig. 34) be the base of the vessel,

G its centre of gravity,

AEB the surface of the water,

H its centre of gravity,

CF=a, FE=k, Fa = c.

The equilibrium will be stable
if,

on the vessel being turned

round through a very small angle, the resultant of the fluid

presHures tends to bring the vessel back to its former position,

the weight of the vessel producing no effect, because the centre

of gravity lies on the axis of motion.

Now the line of action of the resultant pressure is the same

as if a solid cylinder, that would just fit into the given cylinder,

were floating on a fluid, in such a manner that the volume of

fluid displaced were equal to the volume contained in the given

cylindrical vessel
;
for the pressures would be the same in the

two cases, except that in the one they would act downwards

and outwards, in the other they would act upwards and inwards
;

therefore in the existing case the downward resultant acts

through J/, the metacentre of the space ABj and by the

usual formula we have

'TTCr/l 4A '

hence the equilibrium will be unstable if

h a'

2
+

47.^^'
](

or if A" - 2Ac -f ^ be positive.

Now by the Theory of Equations this is always positive
imlesB h be between

^

A'--^--
Now if it be possible to make the equilibrium stable, these

two quantities must be real; hence the required condition is

a"
that c" be greater than .
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19. Given the directions of three plane mirrors in space,

consti-uct a straight line, such that, if light from it be reflected

by the three mirrors in succession, the third image shall be

parallel to the straight line.

From the centre of any sphere draw radii perpendicular
to the mirrors, and let A^ B^ Cj (fig. 35) be the extremities

of these radii: then, if we can construct a spherical triangle

A'B'C'^ such that A^ B^ (7,
shall be the middle points of its

sides, the radii 0A\ 0B\ 0C\ will severally satisfy the re-

quired condition. For, supposing the images to be formed by
the mirrors corresponding to A, Bj (7,

in succession since

0B\ OC'j are equally incHned to the normal OA, the image,
formed by A^ of 0B\ will be parallel to OC; similarly, the

image, formed by B^ of a line parallel to 00', will be parallel

to OA'
;
and the image, formed by 0, of a line parallel to OA'y

will be parallel to OB'
;
so that if there be a luminous object

parallel to 0B\ the first and second images of it will be parallel

to 00' and OB'^ and the third image will be parallel to the

object. The problem is thus reduced to the determination of

a spherical triangle, the middle points of whose sides shall

coincide with three given points on the surface of a sphere.

Join BC by an arc of a great circle, and produce it both

ways to meet B'O' produced in i), J5';
DAE is a

semicircle,

and A is its middle point. (Hymers' Sj>Jierical Trigonometry^
Prob. 7.)

Hence the triangle A'B'C is to be found by the following
construction: Join BC^ and produce it both ways to meet the

great circle, of which A is the pole, in the points D, E: join

DAE'^ part of this circle will be the side B'O' of the required

triangle; similarly, the sides A'B', A'O'j may be constructed;
and hence the lines OA', OB', 00', may be drawn.

The above construction for the required line may be put
into the following form, which is independent of spherical

trigonometry.

Let a, /3, 7, be the names of the mirrors in the order in

which successive images are formed by them.
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Let a meet a plane perpendicular both to (5 and to 7, and

through the line of intersection draw a plane perpendicular

to a; similarly, let 7 meet a plane pei-pendicular both to a

and to /3, and through the line of intersection draw a plane

perpendicular to y ;
the intersection of these two planes (which

correspond to BAE and A CB' respectively,) is the line

required.

It may be remarked that there is only one solution to the

problem; that
is,

when the order in which the light falls on

the mirrors is fixed, there is in general only one direction of

the object which satisfies the required condition.

For though we may take, instead of A^ the diametrically

opposite point, and so of B and
(7,

still we shall not obtain

any other line than OB', For the great circle through BG
will not be affected by the supposed change, neither will the

great circle of which A is the pole ;
the points D and E^ and

the circle DAE, will therefore always keep the same position ;

hence the three circles which intersect in B\ (7',
A' will always

keep their present positions.

Note. By the above construction we have secured, not only
that the third image shall be parallel to the original line, but

that corresponding ends shall be turned towards the same parts.

For instance, if the object were an arrow, and B' corresponded
to the head, and to the feathered end, then in the first image
C would correspond to the head, in the second A', and in

the third B'
;
so that the third image would point in the same

direction as the object.

If it be required that the third image shall be reversed,
it may be shewn that the problem is impossible unless the

mirrors are all perpendicular to one plane.

For, as before, supposing ABC (fig. 36) to be normals to

the mirrors, OB' will be reflected by A into
(9(7', OC hy B

into 0-4', OA' by C into OB"
;
and it is required to find B'

such that B" (instead of coinciding with B', as before,) shall

be at tlic opposite end of the diameter through B'. Hence
B'C produced wiU pass through B", and B'C'B" will be a
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semicircle. Let A^ be the middle point of C'B", then AA^
is a quadrant, and the problem is reduced to the following:
Given three points A^ Bj (7,

to find a triangle CA'B" such

that the middle points of its sides may be B^ (7,
and a point A^^

whose distance from A shall be a quadrant, and that the side

B"C produced shall pass through A. Now, under these cir-

cumstances BC produced meets B"C in points whose distances

from A^ are quadrants; that
is,

the great circle through BG
passes through A. If this condition be not satisfied, there

can be no triangle CA'B" possessing the above-stated pro-

perties, and the problem of the reversed arrow is impossible.

But if the three mirrors be perpendicular to one plane, the

above condition is satisfied, and any point A^ may be chosen

on the great circle, of which A is the pole, and a triangle

CA'B" constructed by the method given in pages 72 and 73,

whence OB' may be drawn.

20. Shew that, in latitude 60, on the 21st of March, the

setting Sun is visible for about 69 seconds longer from the

top than from the bottom of a tower 66 feet high, taking the

Earth's radius 4000 miles and neglecting the effect of refraction.

On the 21st of March the Sun is on the equator; and

therefore in t seconds of time he describes 15^ seconds of

space : again, in latitude 60 the inclination of the equator to

the horizon is 30; therefore when the Sun has described 15^"

from the horizon, measured along the equator, his vertical

distance below the horizon is (15^.sin30)" = ^it". If therefore

the setting Sun be seen t seconds longer from the top than

from the bottom of a tower, the dip of the horizon as seen

from the top must be V^^"; therefore a straight line, drawn

from the top of the tower to the horizon, subtends at the

IT
centre of the Earth an an^le of V^" oi" V^ tttt;^ :^ ^tt: iii^ ^ ^ 180 X 60 X 60

circular measure;

Earth's radius + height of tower
^

^^'=^"Hl80xIox6o '^^)
=

Earth's radius
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1 / TT
Y' _ 22

^
'

^ "*"

2I18OX6O + 6O ^V
~ ^ "^

4000 X 1760 '

r
^

,V_
^ -TV-**

U80x60x8 y 4000x40 ^400^'

216 216 ^^ ,

/. t = r-
= 69 nearly.

TT 3|
-^

21. Shew how to detennlne graphically the path of the

centre of graduation of a mural circle, by observing the dif-

ferences between the readings of any three microscopes, (seve-

rally corrected for nms,) for various positions of the instrument.

Let AO (fig. 37) be the direction of the axis of the first

microscope, inclined at an angle A to the horizon,

C^ the position of the centre of graduation when the

circle is in a certain position, chosen as a standard

position : C^ will serve as an origin to which the path
of the centre of graduation may be referred,

C its position when the instrument has been turned

through a certain angle 0,

C^C = p'j inclination of C^G to the horizon = 0.

If the values of
/?
and ^ be ascertained for a great number

of successive positions of the instrument, the path of the centre

of graduation may be laid down on paper.

Now, let the three microscopes be read off first in the

standard position of the circle, and secondly, after the circle

has turaed through the angle </>,
and the centre of graduation

has arrived at C: the difference of the readings at A will

g^ve the value of
<^, affected with an error, in consequence

of the displacement of the centre of graduation; this error

would be removed
if, before taking the second reading, the

circle were moved parallel to itself till C coincided with C^.

Let A be the point of the limb actually viewed at the second

reading, A' the point which would be at A", and be there

Tiewed if C coincided with
(7,; the second reading at A is
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therefore too great by A'A, Now A"A' is equal and parallel

to CqCj and the angle AA"A' equal to {A-6)'j

.-. error in seconds in the value of
</> assigned by first microscope

. , . ^, 180 X 60 X 60= pM^-^)' ^ ,

B being the radius of the circle.

Similarly, error in the value of assigned by second microscope

180 X 60 X 60= p sm{B-e) .

ttE

Now, as we do not know the true value of
<^,

we cannot

determine from observation the error at a single microscope;
but by subtracting the value of

(j) given by A from that given

by Bj we shall obtain the difference of the two errors: let

<^^j
be the value given by A, (f>^ -\- /3" the value given by B]

a (
' r-D /l^ / ^ ^,, 180 X 60 X 60

.*. ^ = p{sm{B-6)-sm{A- 6)}. ^

(B + A ^\ . B-A 180x60x60= 2p cos I C7
)

. sm
2 J 2 irR

Similarly, if ^^ + 7" be the value of
(j> given by the third

microscope,

(C^-A A . C-A 180x60x60
7 = 2/) cos ( 6] . sm

V 2 y
*

2
*

irR

Hence p and 6 may be obtained; and if this operation be

repeated for successive positions of the circle, the path of the

centre of graduation may be laid down on paper with any

required degree of accuracy.
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Thursday, Jan, 19, 1854. 9... 12.

1. Two circles of radii r, r',
touch a straight line at the

Banie point on opposite sides : a circle, of which the radius is R
and of which the straight line is a chord, touches both the former

circles. Prove that the length of the chord is equal to

4i?

'-'
Let AB

(fig. 38) be the straight line, E the point in which

it is touched by the two circles, the centres of which are 0, O .

Let G be the centre of the third circle. Draw CH at right

angles to AB. Join 00\ OC, O'C.

Let CH=a, HE=h, lOGH^O.
From the geometry,

(r + a)sin^ = Jcos^ (1),

alBO r + a= {R-r) cos^ (2).

(2)-(l) gives

(r 4- a)" C08^(9 ^[[R-rY- h'] cos'^l?,

and therefore b^ = R' - 2Rr - a' - 2ar (3).

Similarly, putting -a for a, and / for r,

h'^R"- 2Rr' ^a' + 2ar' (4).

r rFrom (3) and (4), a = R
r' + r

Heme ^5'=>-a =
i?^./''^'^,

i
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and therefore AB =
^

*6y

2. Prove that, 7i being any positive integer, and e the base

of Napier's logarithms,

^ "^
1.2.3... n'

Lemma. For any value of
ic, except zero, between the limits

1 and + oo
,

X > log (1 + x).

Put y =: X log (1 + x) :

then dy_j^
dx 1 + X

Hence, as x increases from 1 to 0, -^ is always negative,

and therefore y keeps always decreasing. Again, as x increases

from to CO
, -^ is always positive, and therefore y keeps

always increasing. But y = when a? = : hence the truth

of the lemma.

Since, when x is any positive quantity,

x> log(a7+l),

it follows that e" > x -{- \.

Put a? = -
: then e > ,n n '

Writing for
7^, successively, 1, 2, 3, ... w, we have

e.P>2\
e.2^>3^
6.3' > 4',

e.4' > 5^,

e.n> {n-^lf.
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Multiplying these inequalities together and casting out factors

common to both sides of the resulting equation, we have

e\h2,S,..n>{n + iy\ or ^'' > y^j^

3. From a focus S of a. conic section ARQPA (fig. 39),

three radii vcctores SR^ SQ, SP^ are drawn, the angles

FSQ, QSB^ being invariable. Prove that the tangent at P
intersects the chord EQ produced in a point of which the

locus is another conic section.

Supposing e to be the eccentricity of the original conic

section and e of the conical locus, shew that, if Z ESQ =
2a,

and lQ8P=P,

d^
^^^

2
^^^

2

e^~ . , a + /i?

"^

,a + y3

*

sin -^- cos -^
Let lASQ = \. Then the equation to the chord BQTis

ft
- = seca cos(^ X + a) + e cos^,

and that to the tangent PT is

c- = cos (^ X yS) 4- e cos 6.

At the intersection of the chord and tangent, subtracting and

adding the equations

( g
cos^j

.cos a = cos(^ \+ a),

f*

ecos^ = cos(^ X
yS),

we get

(?-eCOB<?).COB'?
=
COB^.COB(^-X+?^).
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Hence ( e cos 6

I sin
2

c . 1

^ . 4 a 4 a
'

\

^^^
2

"^^
2 ]-

Um' - cos'- j

a result which establishes the proposition.

4. Tangents FF\ PF\ are drawn from a point P to touch

the ellipse a 2

at points P', P". Supposing the harmonic mean between the

abscissae of the points P', P", to be equal to that between their

ordinates, shew that the locus of P consists of four arcs of a

curve of the third order.

Trace the curve and shew that, when a = h^ the curve

degenerates into a straight line and an ellipse.

Let h^ kj be the coordinates of P; a?^, 1/^,
of P'

; x^^, y^^^
of P".

The equation to FP" is

hx kii
1

- = \

a

x' (K + ^] - 2hx + a'il-^A=0.

At the intersections of this line with the ellipse,

XT
,

2A 2 ^'
Hence x, -\- x, = --5. , xx^, = a ,

and therefore V = ? . 4.,
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1 1 2^ 1

By symmetry, ^
+ ^

=
J^

a

Hence, by the condition of the problem,

a^'V aV b'^'V bV'

or, replacing A, A;, by ic, y, we have for the equation to the

curve in which P always lies.

;i).

The shape of the curve is lEBA'OABET, (fig. 40), lOF

being an asymptote.

The equation to lOF is

The curve at is inclined to the axis of x at an

The locus of P consists of the four arcs

IE, BA\ AB\ E'I\

At the intersections of the ellipse and curve

'\y^b)' A\x=a)'
^

y\[a'j,by^

If a = i, then the equation (1) becomes

x=
ab

{a'+by

ab
E'

ab
x=

ao \

\y~ {a'^yy.

[x-y).{x^^-xy-\-y'-d') = 0,

which represents a straight line EE' and an ellipse AolB'^'AoIBP,

(fig. 41), the semi-axes of which are

Oa = a^/2 = Oa\

and OP^^asIl^ 0^'.

The locus of P consists of the lines

EF, E'F\ Ba'A', B'aA, 1.
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5. The distances of the successive angular points of a plane

polygon from a given point within its area are given. Sup-

posing the polygonal area to be the greatest possible, prove

that, C,._^, (7,., (7,.^j, being any three consecutive angular points,

no two of which are in a line with 0, the line
C^_^C^.^^ is per-

pendicular to the distance 0(7,..

Let 0(7^, OC^^ OC^^ (% 42) be denoted respectively

by ccC3, ....... and the angles C^OC,, GfiG,, GfiC,,

by Q^^^ 6^^ 6^\ Then, u denoting the area of the polygon,

2u =
c^c^ sin^/' + c^c^ sin^J' + cf^ mi 6^ -f ...,

and 2ir=e^^ -\- (9/ + 6^' ^ ...

Differentiating these equations and putting du = 0, we have,
\ being an arbitrary multiplier,

\e^,_^
=

c,_^c, cos ^V,-^.-i,

X^^ = c^c,^^ cos ^/.^,..

Hence, supposing neither 6^_^ nor
6^,

to be zero,

o^_j cos^'''^_^
=

c^^^ cos^,.*^

This result establishes the proposition.

AUter. Let E (fig. 42) be the intersection of C^O with C^C^

Then, the positions of all the radial lines except OC^ being

assigned, the triangular area G^C^G^j and therefore the whole

polygonal area, will be greatest, when
the^

distance of G^ from

G^G^ is greatest, which, since OG^ is given, will evidently be

the case when G^O is at right angles to G^G^^ unless G^ lie in

the lines 00^, OCg, or these lines produced. Like remarks are

applicable to all the other radial lines : hence the truth of the

proposition.

6. A rectangular column is formed by placing a number
of smooth cubical blocks one above another, the base of the

column resting upon a horizontal plane. All the blocks above

the lowest are then twisted in the same direction about an

edge of the column, first the highest, then the two highest,
and so on, in each case as far as is consistent with equilibrium.

Prove that the sum of the sines of the inclinations of a diagonal
G2
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of the base of .any block to the like diagonals of the bases of

all the blocks above it is equal to the sum of the cosines.

Take the two sides of the base of any block, which terminate

in the edge, as axes of x and y : let this be the n*^ block from

the top. Let ABCO (fig. 43) be the projection of the base of

the highest block upon the plane of
ic, y. Let lAOx =

6^

Then, (^, y) being the projection of the centre of gravity of

this block, and 2a denoting the length of an edge of any block,

X = a (cos ^^ sin ^J.

Similarly for the projections of the centres of gravity of all

other blocks. Hence, X being the abscissa of the projection

of the centre of gravity of all the blocks above the w*^,

{n 1)
~ =

COS0J + COS02 + cos^g + ... + cos0^^_ja
-

(sin d^ + sin
B^^ -|- sin ^g + . . . + sin 0_J .

But, under the conditions of the problem, the point (X, Y) must

lie in Oy, Hence X= 0, and therefore

sin^j + sin^g + sin^g + ... + sin0_j

=
COS0J + cos^jj + cos^g + ... + cos0_j.

7. A uniform chain of length I hangs over two fixed points,

wliich are in a horizontal line: from its middle point is sus-

pended by one end another chain of equal thickness and of

length V, Supposing each of the two tangents of the former

chain at its middle point to make an angle with the vertical,

find the distance between the two fixed points.

Shew that the value of B can never exceed that given bj

the equation
B l-V

tan
2 l^V

Complete the catenary of which BC (fig. 44) is a portion.
Let T = the tension at B. BK is the suspended chain.

Let CF=z, AO=^c, OE=a, OF =13, CC' = 2EF=u,
m = the raa88 of a unit of length of the chain.
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Then ^l
- z^^cye'-e "-e'-^e '

) (1),

/3-a = iu (2).

Also 2tcosO = mgl\

T = mgBE^

and therefore 2 cos0 . BE =
l\

or ccos0.(e^ + e~' j
= V

(3).

Again, putting coiO = -^ at J5,

Also z = ^c\e' -\-e
'

)

cote = i[e~'-i~') (4).

(5).

From (1) and (5),

i?
- c.e" = -

lc[e'-e ^) (6).

From (4),
2

4 cosec^ =
[e' -\- e

'"

1 ,
2 cosec^ = e" + e%

- B
and therefore e" cot0 + cosecd = cot -

(7).

From (3) and (7),

cot -
4- tan

-j
=

?',
c = JZ' tan0 (8).

From (2) and (7),

'>""- -ri+'e("'l) W
From (4) and (6),

JZ ce*'' = - c cot0,
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and therefore, by (8) and (9),

i/-i/'.tan0.cot^.6^'^^=-i^',

_,t,e.logjL^._-|
(10).

From (9)
and (10),

and therefore, by (5) and (8),

17'. fl (UrV_l'i^nB\

(Z4?y+rtan-'0 , .

-
4{7TT)

^ ^*

In order that w, given by (10), may have a positive value,

we must have

(Z4- r) tan ^>r tan0, 2l' <l+l' -{l^ V) tan' -
,

, ^ ? - Z'

tan 2<rrr-

If tan' - =
^ -p ,

or tan Q = p ,

then, from (10) and (11),

w = and z = l[l'\-V -^l-V)
= ^^

and therefore j5, (7, C, will coincide.

8. It

^^'_\y
+
(^yr^

=
1, and if,

for any assigned

values of x and y, the expression

has only one value, prove that
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Write, for the sake of brevity, a, 5, a?, y, v^ r, instead of

a^j j x^j y^j v^^ r^, respectively, r^ denoting the value of the

expression. Then

_ ^^
+7^ W,

X y

and therefore, by (1),

ax hy ,.
r = v ^-x + y + + ^ (2.).

Let
t?^, 'y^^,

be two of the roots of (1) : then, r possessing

only one value, we have, putting v^^ v^^, successively in (2),

subtracting, and dividing out by v^, -y^,

_ ttic hy .~
K-^) K-) (^.-^) K-^)

Now (1) has four roots: hence, 2 denoting summation in

regard to all its roots, of which there are six pairs, we have,
from (3),

^=^ ax.^
k-)K-)}^*^-^k-J)K-*)}-^'^'

Putting V a = w^ (1) may be transformed into

10"+ .., + {[a-hY-ax- hy] id' ..,-^ax{a- hY = 0,

Hence

w^w^w^w^ = ax {a hY^ 2 [w^w^)
=

[a hY ax hy^

and therefore

sl- J I = 2f-L^ = ^^+h'i<^-^r
\{v^

-
a) {v^^

-
a) J Kw^wJ ax {a

-
hY

From (4), attending to symmetry,

ax -{- hy =i 4: [a hY,

or, restoring a^, 5'',
... for a^h, ...,

a;'x' + hy = 4.{a'-Y.
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9. A great circle of a sphere intersects two given great

circles, drawn through a point 0, in points A^ J9, such that the

product of tanO^, tan OBj is invariable. If P be the inter-

section of this circle with the consecutive one of the series of

circles described according to the same law, prove that

cot"OP oc smPOA . sinPOB,

We will first find the polar equation to AB. Let lXOY=
o),

(fig. 45), OA =a,OB = ^, lPOA =
6, Z.POB =

<^,
lBA = i.

From the triangle A OP we have

cotr .sina = cot^.sin0 + cosa.cos0.

Since yS, o),
are simultaneous values of r, ^, we see that

cotyS . sina = cot/, sino) + cosa . cosw.

Eliminating cot^ we get

sina. (cotr. sin 0) cotyS. smO) =cosa. (sinoj.cos^- cosw.sin^),

cotr . tana . sino) = tana . sin0 . cotyS + sin
(o)

-
0),

sin _ sinO sin0
tanr tan/3 tana ^ ^^

the polar equation to AB.

Put w =
tana, w = tanyS: then, from (1),

sino) sin0 sin<f) , ,

;
= + ^

2):tan r n 771
^ ' '

and, by hypothesis,
c^ = mn (3).

Differentiating (2) and (3) with regard to the parameters
m and w, and using an indeterminate multiplier X, we have

X sin X sin ., X sin 6

and therefore

c" = X'' . sin B . sin
<^, c' = X (sin sin

</>)*.

Ilcnce = c(^y. = cf^y-Vsm^y '

Vsm</)y

Hence, from (2), ?^ = ?
(sinO . sin<^)i,

and therefore cot*OP oc sinPOA . sinPO-B.

I
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10. Investigate an equation for the form of the floats in

the paddle-wheels of a steam vessel, in order that they may
enter the water without splashing.

If u = hcoj where u = the velocity of the vessel, co = the

angular velocity of the wheels, and h = the height of the

centres of the wheels above the water, shew that the floats

of each wheel must have the forms of arcs of involutes of

a concentric circle touching the water level.

Let (fig. 46) be the centre of one of the wheels, KS
the line of its intersection with the water-level.

Let the dark line at P, a point in K8j indicate one of the

floats entering the water, the dotted line from this dark line

to A' pointing out the curve of which the float is an arc.

Let OA' be the prime radius vector. Let

rco = the velocity of the impact of the water, due to revolu-

tion, perpendicular to OP,

u = the velocity of the impact of the water, due to trans-

lation, parallel to 8K.

Then

r(o u COS! = the whole velocity of the impact of the water,

perpendicular to OP,

u sin^ = the whole velocity of the* impact of the water

along FO,

Consequently, that there may be no splashing, we must have,

(j) being the angle between OP and the curve at P,

=
{rcj u cosi) . COS0 u sin/. sin0,

. . , . . rdd
ray u cos* = u sm* . tan0 = u sm* . -^ ,

K\^ rddh / K\

(ordr Jidr

rco .. _..,. ...^^,

de =
u(r'-hy r{/-Ky
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whence, supposing OA' to be equal to h^ which it will be if

its position be properly chosen,

u ^ n'

the equation to the curve of which the float is an arc.

J u oohy then

the equation to the involute of a circle described round such

as to touch the water level.

11. A hollow vertical polygonal prism, open at both ends,

rests upon a horizontal plane. Every two contiguous faces

are moveable about their common edge. Supposing the prism
to be in equilibrium, when filled with fluid, prove that

Jl_^_X_^Js_^
sina^ sinag sinag

'

ft,, ftg,... being the angles of a transverse section A^A^A^...Aj\.^^
and c

c^, C3,
... denoting the lines A^A^, A^A^, A^A^, ...

Thence shew that there will be equilibrium when the points

^,, -4j, -^3,
... lie all in the circumference of a circle.

The actions of the faces ^_,^, A^A^^ (fig. 47), upon the

face A^A^^ must evidently be equal to each other and inclined

at the same angle 6 to A^A^.
For the equilibrium of A^A^^ putting A^A^ = a,

2P sin^ = the fluid pressure on A^A^
=

/^a (1).

Similarly, for the equilibrium of A^A^^ putting A^A^ = J,

2P8in(^ + aJ = fib (2).

From (1) and (2),

8ina,.co8^ = ^(^-acosaJ (3).

From (1),

i-"^ = ^8ina, (4).
wna. _ ^2P

1
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(3)' + (4)' gives
2 2

sin' a,
=^ {a' + 5*^ - 2ah cosaj =

||^ ,

fi _ sina^

2P~ "^'
Hence, by symmetry,

sma.

COE. -4^ = .
^.A ''^ - ^.A

sina^ sinA^A^A^^ sina^ sin^^^g^^
'

and therefore there will be equilibrium if

that is if the circle, passing through A^A^A^^ passes also through

A^ ;
if that through A^A^A^^ passes also through A^^_^j and so on.

Thus we see that there will be equilibrium when the polygon is

in a circle.

12. A filament of fluid oscillates in a thin cycloidal tube

of uniform bore, the axis of the cycloid being vertical and

its vertex downwards. Supposing the filament to be placed

initially with its lower end at the lowest point of the tube,
find the pressure at any point of the filament at any time.

Shew that the pressure is a maximum, during the whole

motion, at the middle point of the filament.

Let P', P", (fig. 48), be the ends of the filament at any

time, ? = the whole length P'AP" of the filament, AP s^

AP' = s, AP"= s'\ whence also s -f s" = I.

For the motion of the filament
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lultliilly,
a' =

/, ^f
= ^- Hence JZ

= ^ sine,
= ^ cose,

and therefore e = ^tt, A = ^l Hence

s =
-J? (1+ cosnt], where w = f

|- j
.

The equation for the pressure p at any point is

, ^ . du . ,.,
1

u denoting -^ and C a constant.

Let n be the atmospheric pressure: then

hence (-')
-J-

=5' (a''-*)
-
-(i'-^)

.. (s-*')5'
=
K('^-')-^(i'-n),

=
{^l + JZ COS W^ 5} .

-^ {s + i? i? COS W^}

=
f {^'-(2-?cos7i^)'''},

which gives the value of j) at every point of the filament at

any time.

It is evident from the result thatp is greatest when

s = ^l cos nt :

but 8' = iZ{l + cos^;
hence ' - 5 = ^Z,

or the point of greatest pressure coincides with the middle point
of the filament.

I
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This problem may also be solved as if the fluid filament

were a string. Putting PP' =
Z,,P P" = Z^,

P= the reaction

between the two parts of the string at P, we have

!.S.-p-r*&.-j--2--/,
r 2 "2^

72 '

and therefore I -jy = ^ (^'^ s"^).

As in the former solution, we have s iZ(l+cosw^), and

therefore ^

differentiating with regard to s,

1 27 .
dP a ^ d'P a

ds 4.a
^ as 4:a

dP
Put 9^ = 0: then

ds

2a
S = .71^ ,1 . cos nt = ^l cos

72^,
s s = ^l.

Thus the middle point of P'P" is the one of maximum reaction.

13. A ray experiences a series of reflections between two

plane inclined mirrors. Prove that all the segments of the ray,

produced indefinitely, are tangents to every one of an infinite

series of spheres.

Lemma. If a ray incur reflection at a plane mirror, the

incident and reflected rays are equally inclined to any straight

line in the mirror.

Let PO, OQ (fig. 49), be the incident and reflected rays
at a point of the mirror, EF the intersection of the plane

POQ with the mirror. Through draw any line HOK in

the plane of the mirror. Now PO, HO^ are in precisely the

same attitude on one side as QO^ KO^ on the other. Hence

lPOH^lQOK. q.e. d.
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Let -4,^,, B^A^^ ^A (% ^^)j ^ ^^y three consecutive

segments of the ray. Let be any point in the line of in-

tersection of the miiTors. With as a centre describe a sphere

to touch A^B^ (produced if necessary) in the point G^. Join

OB^. Now, by the lemma, B^A,^ and B^C^ make equal angles

with OB^: hence evidently jS^
J

^
must touch the sphere which

A^B^ touches, in some point i),. Again, joining OA^^ and

observing that lB^A^O = lD^A^O^ we see that A^^B,^ (produced

if necessary) will touch in some point C^ the same sphere which

B^A^ touches. So on indefinitely. Thus we see that all the

segments are tangents to one sphere described about 0, But

is any point in the line of intersection of the mirrors. Hence

the number of such spheres is infinite.

14. A narrow self-luminous rectangular lamina is placed
with one end at the edge of a circular plate: the lamina is

at right angles to the plate, and its plane passes through the

centre of the plate : find the whole illumination on the plate.
If the length of the lamina be equal to the diameter of the

plate, its intrinsic brightness and breadth being given, prove
that the illumination varies as the diameter of the plate.

Let c = the length of the lamina, r = its breadth, a = the

radius of the plate. Let u = the distance of any point F (fig. 51)
in the plate from any point Q in the lamina, r = the distance

of P from the point where the lamina touches the plate ;
and

QO=z, Let the axis of a? coincide with the diameter through 0,
the axis of y being pei-pendlcular to it in the plane of the

plate. Let 6 be the inclination of u to the plate and ^ to

the axis of y, the inclination of r to the axis of
ic,

/ the

illumination on the plate. Then, d^d^dj denoting the illumi-

nation on the element rdOdr of the plate, derived from an
element rdz of the lamina, and /x a constant quantity,

d,d^^I = rdOdr . -^ . sin
(^

. cosi// . rdz :

but sm = -, w cosi/
= r sin0.

w" = r + z\
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Hence d^d^dj = jLLrdzdrdO .

J^^

^^"
.

Integrating with regard to z from z = to z =
c^

d^d^I^ -
/jLTr^drdO smO2^ ^-""w^^, ^^2^^,

1 o c?r6?0 sin0

2
'

r' + c'

Integrating with regard to r, from r = to r = 2a cos0,

c?6^= -iiTC^ smddB . -tan'^ -
2 c c

= -fiTC. Binddu . tan (

J
.

Nowperfetan-(?^)

Hence I=1 fire, jtan"^ f?^)
- ^ log f^^j^)l ,2

'

( \c J 4a '^
V c'

the illumination of one half of the plate.

Cor. Let 2a = c: then the whole illumination is equal to

= -
fiTC (tt

-
log4)

= -
fiTC log

(^jj
,

or the illumination varies as the diameter of the plate.

15. Prove that an infinite number of plane centric sections

of an hyperboloid of one sheet may be drawn, each possessing
the following property, viz. that the normals to the surface at
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the curve of section all pass through two straight lines lying

in the same plane with the two possible axes.

Shew that these centric planes envelope the asymptotic cone,

while the two straight lines envelope an ellipse.

Let the hjperboloid be denoted by
'i 2X y z

'W

(2)

a'"^> c'~^

Let the equation to a centric section be

z = mx 4- ny

At the intersection of (1) and (2),

&-?)^''-'-^- &-?)/- (3,

If
a;', y\ be the point in which the plane of

a?, ^, is inter-

sected by a normal at
a?, 3/, 2;,

whence X
a^-\-c'

y __6y

Substituting these values of x and
3/

in
(3), we see that

, ^ x\ a' x^ ^ d^y^ x'v

Hc^-n^l^.^.j^.
= 1 w.

In order that this equation may denote two straight linef

we must have

(c"
-
wV).(c -

n^-")
=

m'n'd'h\ 0'^ = iV + rt'ly' . . .
(5).

From (4) and (5) we get

nx'

my c

the equation to two straight lines.

(6),
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It is readily ascertained that the envelope of (2), under the

condition (5), is denoted by the equation

z^ x^ i/^

i
=

~i-\-j^f
the asymptotic cone,

and the envelop of (6), under the same condition, by

16. Prove that the envelope of a sphere, of which any one

of one series of circular sections of an ellipsoid is a diametral

plane, is a spheroid touching a sphere, described on the mean
axis of the ellipsoid as diameter, in a plane perpendicular to

any one of the same series of circular sections.

Let a, 0, 7, be the coordinates of the centre of any one of

the series of circular sections; the radius of the section will

be equal to the square root of

'(-^j)-
Thus the equation to the corresponding sphere will be

or (a-^)=+(^-.)" + 6^g + ^)=5^-/ (1),

a and 7 being, as we know, subject to the equation

^(b^-c')i-^(a'-b'Y
=

(2).

Differentiating (1) and (2) with relation to a and 7, and

making use of an arbitrary multiplier \, we get

- (b' - c")*
= a - a; + -2 a,

H
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and - '^(^a'-I>'Y-=^y-
z + -r^y^

c ^

Multiplying these two equations by a, 7, adding, and attending

to ''t?
""

2:^*t

= a(a-^) +7(7-^) + ^''

(I
+
^)

and, adding this last equation to (1), we see that

ax-\-yz=x'-^f + z'-b' (3).

Multiplying (3) by 2, and adding the result to (1), we have

-. {a'^h') + i {b' + c')
= x^ + f^z'-b' (4).

d c

From (2) and (3) we easily ascertain that

-
[ax{a'

- Uy + cz
(&'^
~

6')^]
=

{x' + 7/ + z' - b') . [a'
- h%

and 5^
[ax[a'

- by + cz [b'
-
cj] =

[x' +/ + z' -
)

.
{
- c^,

c

and therefore (4) becomes

{x'-\-if + z'-by,{a'-c')

=
(ic'^
+ ,f^z'- b') . lax{a'

- Vy + cz [h'
- cj]\

and therefore the required envelop has for its equation

[ax{a*
- by + cz {b^

- c^Y = {a'
-

c') . {x' +f + z' - b'\

the form of which establishes the truth of the proposition.

J
The factor a;' 4- y* + 2" - b^ has been rejected, because, if

r" i v' 4-
' - 5" = 0, we get, from (1) and (3),

r/ - 2aa; + y - 27^ + h'
{^^

+
1-^=0,

oca; + 70 = 0,

and therefore

a* + V + 6" f^ + ^W 0, whence a = 0, 7 = 0,

whereas a, 7, are by the hypothesis variable parameters.
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17. The Sun's centre, in proceeding from Aries to the Sum-
mer Solstice, passes, when at a distance from the Solstice,

through the zenith of a certain place. Prove that, supposing
the Earth's orbit circular and the plane of the equator in-

variable in position, it will not again pass exactly through the

zenith of this place in moving from the Solstice to Libra, unless

tan w0 = sec o),

tan0
'

71 denoting the ratio of the Earth's angular velocity about its

axis to its angular velocity about the Sun.

Let P (fig. 52) be the pole of the equator, T
, X, Aries and

Libra, E the summer solstice, Z and Z' the positions of the Sun
when in the zenith of the place before and after the summer

solstice.

Join FZj PE^ FZ\ by arcs of great circles, and produce
PE to cut the equator in /.

Then ZE =
cj)
= Z'E, lZPE =

n(}>
- 2r7r = aZ'PE, where

r is an integer. By the right-angled triangle ZPE or Z'PE^
we see that

= cosecPE= secEI= secw.
tan0

18. Determine
ic^^^

from the equation

where A affects x only; and, having given the expressions for

u^ oJ ^j" ^^a; 05
s^^w how to determine the values of the arbitrary

functions which appear in the result.

If
u^^^

=
ax-\-b^ and

~
u^^^

= ar"^ shew from your formulae that

dt

fjb being a constant quantity.

'^

u,^,
= y.r\{i.' + H--%

h2
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C J ,..= AX. oJ(l + AK, = AX

jc'J(l
+
Ar-A'}v

=
0'

1 f 1

" =

-}e^(l.A)-A"c|-(l.A).A^

0,

2.A(1+A)u,.,= ^ 3 7
[dt 0(1+ A) rf< c(l + A)J

< ^ t A

' __ ' A

v^ and
2<7^ being arbitrary functions of ic.

Then
^x,o

=
^. + ^. (l)j

and therefore ^S
^m,,,,

= v^- t^^ (2).

From (1) and (2) we get

These formulae determine the arbitrary functions.

Let M,^ = aa; + ^ fiP = aV. Then
'

do

r-l '

_ , car .
2ir.

- oa; + i r . r".
r 1
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t _A_ t A

Hence 2/' ^^ = ^^
^

(ac.
+ J +^ . r

j

+*+7 +
il^+crTA

+ ri:?^)

1.2.C \ r Jc r 1 c r

a< ca r'^^+1 /('-O

ax + b -\ h
c r 1

Similarly, putting c for c,

c r - 1

TT 7 car*'*'* ,
-

(r-i; - -i
(r-i)^

Hence
2^,^,

= oo; + 5 +
^(^r-l)

^^"
" ^

"
^ '

/i being a constant.

19. Determine the differential equation to a family of curves

which possess the following property : if we take in one of the

curves any three points P, P', P", so related that C, (7",

the centres of curvature at P', P", lie respectively in the or-

dinates PJf, P'M\ produced if necessary, the ratio of M'M"
to MM' shall be invariable.

Shew from your result that the Elastica, the equation to

which is

,
__

a?dx
y ~

[c'-xy
'

is an individual of the family.
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Let Xj y, be the coordinates of P (fig. 53), and let f{x)

denote the length MM\ Then, the abscissa of F' being

x-^f(x)y MM" will be equal to f{x+f{x)].

Hence, by the condition of the problem,

f[x -\-f{x)}
= V'W) where \ is a constant.

Let X +f{x) \p{x)y or f(x) = \P{x) x: then

f{x-^f(x)}=f{^x)] = ^p\x)-i.{x).
Thus

x/J'ix)
-

}P{x)
=

\\Ij{x)
-

\ir, xl/{x)
-

(1 + X) xP[x) +\x = 0.

Assume \p {x)
= jSx : then

y8'^- (l+X)/9+X = 0:

hence yS
= 1 or /3 = X,

and therefore \P{x)
= x or

t// [x)
=

Xa?,

whence /(ic) =0 or f{x) = {\l) x.

The former value of /(a?) must evidently be rejected: the

latter shews that

if3/'= (X- 1) 05 = (X- 1) (aj'
-iOf'

)
=^^ x',X

and therefore, by the differential calculus,

or, dropping accents, ^ d^ dy d^

X-l'a:
di( dl\ dy 77^'

^^ ^ logtour)
=

log ()
-

log
(l
+
^^\

a. being a constant.

1

{-fy
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_\ 1

X
Put ,

"
,
= w, a = -

: then
1

'
c

X _ p ^ _ X T _ X dx

The constant ratio \ = . If ti = 2, the curve is the

Elastica and the ratio =2.

Verification.
=

-, ^,
=

^^
(c'''-x'y

^
{6'''-x^y

and therefore, f denoting the abscissa of 0,

c. _dy dx^ _ X

dx
'

d^y n
'

M
Hence JOf ' = -^

, M'M''^^^,
and therefore

M'M" - MM'= ^^-^
,

M'M" = -^
. MM'.

n ^ n- I

20. A small heavy insect, placed ^at an end of the hori-

zontal diameter of a thin heavy motionless ring, which is move-

able about its centre in a vertical plane, starts off to crawl

round the ring so as to describe in space equal angles in

equal times about its centre. Determine its velocity relatively

to the ring in any position.

Let P (fig. 54) be the insect at any time after starting,

ther centre of the ring. Ox a horizontal line.

Let a = the radius of the ring, m = its mass, jll
= the mass

of the insect,
= the inclination of OP to Ox^ = the constant

value of -J- . Let N, T, denote the normal and tangential

actions respectively between the ring and the insect.
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Then, for the motion of the insect,

^^=2^ cose- Tsme,

fi^=Nsm0 4- Tcosd - fig.
at

But x = aco8^, ^ = -aa)sm^, ^ = -aocos6/.

' ^ dy n d^y 'z a
i/
= aamdj -j-

ao) cos^, -^
= - aw sine/.

Hence -
ftaw* cos 6 = Ncos6 - T sin ^,

/ia)* sin ^ = iV sin ^ + TcoaO fig.

From these two equations we see that

T= fig cos^, N= fi{g sin 6 am^).

For the motion of the ring, X2 denoting its angular velocity,

ma^ = Ta = fiag cos 6.

Let a = the angular velocity of the insect relatively to

the ring: then

X2 + a = o),
and therefore ma -j-

=
/ig cos 6,

Let the time be dated from the instant of the insect's being
in Ox: then

da
. fig . ^ma -17 = fJ'g

cos
(ot^ maa = ^-^ smw^ + C.

at CO

Let a' be the value of a when t is zero : then

aoL = ^ sm Q) + aa ,

WO) '

or the relative velocity of the insect at P = its relative velocity

at -4 + sin^.mm

Suppose the ring to be initially at rest, the insect to be

placed at Aj and then to start suddenly to move as stated in
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the problem : then, 12^ being the value of 12 just after the insect

starts,

mo^l^ + yu-a'^w
=

0, ml^ + /^o)
= 0.

Hence, attending to the equation 12 -f a = o),
we have

^ f ,
w + It

12 + a =
ft),

- UG) + wia = W6), a = ^
ft).

Hence

aa = -^ . sin wt -\- a ft) = the relative velocity of the insect.
wft) m

It may be observed that

T iig cos
ft)^,

N =
fi [g Bintat - aft)^).

21. A series of perfectly rough semicylinders are fixed,

side by side, upon their flat faces directly across a straight

road of constant inclination. Determine the inclination of the

road in order that a rough circular inelastic hoop, just started

downwards from the summit of one of the cylindrical ridges,

may travel directly along the road with a uniform mean

velocity.

Let a = the radius of the hoop, a^ that of one of the

cylinders, m = the mass of the hoop, u = the velocity of the

hoop's centre just before and u just after collision : let
ft), ft)',

denote the angular velocities of the hoop just before and just

after.

Then, see (fig. 55),

mu = mu cos2a + i2,

and ma^eo' = Tnct^o} Ra^

whence u + ft>' = u cos2a + aw.

But aft) = w, aft)' = u : hence

2w' = w(l -f cos2a),
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But, by the condition of the problem,

m" + d*(o* = 2?*" = 2g {a + aj (1
-

cos^)
=

4^( + aJ sin'' -
,

w= {2^ ( + ,)}*
sin

e

Similarly, u =
{2g {a + a^)]^ sin -

,

since u is lost in ascending the next ridge.

Hence

But

Hence

. 0' e
sm = sm -

. cos a.

= a + /S, 0' = a-^.

a-/3
Sin

cos'*a

sm

2

an equation which determines yS, a being given by the equation

sma
+ <2,

22. A brittle rod AB^ attached to smooth hinges at A
and i?, is attracted towards a centre of force G according to

the law of nature. Supposing the absolute force to be in-

definitely augmented, prove that the rod will eventually snap
at a point E, the position of which is defined by the equation

cosZ^^C =

. a-/3sm

sm ^

where a, /8, denote the angles BAG, ABG, respectively.

Draw CM, GN, (fig. 56), bisecting the angles AGE, BGE,
The force of C on AE

is, by a known proposition, equal to

~ sin -
,
and acts along MG, c being the perpendicular distance

of C from AB.
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Let K = the wrench impressed upon AE by BE to preserve

the equilibrium of AE, Then, Y denoting the action at E
perpendicular to AB^ for the equilibrium of AE there is

K=Y.AE + ^^m^, AM. sin fa + fV
c 2 V 2/

Similarly, for the equilibrium of BE^

K = -Y.BE+^-^Bmi^.BN,^m(0 + i
c z \ z

Hence k .AB
=^-^\aM.

BE.
sm^.

sin
(^
+ a)

+ BN.AE.Bm^.sm(i+l3]

Now ^if.sinf^ + al=^C.sinf, and BE=BG. .

"'"^^
^,

\2 J 2' sm(0 + ^)

sm-.sm0
Hence AM. BE. sm^ .smr- + a] =AG.BC .

2' V2 y sin(0 + iS)

sin'''
^.

sin

Similarly, 5J\r. ^^. sin ^ . sin
( ^ + /b)

=AC.BC. -^
2 V2 y

*

sin(^ + a)

'

. ^ sin'"* ? . sin sin'' - . sin rf>

c.K.AB _ 2 2
^

^^"^^
2fM.AG.BG~ sin(0 + a)

*"^

sin(0 + ;S)

*

But ^ + a + ^ + j3
= 7r: hence the left-hand member is equal to

.0 + . e .
(j)

-, sm -^
r sm -

. sm ^
2 sm -

. sm ^ . . ;^ .
= 2 cos -

. . ,^ ^

2 2 sm(0 + a) 2 sm(0 + a)

^ cos -^ COS -^
a + yS 2 2= cos . I

sm(0 + a)

a + /3 .\ . a + /3sm -^ + - sm
a + /3 V 2 / 2

cos . ,^ .
'

2 sm (0 + a)
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This is a positive quantity, because

'a + iS n\ ' 0L + ^ ^ . a^^ + e
am(^40)_sin^

=
2sin|.cos

, a-\- ^ + TT

and <-

sin ^ + sin
'^

When /c IS a maximum, .^ ,

v is a
sm [u -r Oi)

maximum.

Hence /{O)
= sin(0 + a) .cos^^ +

0^

2
- cos (0 + a) .

jsin(^ -h O) - sin

= sm + sin ^
. cos (0 + a)

= 0.
2 2

f'[B)
= sin ^

. sin(0 + a)
= a negative quantity.

Hence the point, where fracture will take place, is given

by the equation

sm
--^-^

co8(0 + a)
= -

^j-j-^,
sin ^

sm ^
or cos LAEG = ^

sm ^

23. A vessel, of given capacity, in the form of a surface

of revolution with two circular ends, is just filled with inelastic

fluid which revolves about the axis of the vessel, and is sup-

posed to be free from the action of gravity: investigate the

form of the vessel that the whole pressure which the fluid

exert upon it may be the least possible, the magnitudes of

the circular ends being given.
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Shew that, for a certain relation between the radii of the

circular ends, the generating curve of the surface of revolution

is the common catenary.

Let the axis of the vessel be taken as the axis of x
(fig. 57).

Then

Pressure on curve surface = hiryds.^pai^y^ irpai^ ji/^ (I -\-p^)^ dx.

Volume = TT ly^dx.

Hence F= / (1 +/)i - ay\

But V= Pp + G^ G being a constant : hence

The values of y at the circular ends being given, there is

^y,
=

0, hy^^
= : thus the equation for the limits becomes

{y..'-P.P.)^'^.-{V-P.P)^^.=-% or Ghx,-G^x,= 0:

but hx^^ hx^^^ are independent of each other: hence (7=0, and
the equation for the generating curve becomes

X "4" c = log [y + [y^ a^r]^ c being a constant :

+c _? 2l/ ' '

y + {y^- d'f = e
, y [y'^-dy = d^e "

,
= me^ + w"V "... (2) ,

a and m being unknown constants.

Let the origin be in one of the ends, of which the radius = b :

then 2 - = m -\- m~^ (3).

Also let W denote the capacity of the vessel : then, from
(1),

V denoting the radius of the other end,
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Thus (3) and (4) determine the constants a and vi. The

equation (2) defines the generating curve.

Cor. If m =
1,

the curve is the common catenary, the

conditions being, from (3) and (4),

a = b, k' = iTTb h' {b"'
- yy 4 h' log^l+Eln^l

.

24. If a, yS, 7, be the direction-cosines of one of the two

lines of vibration of the plane front of a wave in a biaxal

cr}'stal, and a', /9', 7', those of either of the two lines of vibration

of a plane front intersecting the former plane front at right

angles and passing through the line (a, y8, 7), prove that

and that (^!zT , i^V K=^^ 0.
aa pp 77

Let (a, )9, 7) be a line of vibration in the front

Jx + my -\- nz = (1).

The equation to a plane front perpendicular to (1) and passing

through (a, yS, 7), is

X fm n\ y fn l\ z ll m\ ^ ,.

Then, (a, /3, 7) being a line of vibration in (1),

/a + wj3 + W7 = (3),

and
^(J-C)-fg(c-a'0

+ -(a^-J'^)=O (4).

Also, (a', /3', 7') being a line of vibration in (2),

^ (m n\
, ^ [n l\ y fl m\ ^
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and

-(? (m n\ c^-a^ fn l\ c^-W (I m\ ^ . .

aa

From (3) and (4) we have

a S 1

, ^, ^ m n n I I m
and thereiore -p^ , , 77,

j3 7 7 a' a p
'

are proportional to

The equations (5) and (6) become therefore

(J^-cT icJ'-dy {d'-bj ^and 5^ r^ + ^

^,.,
' + -^ r-^ = 0.

aa pp 77
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Tuesday, Jan. 3, 1854. 9... 12.

1. The complements of the parallelograms, which are about

the diameter of any parallelogram, are equal to one another.

If A' be the common angular point of these parallelograms,

and BD the other diameter, the difference of the parallelograms

is equal to twice the triangle BKD,

Since BK (fig. 58) bisects EGj and KD bisects HF, the two

GBK^ FKD are together equal to EBK^ HKD ;
to these equals

add the unequals OF^ EH] then the difference of the paral-

lelograms GF^ EH is equal to the difference of the figures

CBKD^ ABKD : but the latter difference is evidently equal

to twice the triangle KBD ;
for CBKD exceeds CBD or ABD

by the triangle KBD^ and GBD or ABD exceeds ABKD by
the triangle KBD] therefore the difference of the parallelo-

grams GF^ EH is equal to twice the triangle KBD.

2. Divide a given straight line into two parts so that the

rectangle contained by the whole line and one of the parts

shall be equal to the square of the other part.

Produce a given straight line to a point such that the rect-

angle contained by the whole line thus produced and the part

produced shall be equal to the square of the given straight

line.

In Euclid's figure, the rectangle contained by GF and FA
is proved to be equal to the square on GA.

If therefore CA be the given line, describe a square on

CAj and proceed as in Euclid: i^ will be the point required.

I
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3. The opposite angles of any quadrilateral figure inscribed

in a circle are together equal to two right angles.

If the opposite sides of the quadrilateral be produced to

meet In P, Q^ and about the triangles so formed without the

quadrilateral circles be described meeting again in i^
; P, -S, Q

will be in one straight line.

Let AB and DC meet in P, AD and BC in Q (fig. 59) ;

then the circles described about the triangles PP(7, QDG meet

in G and P. Join PR, CR, QR.
The angles (7PP, GBP are together equal to GBP and

GBA (Euc. I. 13
;

iii. 22); therefore GRP is equal to GBA
;

similarly GRQ is equal to GBAj therefore the two GRP
and GRQ are together equal to the two GBA and GBA, that

is to two right angles ;
therefore PR is a straight line.

5. AEj EA\ are diameters of two circles touching each

other externally at ^: a chord AB of the former circle, when

produced, touches the latter at C, while a chord A'B' of the

latter touches the former at (7. Prove that the rectangle con-

tained by AB, A'B', Is four times as great as that contained

by PC", P' (7.

Euc. bk. VI., prop. 2,

AB: BG' ::2 0E:E0', (fig. 60).

Euc. bk. v., prop. 4,

AB: 2BG' ::2 0E: 2Eb'.

Similarly, A'B' :2B'G::20'E: 2E0.

Hencey Euc. bk. v., prop. 11,

AB:2BG' ::2B'G:A'B',

Hence, Euc. bk. vi., prop. 16,

rect.(j:P, A'B') = rect.(2P0', 2B' G)
=

4rect.(P(7', P'O).

6. Within the area of a given triangle is described a tri-

angle, the sides of which are parallel to those of the given one.

Prove that the sum of the angles subtended by the sides of the

Interior triangle at any point not in the plane of the triangles

I
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is less than the sum of the angles subtended at the same point

by the sides of the exterior triangle.

Let ABC (fig. 61) be the exterior, and ahc the interior tri-

angle. Produce the sides of the interior triangle to intersect

those of the exterior, in the points a', a"; ^', /8"; 7, 7" ;
and

join cy'.

Let the angles subtended by any line in the plane of the

triangles at the external point be denoted by the line itself.

Then he Lhy + cy,

he La'B + cy3"+ 7'yS",

hela"B+ Ca' +y'ff'.

Similarly ca/L^"C + Afi' + aV,
ah Ly"A + By + jS'a".

Adding together these inequalities, we have

he + ea-]- ah lBC + CA + AB,

8. If NP be the ordinate of any point P of an ellipse, Y
and Z the points where the tangent at P meets the perpen-
diculars from the foci,

NY:NZ::PY:PZ.
Circles may be described about NPYS, NPZH, (fig. 62).

But lSPY=lHPZ\
hence lSNY=lHNZ',
hence z YNP = zZNP',

and therefore, by Euclid, bk. vi., 3,

NY : NZ ',: PY x PZ.

11. Parallelograms, whose sides touch an hyperbola and
its conjugate, and are parallel to conjugate diameters, have
the same area.

If CP, CD be conjugate semi-diameters, and through G a

straight line be drawn parallel to either focal distance of P,
the perpendicular let fall from D on this straight line will be

equal to half the minor axis.
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Let DM (fig. 63) be the perpendicular let fall from D on

the line through C parallel to SP or HP'^ draw PF perpen-
dicular to GD^ and produce 8P^ CD to meet in E-^ then

PE=AG.
The triangles MDG, FPE are similar, for lDGM^PEF,

and DMG = PEE:

MD : GD
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or 1=8 cos^ sin -4 cos2^

= 4 sin2^ cos2^ = 2 sin 4^,

sin4^ = ^ = sin30 (2),

by (1),
^ = (2/1+1)90,

by (2),
4.A = 71.180^ + (- 1)" 30,

A = w.45 + (- 1)" 7 30',

n being any positive or negative integer or zero.

If sin 3^ = n sin^ be true for any values of A besides

or a multiple of 90, shew that n must be less than 3 and not

less tlian 1. Solve the equation when n 2.

1 sin3^ = n sinA
J

or 3 sin^ 4 sin^^ = n sin^,

be true for other values of A than or multiples of 90, so is

3-4 sin'^^ = w,

. o . 3 - n
or sm^^ =

: ,

4

in which case w is < 3, and 3 ti < 4, or w > 1.

If n = 2,

sin^= (1),

and sin'''^ = J,

or sin^ = sin(30) (2);

therefore by (1), A =
rAil80,

by (2), A = 772180 30,

wi = 0, or any integer.

K cos ^ COS0 = sin(a
-

ff) sin (a + ^),

and 8in(^
-

0) 8in(^ + 0) = 4 cosa cos/3 ;
find cos^, and cos0.

By the second equation,

cos''^ cos''^ = 4 cosa cosyS,

by the
first, cos0 cos^ = cos'/S

- cos^a
;

.-. (cobV + co8^)" = 16 cosV cos'-^yS + 4 (cos^^
-

cos'^a)^

=
4(co8''/9 + cos*^a)'';
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.*. cos^0 + cos''^ = 2 (cos^/94 cos^a) ;

.*. cos^^
=

(cosyS + cosa)*'^,

cos^^ = (cos /8 cos
a)'';

.*. cos^ = + (cos/3 + cosa),

cos^ = (cos/3 cosa).

The radical must be taken with the same sign in each, the

additional roots obtained by taking different signs having been

introduced by squaring in the third step.

12. In any triangle ABG^ prove that

AB' = BC + CA' - 2BG.CA cosO.

AB (fig. 64) is drawn to meet BG, or BG produced, in i),

so that AB is equal to AG', shew that if the sum of AB and

AG is n times BG. their difference is -th of BB,
^ n

AB -\- AG = n.BG,

AB' - AG' = BG'- 2BG.GA cos
(7,

and GB==2GA cos
(7,

or 2 GA cos(180
-
G) ;

.. {AB^AG){AB+AG) = BG{BG+GB)',

.-. AB- AG=-BB,
n

13. Fmd the radius of the circle described about a tri-

angle whose sides are given.

Shew that the radius of the circle inscribed in an isosceles

triangle can never be greater than one half of that of the cir-

cumscribed circle.

The radius of the circumscribing circle [R)

ahc~
V{(a + h + c)(a-\-h-c){a-\-c-h)[h + c-a)}

The radius of the inscribed circle (r)

_ 1 /{ [a + h-c) [a + c-h) [h + c-a) ]

~^\/\ a + h-i-c p
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r _ . (a-[-b c) {a-\-c-b) {b + c-a)

r
,

a!" (2c -a) . (^
/ aV)

which can never be greater than J.

^ is equal to ^ when a = c, or the triangle is equilateral.

14. Two posts AB and CD (fig. 65) are placed at the edge
of a river at a distance AG equal to AB^ the height of CD
being such that AB and CD subtend equal angles at ^ a point

on the other bank exactly opposite to A
;
shew that the square

AB'^
of the breadth of the river is equal to

jyj:^ j^g j
^^^^ ^^^^

AD and BC subtend equal angles at B,

LBEA = LDEC=a,
iBAE=iCAE=dO%

and BA = AC;
therefore BAE, CAE are equal in all respects.

^^ = ^^tana,
CD = CE tana,

AB' = CE' - AE'
= {CD'-AB')coi:'a;

.'. AB'= {CD'-AB')AE ;

. AE^ - ^^^^ -
CD' - AB'

'

Also we have two solid angles at E,

one contained by AEC, BEA, and BEC,
and the other by AEC, CED, and DEA;

AEC is common to both,

BEA = CED in planes perpendicular to AEC\
.'. lBEC=lDEA,

or AD^ BC subtend equal angles at E.
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Otherwise: cosBEG =1-2 mn\iBEG)

[BCy= 1-2. 2

= 1 - =^, since BC = 2AB\

BE^

AE GE AE . ^^ ^^
BE'-ED^ED' since (7^=^^,

cosAEB
;

.8^(7 = AED.

Wednesday, Jan. 4. 9... 12.

I. Two unequal forces act in parallel lines and in opposite

directions upon a rigid body moveable about a fixed point in

their plane ;
shew that, if there be equilibrium, the moments of

the forces with respect to the fixed point are equal.

Three straight tobacco-pipes rest upon a table, with their

bowls, mouth downwards, in the angles of an equilateral triangle,

the tubes being supported in the air by crossing symmetrically,
each under one and over the other, so as to form another equi-

lateral triangle ;
shew that the mutual pressure of the tubes

varies inversely as the side of the last triangle.

Let ABG (fig. 66) be the positions of the bowls of the three

pipes Aa^ Bhj Gc.

The mutual actions on a, 5, c, are the same.

Let W = weight of each pipe,

G the centre of gravity of the pipe Aa,

R the mutual action.
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Aa is kept at rest by the action of the table, the weight,

and the couple whose moment is B.ah
;

tliorefore, taking moments round A, ^

W,AG-=B,ab'y

.'. Ba: \.ab

2. If three forces acting upon a particle keep it at rest, shew

that the forces are respectively in the ratio of the sines of the

angles contained by the other two.

A smooth circular ring is fixed in a horizontal position, and

a small ring sliding upon it is in equilibrium when acted on

by two strings in the direction of the chords PA^ PB', shew

that, if PC be a diameter of the circle, the tensions of the

strings are in the ratio of ^(7 to AG.

If A and B be fixed points, is the equilibrium stable ?

The ring is kept in equilibrium at P (fig. 67) by the re-

actions in direction CP, and the tensions in direction PA^ PB]

.*. tension of P^ : tension oi PB ;: sin^PC : sin^PC

'.'.BGxAC.

If P be displaced to P', the tensions of the strings remaining
the same, the effect of the tension of the string towards B is

diminished in the ratio of cosPOP: cosPCP, and that of the

tension to A is increased
; similarly, if P be displaced to P"

;

therefore the equilibrium is unstable.

3. Define the centre of gravity of a system of heavy par-

ticles, and shew that in every case there exists one and only
one such point.

From this fact deduce the property that the lines joining
the middle points of opposite sides of any quadrilateral bisect

each other.

Let equal masses be placed in the angular points of the

qaadrilatcral ABCD.
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The centre of gravity of these four masses is that of the

masses of -4, B^ collected at a the middle point of AB^ and

that of
(7, i>, collected at c the middle point of GD^ and is

therefore in the middle point of ac.

Similarly, it is at the middle point of hd bisecting BG and

DA,

Therefore, since a system has only one centre of gravity,

ac and hd bisect each other.

4. Find the ratio of P to W in the single moveable pulley,

when the strings are not parallel.

If a weight W be supported by a weight P hanging over

a fixed pulley, the strings being parallel, shew that, in what-

ever position they hang, the position of their centre of gravity

is the same.

If W be depressed through a space a, P is raised through
a space 2a, and the centre of gravity is moved through a space

^ytt p ;
a-nd since W = 2P, the centre of gravity is sta-

tionary.

5. Describe the construction and graduation of the common

steelyard.

Shew that, if a steelyard be constructed with a given rod,

whose weight is inconsiderable compared with that of the

sliding weight, the sensibility varies inversely as the sum of

the sliding weight and the greatest weight which can be

weighed.

Let P2iXM (fig. 68) balance the weight TF,

PatiV^. W',

therefore P.GM^W,AG,
P.GN= W\AG)

therefore P.MN=( W- W) A C,
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Now the sensibility of the instmment varies as the distance

through which P must move in order to detect a given dif-

AG
ference of weight ;

therefore the sensibility oc MN cc
-p- ;

and if ^ = the greatest weight which can be weighed,

Q,AC=P.BG;
therefore (Q + P) AC ^ P.AB-,

therefore the sensibility oc p ,
since AB is given.

8. What is meant by a unit, and what is usually taken as

the unit of accelerating force?

If the force of gravity be taken as the unit of force, and

a rate of ten miles an hour as the unit of velocity, what must

be the units of time and space?

Suppose a feet to be the unit of space,

and h seconds time
;

a and h are numbers whose values it is now our object to

ascertain.

A velocity of 10 miles an hour is the same as a velocity of

10 X 1760 X 3 . ,

60x60
^''' P^^ ^

'

10 X 1760 X 3 , .

60x60 ^fe^tper^.

But a velocity of 10 miles an hour is the unit of velocity, and

is therefore a velocity of a feet per h"-^

.. c 10 x 1760 x 3 ,
therefore a = h *

60 X 60

44 ,=
y'' (!)

Again, the force of gravity

generates in 1" a velocity of 32.2 feet per 1";

therefore it 1" 32.2^
//';

therefore it h"
32.2i''* h":

but the force of gravity is the unit of force
;
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therefore it generates in V the unit of velocity,

that is,
a velocity of a feet per V ;

therefore a = 32.2//'^
(2).

From (1) and (2) the values of a and b may be found
;

44 _ (44)' ^~
9 X 32.2

'
"^ ~

9' X 32.2 '

the unit of space is therefore .^^ feet, and the unit of
y ~r ijA'jii

11. Two balls of given masses and given elasticity are

moving with given velocities in the same direction; determine

their motion after impact.

Two balls are moving in the same straight line, one of

them only being acted on by a force
;

if the force be constant

and tend towards the other ball, shew that the times which

elapse between consecutive impacts decrease in geometrical

progression.

Let m, m be the masses of the balls,

f the force acting on the former,

v_i^ "y'w-i
their velocities after the(w 1)*^ impact,

u^j ^'-i before the n"' impact,

v^^ v^ after the n^ impact,

B^^j zR^ the impulsive forces of compression and resti-

tution at the n"^ impact,

t^_^
the time between the {n 1 y^ and the n^ im-

pact.

Since the spaces described by the two balls between the

[n 1)*^ and n^ impacts are equal,

...
t^^_^

= 2
"^^^-^-^^

(1).



^
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touch the given circle externally have their highest points in

the circumference of a circle whose radius is i? + r, and whose

centre is a point at a distance r vertically above the centre

of the given circle; and that those circles which touch the

given circle internally have their highest points in the circum-

ference of another circle whose centre is Q and radius B ^ r:

hence the circumference of these two circles contain, &c.

Wednesday, /aw. 4. 1^...4.

4. A rod of length a and density p, is moveable freely

about one end, which is fixed at a depth c below the surface

of a fluid of density o- : prove that the rod may remain at rest,

when inclined to the vertical, provided that

- > 1 and < -r, .

P c

Shew that such a position is one of stable equilibrium.

It is evident that the rod cannot rest obliquely when entirely

immersed within the fluid.

For equilibrium, supposing the rod partially out of the water,

being its lower and A its higher end, and F its intersection

with the surface of the water, (fig. 69),

G (p.a.^
-^ . ^.) .sme = (1),y 2 cos^ 2 cos6J

^ ^'

where 6 denotes the inclination of OP to the vertical line OC.

Hence, for oblique equilibrium,

cos^(9 = ^ (2).

But, from the geometry,

hence, from (2),
o- >

2 2
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Also, o-.c* > p.a*, in order that 6 in (2) may be possible.

Thus there will bo oblique equilibrium, defined by (2), under

the conditions o" > p, a-.c^ < p.a^.

Putting /9 for the value of 6 given by (2), we have, by (1),

Hence, the oblique equilibrium is stable.

8. A pencil of rays diverging from a point at a given dis-

tance from the centre, is incident directly on a concave spherical

refractmg surface, determine the distance of the geometrical
focus of the refracted pencil from the centre.

An eye is placed close to the surface of a sphere of glass

(/*
=

!)> which is silvered at the back
;
shew that the image

which the eye sees of itself is f of the natural size.

Let ACB (fig. 70) be the diameter of the eye placed close

to the surface of the sphere, so that rays proceeding from it

are unaffected by refraction at entering the sphere, and after

reflection at the back form the image acb. Let COM be the

diameter of the sphere, the centre. Then

OC^ Oc~ OC
n OC

the negative sign signifying on which side of c lies.

Let the image of acbj formed by refraction out of the

sphere, be acb\ which is the image which the eye sees. Then

1 1 a~ ^

or J 1 _ 1

30c Oc'~SOG^

_2 1 J_
OC SOC~ Oc"

n. '^OC
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Now the ratio of Oc '. 00 is the ratio of ac'h' to ACB^
therefore the ratio of the image to the natural size of the

eye is 3 : 5.

9. A rod, inclined at any angle to a plate of glass, is seen

by an eye on the opposite side of the plate ;
shew that the

length of the image of the rod, formed by geometrical foci, is

equal to the length of the rod. Is the image, formed by re-

fraction at the first surface, of the same magnitude as either ?

Let PQ (fig. 71) be the rod, FQ its image after refraction

at the first surface AB of the plate, and P" Q" after refraction

at the second surface OD. Draw QR^ Q'R\ Q"R'\ at right-

angles to BP.
Then Q'A = im.AQ,

P'B = fi.PB,

and therefore PR' = fi.PR :

hence PR' > PR,
and therefore P'Q > PQ.

Again, BP" = - BP'

similarly, OQ" = - + QA-,

hence P"R" = PR,
and therefore P" Q" = PQ.

10. Find the deviation of a ray of light refracted through
a prism in a plane perpendicular to the edge.

If rays in this plane are incident at one point of the prism
in all directions, shew that, if the refracting angle be greater

than sin"^ , rays incident from that side of the normal which

is towards the edge of the prism will not pass through, and

examine what rays will pass through.
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If the refracting angle of a prism be > sin~^ -
,
and rays

/^

be incident at a point of one face of the prism in all direc-

tions, lying in a plane pei*pendicular to the edge of the prism,

shew that no ray will pass through which is incident from

the side of the normal towards the edge, and examine what

rays will pass thi'ough.

Let the plane of the paper be the plane of incident rays,

A (fig. 72) the point of incidence, V the trace of the edge,

QAR the course of a ray incident at A and refracted to i?,

NAn normal at A^

iVRA^'^-lRAn-LV,

therefore the angle of incidence Sit A > /.V^ a fortiori^ > sin"^ -
,

or the ray cannot emerge at B.

If Q'AR' be a ray incident from the side of the normal

which is from the edge,

LVE'A=^^-h iB'An-V',

and if the ray be capable of emergence,

I VR'A ^ ^ - sin-^ - :

2
/L6

therefore ^ - sin"^ - > ^ + R'An -
F,2 /x 2 '

or LR'AN-^V-mi -1
1

/^'

sin QAN <ii^m( F- sin"^ -\
,

or all rays on that side of the normal, incident at an angle

than
sin-M/isin^F-sin"' -H, will pass through.

not less

1
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12. A short-sighted person moves his eye-glass gradually

from his eye towards a small object : shew that the linear

magnitude of the image will keep increasing during the motion,

and that the angle subtended by the image at the eye will be

least when the eye-glass has advanced half way towards the

object.

Let PQ (fig. 73) be the object, which we may suppose to

be at right angles to the axis EAP of the eye-glass, A the

centre of the eye-glass, and E the place of the eye.

Let ^q be the image of PQ ; join QE^ qE. Let AP =
m,

AE =
d, lPEQ =

a, /.pEq
r=

0^ Ap = v.

Then, as is proved in elementary treatises on Optics,

tan^ u -\- d
tana , du

'

u -\- d + -J

Now u + d h constant : hence tan 6 is least when du is

greatest, that
is,

when u d.

Agam, pq = PQ.- = .

Hence pq increases as u diminishes.

Thursday, Jan. 5. 9... 12.

1. Explain what is meant by the limit of a varying quan-

tity or ratio, and enunciate and prove Newton's first Lemma.
Two triangles CAB^ CAB' have a common angle A^ and

the sum of their sides about that angle the same in each; if

CB^ C'B' intersect in i), and B' move up to -B, then in the

limit DCiBBiiABiAa
From (fig. 74) C draw CE parallel to AB meeting B'C in E^

Because AB + AC = AB' -^ AC,
BB' = CC

;

K
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by similar triangles, DCE^ DBB\
DC:DB::CE:BB'',

and by similar triangles AB' (7', CEC\
AC : GC :: AB' : GE,

or alt. AC' : AB' :: GG' : GE
:: BB' : GE-,

but I)G:I)B::GE:BB']

therefore comp. AG' : AB' :: DG : BB]

therefore in the limit AG:AB::I)G: BB.

2. Define the circle of curvature at any point of a curve.

If FQ be an arc, and QE a subtense, the chord of the circle

of curvature at P parallel to QB is equal to the limit of the

third proportional to QR and PQ. Find the chord of curvature

tlurough the focus of an ellipse.

EF is a chord of a given circle and 8 its middle point ;
con-

struct the ellipse of which E is one point, 8 one focus, and

the given circle the circle of curvature at E.

QTP TJTP

The chord of curvature (fig. 75) through the focus = 2 -^ ,

if J? be the second focus and ^(7 the semi-major axis.

But in this case the chord is equal to 28E. Hence HE=^ A (7,

and E is the extremity of the minor axis of the ellipse.

Draw through E the chord EO making the same angle with

the tangent at E that EF does. The middle point of this chord

will be the second focus H^ and the ellipse is constructed.

3. Shew that, in an orbit described under the action of a

force tending to a fixed point, the velocity at any point is in-

versely proportional to the perpendicular from the centre of

force on the tangent at that point.

A body is describing a parabola under the action of a force

which always tends to the focus, and a straight line is drawn

from the focus perpendicular to the tangent, and proportional
to the velocity, at any point ;

shew that the extremity of this

straight line will lie in a certain circle.
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Draw SY (fig. 76) perpendicular from the focus 8 on the

tangent at P. Produce it to Qj so that SQ bears a certain

ratio to the velocity at P, and in the axis take a point B^ such

that SB bears the same ratio to the velocity at the vertex A
;

and join BQ.

Then SQ x velocity at P cc -^^ ,

or SY,SQ = a constant quantity = SA.SB,

or SY: SA:: SB: SQ.

And the triangles ASY, QSB, having a common angle Q
at Sj and their sides about that angle proportional, are similar.

Hence the angle BQS = the angle SAY = a right angle, and

Q will always lie on the circle whose diameter is SB.

4. Given the velocities and the directions of motion at any
three points of an orbit described under the action of a central

force : find the centre of force.

If the velocities at the three points be respectively parallel

and proportional to the opposite sides of the triangle of which

they are the angular points, the centre of force is the centre of

gravity of the triangle.

Let Fj Qj E (fig. 77) be three points of a central orbit, at

each of which the velocity is parallel and 'proportional to the

opposite side of the triangle PQR\ produce the tangents at

P, Q^ R so as to form a new triangle P' Q'R'^ having its sides

parallel and proportional to those of PQR.

Join PP': because the perpendiculars from the centre of

force on P'C, PR' are inversely proportional to the velo-

cities at P, Q^ they are inversely proportional to the sides P Q\

PR'] therefore the triangles, whose common vertex is the centre

of force, and whose bases are the sides PQ'j PR'^ will be

equal, and therefore the centre of force will lie in the line

PP: so also it will lie in the line QQ'j and will be the centre

of gravity of the triangle PQR^ for the lines PP^ QQ bisect

respectively the sides ^P, RP.
K 2
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5. An ellipse is described under the action of a force tending

to the focus
;
find the law of force and the velocity at any point.

If without changing the velocity, the direction of motion of

the body receive a very slight alteration, shew that the position

of the major axis will be altered, unless the body be at one

extremity of the latus-rectum through the focus to which the

force does not tend.

Let S (fig. 78) be the centre of force, FY the tangent, H
the second focus : let the direction of motion be altered through

the indefinitely small angle YFY\ and let H' be the position

of the second focus of the new orbit.

Then, since the focal distances make equal angles with the

tangent
AHPir =^ twice lYFY\

and because the velocity is unaltered, the major axis is unaltered

in length,
SF-hHF= SF+H'P,

or HF=:H'F.

and the position of the major axis will be altered, unless

S^ Hj H' be in one straight line. Let them be in one straight

line, then PH^ FH' make equal angles with this line
;
that is>

since HFH' is indefinitely small, FH^ FH' are each at right

angles to SH^ or the particle is at the extremity of the latus-

rectum through H.

6. Enumerate the principal steps which led Newton to con-

clude that the Moon is retained in her orbit by the force of

gravity.

Assuming that the Moon is retained in her orbit by the

Earth's attraction alone, and that, approximately, her orbit is

circular, her period about the Earth 27 days, the accelerating
effect of gravity at the Earth's surface 32 feet per second, and

the Earth's radius 4000 miles, find the distance of the Moon
from the Earth's centre.

Let 4000r be the distance of the Moon from the Earth's

I
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centre in miles, / the accelerating effect on the Moon by reason

of the Earth's attraction, in feet per second, then

/:32::l:r^

. 32

but the periodic time of the Moon is 27 x 24 x 60 x 60 seconds,

,
^, . ., 1 .. 27r.4000r x 1760 x 3 . ^and theretore its velocity is m feet per^ 27 X 24 X 60 X 60 ^

second: hence the accelerating force on it tending to its

centre is

f27ry'^

(27 X 24 X 60 X 60)'

4000r X 1760 x 3.

If the Moon be under the influence of the Earth's attraction

only, this must be equal to/,

32 (27r)*
or - = /o^^oLin^^nN2 4000r X 1760 x 3,

or

(27x24
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its aberration will take place in the ecliptic: the question is

therefore equivalent to this, At what places is the ecliptic ever

vertical? The answer is,
At every place whose zenith is not

more than 23 28' from the celestial equator, that is, at every

place within the tropics.

Monday, Jan. 16. 9... 12.

1. A SYSTEM of rigid bodies is under the action of no forces

but their weights, mutual reactions, tensions of inextensible

strings, and pressures on smooth fixed surfaces; prove that if

the height of the centre of gravity above a fixed horizontal

plane be a maximum or a minimum, the system will be in

equilibrium.

Apply this principle to determine the position of equilibrium

of two equal uniform rods, connected by a smooth hinge at one

extremity and resting symmetrically on two smooth pegs in

the same horizontal line.

Let Ay B (fig. 79) be the pegs, G the middle point of AB^
P the hinge connecting the rods, which will be in the vertical

line through C ; Q the centre of gravity of the two rods, which

will be the middle point of the straight line joining the middle

points of the rods, and will therefore also be in the vertical line

passing through C.

The depth of Q below G = PQ - CP

= a COB 6 b cotOy

if the length of each rod be 2a, AB =
25, angle at P = 20,

For this depth to be a maximum,
7.

= -
(7. sin +

sin'^^

i
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or sin = -
,

a

which determines the position of equilibrium.

It is manifest that h is always < a, and therefore the position

is possible.

2. Determine the necessary and sufficient conditions that

a system of forces acting on a rigid body may have a single

resultant.

A portion of a curve surface of continuous curvature is cut

off by a plane, and at a point in each element of that portion,

a force proportional to the element is applied in the direction

of the normal; shew that, if all the forces act inwards or all

outwards, they will in the limit have a single resultant.

Let A/S represent an element of the surface, whose coordi-

nates are ic, y, 2;
;

the bounding plane being taken as that of

xy^ Ij m, n the direction-cosines of the normal. Then, if PA8
be the force applied in the direction of the normal, the re-

solved parts of this force are PlAS^ FmAS, PnAS parallel to

the axes of
a?, y, z^ and the moments of this force about the

axes of
a?, y, z are respectively PaS {ny mz)^ PaS [h nic),

PaS [mx ly). But if A^^ A^^ A^^ represent the projections of

the surface on the coordinate planes of yz^ zx^ xy respectively,

we shall have

lAS= AA^,

mAS =
AA^,

nAZ=AA^',

or if 2(X), 2(F), 2 (Z) represent the sums of all the resolved

forces, and L, if, N the sums of all the moments,

2(X)=PS(A^J=P.A=0,
s(r) = Ps(A^) = p.^ =

o,

S{Z) = PS(A^; = P.^,=P.^,

A being the area of the curve bounding the section by the

plane of xy^ and ^, y the coordinates of its centre of gravity.
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Also Z = PS [yAA^
-
zAA^)

=- P.A.y,

M= PI,{zAA^-xAA^) = - RA.x^

N = F2{xAA^- yAAx) =
;

3. A particle under the action of any forces rests on a

surface whose equation is given; determine the conditions of

equilibrium, (1) when the surface is smooth, (2) when it is rough.

Find the least coefficient of friction between a given elliptic

cylinder and a particle, in order that, for all positions of the

cylinder in which the axis is horizontal, the particle may be

capable of resting at any point vertically over the axis.

Let APA' (fig. 80) be a section of the cylinder made by
a plane perpendicular to the axis, and passing through the

particle, C the centre, CA the semi-axis-major of the elliptic

section, P the particle vertically above
(7,

Z PGA =
0, 2a, 2&

the axes of the elliptic section.

Then, in order that the particle may be capable of resting

for all values of 0, the greatest angle which the tangent at P
can make with the horizon must be not greater than tan"V)

/x- being the coefficient of friction. Let the tangent at P be

produced to meet GA produced in T'. then GPT must not be

rrr

greater than - + tan~V)

and tanGPT = - tan [d + GTP)

tan^ + tanCrP
1 - tan0.tanC2!P*

Now, if
<f>

be the eccentric angle of P,

tanO = -
. tan<f>,

a ^^

and \'AnGTP= -.cot<f>;a
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-
. (tan0 + cot(/))

therefore tanCPT = - ^
,,

1-^

2ab 1

therefore the angle which PT makes with the horizon

= CPr- ^ = tan- ("^-f^r'^ ;2 2a6 '

therefore the greatest angle which PT makes with the horizon

is tan"^ ,
,
and this must not be greater than tan'*//. :

hence
yu-

must not be less than , .

4. A heavy elastic string is suspended from one extremity,

and stretched by its own weight; determine its length when

it is at rest.

If a heavy elastic string rest upon the convex side of a

smooth curve in a vertical plane, shew how to determine the

tension at any point.

Let a heavy elastic string (fig. 81) rest in a vertical plane

on the smooth curve APQ^ beginning at A. Take Ox^ Oy
horizontal and vertical axes, and let

a?, y be the coordinates of

a point P, Q a contiguous point, AP =
s, PQ = 8s

;
then the

coordinates of Q will be

dx ^^ + ^-** + '

2' + S-^^+ ;

and if be the tension at P, ^ + -7- . Ss + will be the
' as

tension at Q.

Let the natural length of AP be
5',

of AQ^ s' -\- Bs'^ e the

coefficient of elasticity.
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Then Bs = Bs'{l + et%

where t' is intermediate to the tensions at P and Q, provided FQ
be taken sufficiently small

;

ds
therefore, taking the limit, -p

= 1 -^ et.

Also resolving the forces which act on PQ along the tangent

at P, /A being the mass of a unit of length of the string in

its natural state, we have ultimately

dt _ dy ds

Js~~ ^^d^'di'

. . dt dy

an equation from which t may be determined.

5. If a particle be moving in any path, straight or curved,

and, at the time
f,

s be its distance measured along its path
d'^s

from a fixed point ;
shew that

-^^
is a measure of the accele-

rating force in the direction of motion.

If the position of a particle moving in a plane be deter-

mined by the coordinates p and 0, p being measured from

a fixed circle along a tangent which has revolved through an

angle from a fixed tangent, investigate the following ex-

pressions for the components of the accelerating force along
and perpendicular to p respectively, (the latter being considered

positive when it tends to increase
<p)

:

d'p fd(t>\' d''(j>
1 ^ / , d4\ fd(t>V

de-p[-dt) ^""-df^ -pdt[p ^j^n^J-
After proving the first part of the question we may state

at once, that if x and y be rectangular coordinates of a particle,

the accelerating forces parallel to the axes of x and y are

d*x J d'^y .. ,

-5-y and -j respectively.
di dv

Let the centre of the fixed circle be the origin, and a line

parallel to the fixed tangent be the axis of x : then

X a sin^ -|- p cos0, y a cos^ + p sin0 ;
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therefore J =
(a J +

J) cos0
-

p . sin^,

Similarly,

therefore force along p = -^ cos^ 4- -^ sin0

force perpendicular \q p -yf cos -j^ sin

dt)
^

dt dt^ '^ df

-"[di) ^-pdtV Tt)-

6. State the laws which regulate the magnitude and the

direction of statical and of sliding friction.

Two equal bodies lie on a rough horizontal table, and are

connected by a string which passes through a fine ring on the

table; if the string be stretched, find the greatest velocity

with which one of the bodies can be projected in a direction

perpendicular to its portion of the string without moving the

other body.

Dynamical friction acts in the direction in which the body
is moving; statical friction acts in the direction in which the

body tends to move, that
is,

the direction in which the body
would begin to move if there were no friction.
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Suppose that when the one body is projected the other

remains at rest
;

friction will act on the former in the direc-

tion perpendicular to the string, on the latter in the direction

of the string.

Let m be the mass of each body,

fi the coefficient of friction,

r the length of string between the ring and the pro-

jected body,
Fthe velocity of projection,

T the tension of the string :

since one body is at rest the other body describes a circle, and

since friction acts on it in a direction perpendicular to the string,

F'

r '

but in order that the other may continue at rest, the tension

and friction must be equal, therefore the tension must not

exceed the greatest possible friction, that is,

therefore V'^ ^ fjugr.

The velocity is always decreasing, in consequence of the

friction on the moving body; if therefore the other body do

not move at first it will not move at all.

9. Having given the index of refraction between the two

media A and B^ and also between the two A and C, shew

how to find that between B and C,

The index of refraction
[fju)

in a medium varies from point
to point, being a function of the distances a? and y from two

planes at right angles to each other
;
a ray traverses the medium

in a plane perpendicular to these two planes; if log//. =f{^i y)i

prove that the curvature of the path of the ray varies as

Let P (fig. 82) be a point in the path of the ray, PT its

direction at that point, AN =
x, NP=i/', at P let the ray
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pass from a medium whose index is
/a,

to one whose index

is
yLt + Sfi^ and the direction be consequently changed to PT' :

let FG be the normal at P to the surface of equal density-

passing through P. Then

sin GFT
~

~~ti
'

cos TFT + cot GFT . sin TFT = 1 + ^ :

or, taking the limit,

cotPr.#.fta-^) = l.^ax \ ax) fj.
ax

Now, cot GFT = cot [FGx - FTx) ,

and tanP6^a;='^, tanPP^ = ^;

therefore

/W dx

1
I

f{y) dy

cotGPT= -JP-^;IM _<kL
f(z) dx

^ ^ ' > ^' dx rfa;' ,, ,
, ^,, ^ dy

^^^m-m%.
,dx)

1 dx^ _ J.,,
. dy J,,. . dx

or the curvature varies as f{x) f{y) -j-
-
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12. Describe the reading microscope of the mural circle.

Wiiat are 'Runs'? Shew that the effects of the eccentricity

and iiTcgular form of the pivot are eliminated by taking the

sum of opposite Microscope-readings corrected for Runs.

The effects of eccentricity and of the irregular form of the

pivot in the mural circle are of exactly the same kind, viz.

displacing the circle, parallel to itself, from the position which

it would have had, when the telescope was pointed to the same

heavenly body, if its pivot had been truly conical, and the

axis of the pivot had passed through the centre of graduation.

Now, if there be two microscopes opposite to each other,

that
is, having their axes in the same straight line, the two

points on the limb actually observed through the microscopes

will be at the extremities of a certain chord of the circle,

while the points which ought to be observed are at the ex-

tremities of a parallel chord; but the two arcs contained be-

tween parallel chords of a circle are equal ;
therefore the error

of one reading in excess is equal to the error of the other in

defect; these errors are therefore eliminated by taking the sum

of opposite readings.

The necessity of correcting for runs arises from the fact,

that the errors of runs at two microscopes have no tendency
to compensate each other. The error of runs may be kept
within convenient limits by properly adjusting the distance of

the microscope from the limb; but so long as there is any

eccentricity, or any irregularity of the form of the pivot, this

distance will necessarily vary, and the error of runs will con-

sequently exist. And when the error exists, the value of the

correction to be applied depends upon the number of minutes

and seconds which are read off at the microscope in question:
for example, if the error for f/ be 5", the error will be 1" for

1',

2" for 2', and so on. Hence it is impossible to give any method

for eliminating these errors : they must therefore be separately
corrected for.

14. What is the greatest value of the inclination of the

Moon^s orbit to the ecliptic, for which there would have been

a lunar eclipse at every opposition?
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Find the lunar ecliptic limits
;
and determine whether there

was or was not an eclipse of the Moon on the 31st of March 1847,
from the following data, selected from the Nautical Almanac :

1847.
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must be an eclipse; therefore on the 31st of March, between

noon and midnight, the Moon was eclipsed.

If the distance of the Moon from her node had been between

9 and 12 36', we should have been obliged to calculate the

exact value, under the given circumstances, of the quantity

whose greatest and least values are 9 and 12' 36'.

Monday, Jan. 16. \\..A.

2. Shew that all the roots of the following equation are

possible :

A' A' A' a;' + ^ + ^ + + ' = 1.
X a^

If possible, leta; = w + v\/( 1); then

^ J- ^ J- ,.... = 1,u a^ -{- V \/( 1) u a^ + V v ( 1)

^,'(-a,-W(-l)}
,

_.
{u-a,f + v'

+ -^'

( A'^ A^ )

V V(- 1) . 1? h 2 + 7 h 2 + [
= 0,

or ,

[u-a^
and therefore

which shews that v = 0, and therefore establishes the pro-

position. Liouville : Journal de MatMmattques^ 1838, p. 337.

The same thing is true in relation to the equation

a:" . a: . a: a
+ ^ + ^

-I- + ^ = X + /^'ar.X a^ X a^ X
a^ x a^

Liouville: Ibid.

3. If a 4- yS V(- 1) be a root of the equation

x^ + qx + r =
Oj

prove that a is a root of the equation

Sx^ + 2qx
- r = 0.

J
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Since a -\- s/( 1) Is a root of the proposed equation, we
have

{a + )8V(-l)r-l q{a-^^^/{-l)} + r = 0,
whence

a' + ^a'^ V(- 1)
-

3ay8^
-

/9^ V(- 1) + ^a 4- q/S ^/(- 1) + r = 0.

Hence a^ - 3a/9^ + g'a + r = 0,

and 3a' - yS' + ?
= 0.

EHminatIng /3 between these equations, we see that

a' - 3a (3a' + q) + qa -^ r = 0,

8a' + 2ga
- r = 0,

or that a is a root of the cubic

Sx^ -I- 2qx
- r = 0.

5. Prove that the series tana Jtan^a + J-tan^a
- ... ad wf,

is equal to 727r + a, where n is s^ero or such a positive or nega-
TT IT

tive integer as will make nir -\- a lie between - and -
.

Shew that, whatever positive integer m be, if

is a very approximate solution of the equation tan 6 = 0.

As 6 changes from mir to mir +
,

tan^ to CO continually;

therefore, at some intermediate value of ^, tan 6 = 0', and since

in this case the arc subtended is equal to the linear tangent,

TT

I

the angle must be nearly mir + -
,
and more nearly the larger

I integer m is.

Let = mir + ^ a

=
a, (^ and a being small

;
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.'. tana =
</)
+ a</) tana,

a =
(j>j

for a first approximation ;

.-. tana = <^ + </>", nearly,

and a = tana -
Jtan'a,

= + </>^-i0^

.-. e = -- (t>- i(jy\ nearly.
9

6. Investigate the condition of perpendicularity of two

straight lines whose equations are

Ax -{- JBi/ + C = 0, A'x + B'y + C" = 0.

Shew that, if the axes be inclined at an angle o), the con-

dition that the straight lines may be equally inclined to the axis

of X in opposite directions, is

B B' ^
-^ + -j7

= 2cosw.

If, besides being equally inclined to the axis of
cc,

the

straight lines pass through the origin and be perpendicular to

one another, the equation of the straight lines is

x^ + 2xy cos ft) + y^ cos2 ft) = 0.

Let ^, TT ^ be the inclinations of the straight lines to the

axis of X,

B _ sin(ft)-^)

A~ ~
mnO

sinft) cot^ + cosft),

-J-,
= sinft) cot^ 4 cos

ft);

B B' ^
.*. -7 + "T? = 2 COSft).A A

If the straight lines be perpendicular and pass through the

origin C = = C\ and

A A' + BB' - {AB' + BA') cob co =
;

BB'
^

AA'^'
_
^_+_j COSft, = 0,

I
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and
-^-j^

= 1 + 2 cos^eo = cos 2 ft)
;

7? 7?'

.*.
-2

and -p are roots of the equation

z"^ 2 coficoz + cos2ft) =
;

cc

.'. replacing z by ,

x^ + 2iC3/ cos ft) + y"*
cos 2ft) =

is the equation of the two lines.

7. Investigate the equations to the tangents at the extre-

mities of two conjugate diameters of an ellipse whose equation is

a'
^ W ^'

the coordinates of the extremity of one of the diameters being

given.

In an ellipse SQ and HQ^ drawn perpendicularly to a pair

of conjugate diameters, intersect in
; prove that the locus of

is a concentric ellipse.

Let (7P, CD be semi-conjugate diameters of an ellipse,

x\ y the coordinates of P.

Then the equations to the tangents at P and D will be

XX W' . T ' / 7

2" +^ = 1 and yx xy = ah\

therefore the equations to the perpendiculars drawn from S
and H on (7i>, (7P, which are parallel to these lines, are

y X

and [x ae) x + yy = 0,

And eliminating xy' to find the locus of
,

x' - dV f ^

I

the equation to a concentric ellipse.

L2
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8. Shew that the locus of the poles of all tangents to a

given circle, with respect to another fixed circle, is a conic sec-

tion, whose directrix is the polar of the centre of the first circle.

Employ the method of reciprocal polars to shew that, if three

ellipses have one common focus, and pairs of common tangents

be drawn to the ellipses taken two together, the three points of

intersection of these pairs of tangents lie in a straight line.

Corresponding to each ellipse is a circle,

a tangent to each ellipse is a point in the

corresponding circle,

each common tangent to two ellipses is a

point of intersection of the two correspond-

ing circles,

intersection of the two common tangents is

the common chord of the two circles
;

and since three common chords intersect in one point, therefore

the three points of intersection of the pairs of common tangents
lie in one straight line.

10. Investigate formulae for the transformation of coordinates

in passing from one system of three rectangular axes to another

having the same origin.

Shew that the equation of a surface yz -\- zx + xy = a^ may
be reduced to the form

.=-^ = al

The surface is evidently symmetrically placed with respect

to a line equally inclined to the three coordinate axes
;

if there-

fore such a line be one of the axes of a new system, the equation
will assume a symmetrical form with respect to the axis.

This will be effected if we first turn the axis of y and z

through 45" in their own plane.

or for y write y z

V2

and for z write ^^

V2

^
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and then turn the axis of x and y through the angle cos~^
-j ,

or sin'Vfj in their own plane.

^ .^ X y \l'l
i,e, tor a? write

f- ,

and for y write
j-

~
.

The result of the first substitution is

and of the second

6
"^

3 2
- "*

, y' + z""

or a;' - ^--

11. If ^, 5, (7,
be extremities of the axes of an ellipsoid,

and AC^ BC he the principal sections containing the least axis,

find the equations of the two cones, whose vertices are Aj By
and bases J5(7, AG respectively: shew that they have a

common tangent plane, and a common parabolic section, the

plane of the parabola and the tangent plane intersecting the

ellipsoid in ellipses the area of one of which is double that of

the other
; and, if / be the latus-rectum of the parabola, Z^, l^

of

the sections AC^ BC, prove that

1 _ 1^ i

The equations of the base BG are

v' z'
^ = 0, 1 + ^=1 (1).

Let the equations of a generating line be

(2),

at the point of intersection with BG (1) and (2) are simultaneous;

X a _y _z
I m n
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I m n '

m^
!L' _ ^

therefore the equation of the cone, vei-tex A^ is

7 2
*

'i

~~
2

*

h c a

Similarly, the equation of the cone, vertex J5, is

d'
^

6'

~
W

'

These surfaces intersect where

'-.-i-^-^h^-^)
y x\(y X

h a) \h a

therefore, where - = t (3)?

M=i W'

, X y z^ ^ 2x
where - = f-, ^^=1 ,

or the projection of the curve of intersection is a parabola, so is

therefore the curve itself, where

a ^ ^

or the plane denoted by (4) is a tangent plane, since it only

meets either surface in a generating line. Whence the two

properties are established.

The planes (3) and (4) are inclined at the same angle to the

plane of xz^ and the equations of the projections of their inter-

section with the ellipsoid, whose equation is

+72 -^ ^.
=

1,
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5),
are

and
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12. Prove that, if
^>, q^ r, be the lengths of arcs of great

cb'cles drawn from the angles A^ Bj (7,
of a spherical triangle

perpendicularly to the opposite sides,

sin a sinp = sin 5 sing'
= sine sinr

=
(1 cos''^a cos''*Z> cos''^c -I- 2 cos a cosZ? coso)*.

By the fonnulae of spherical trigonometry,

sinj)
= sine, sin j5 (1),

cosb = coso.cosa + sine, sina. cosJ5 (2).

From (1) and (2)

{cosh cose . cos)^ + sin*^ . sin'^a = sin'^c . sin^a,

sin"a . sin'''^
= sin'^c . sin'* a cos'" 5 + 2 cosa cos5 cose cos'"c cosset

= I cos^a cos^^ cos'^e + 2 cosa cos5 cose,

whence, by symmetry,

sina sin^^
= sin 5 sing-

= sine sinr

= |1 cos'"a cos'^Z* cos'"c + 2 cosa cos2> cosel^.

The equations sina sin^ = sin 6 sing'
= sine sinr may be

proved also thus.

From (1) and the analogous equation

sin J = sin a sin
(7,

, sin sine sin^ sine sin& sin 6
we have -^-^^ = -; . . ^ = -

.
- = -. ,

smg' sma smG sma sme sma '

and therefore, by symmetry,

sina sin^ = sin 5 sing'
= sine sinr.

Tuesday, Jan. 17. I4...4.

4. Determine the motion of a planet in geocentric longitude,
and shew that all planets will sometimes appear stationary to

an observer on the earth.
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If m be the ratio of the radius of the Earth's orbit to that

of an inferior planet, n the ratio of their motions in longitude

considered uniform, shew that the elongation of the planet as

seen from the Earth, when the planet appears stationary, is

equal to

Let
/S', E^ P, (fig. 84) be the positions of the Sun, Earth, and

planet at the time when the planet appears stationary, E\ P'

the positions of the Earth and planet immediately afterwards:

then EE\ PF may be considered coincident with the tangents
at E^ P; and since the planet appears stationaiy from the Earth,
EP is parallel to E'F : also the orbits must be considered

circular, since the motion in longitude is uniform: produce the

tangents at E^ P to meet in T,

TP: TEw PF : EE' :: tPBP' : m,LE8E'

:: 1 : iiin.

But TP :TE:: sin TEP : sin TPE :: cosSEP :
- cosSPE,

- cosSPE
COSSEP '

, ^ , , cos'SEP- cos'SPE
therefore 1 mn = -

Also m =

7n' - 1 =

cos'SEP

SE _ sinSPE
*

SP~ sinSEP'

sm'SPE - sin'SEP
sin'SEP

cos'SEP -cos'SPE
sm'SEP

l-m'n' sm'SEP
or

1 cos'SEP '

and SEP the elongation
= tan"^ . / (

ij p )
'
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5. Detenniiie the motion of a particle acted on by given

forces, and constrained to remain on a given surface.

A particle is in motion on the surface whose equation is

z =
(t>[x^}/)^ and is acted on by a constant accelerating force

/ parallel to the axis of s
;

if u be the velocity of the particle,

and its path be always perpendicular to the direction of the

force, shew that, at any point of its path,

f)' + (?^dxj \dy,

7
^

d'z /dzV d''z dz dz (z fclz\

dx^ \dy} dx dy dx dy dy^ \dxj

If R be the pressure of the surface on the particle, in the

direction of the normal whose direction-cosines are
/, wi, w, the

equations of motion are, M being the mass of the particle,

M^^Rn + Mf;

but the path o the particle being always perpendicular to the

direction of the force, z is constant throughout the motion, and
dz d^z ^11 . T

-77
=

0, -j^ 0, and the equations become

d'^x _ n^ _ pdz

If ~~^n~^di^
<Py _ _ m _ dz

de
~

^''n~'^Jy'
A 1 ^^ ^
Also, smce =

0^

-"-' -
and therefore

dz

dx dr

dy

dt /[fdzY /f/zY7m

dz

dx

dy_
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Also, differentiating the equation -^ -^ + -^ ^ = 0, with
ax dt ay at '

respect to
t^

dx' \dt)
"^

dxdy dt Tt^df \di)

dz d'^x dz d'^y

^di He^dy W^ '

1, x-x J.' p dx dy d^x , d'^y

orsubsUtutmgfor^,-|,-^,and J,
d^z (dzS^ ^ d^z dz dz d^z fdz\^

ffe
Y'^ (dzV \dx^ \dyj dx dy' dx' dy dy^

'

\dx,

dx) \dyj

-/j"-(|)"H.

or !LV iC-^)
+
(I) t

^
f d^ /dz\' _ ^

d'z d^ dz (z
/dz^''~

^'

dx?
'

\dy) dx dy' dx' dy dy^
'

\dxj

The different sign depends on the direction in which / is

estimated.

8. Define the principal axes of a rigid body, and shew that

for every point in space there exists a system of such axes.

Shew that in general there is only one point for which the

principal axes are parallel to those drawn through a given

point ;
but that, if the given point be in one of the principal

planes through the centre of gravity, there is an infinite number
of such points lying in an hyperbola which passes through the

given point.

Let the rigid body be referred to axes through the centre

of gravity, parallel to the principal axes through the point
whose coordinates are a, ^, 7; therefore x^ y, 2, being co-

ordinates of a particle in

therefore, since 2 (ma?)
= =

2(w?/),

^[mxy) = Map.
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If f, 77, f, be coordinates of a point for which the principal

axes are parallel to the given axes,

therefore ^V = ^^
]

similarly, v^ = 0y I (1).

and ?? = 7a J

If a, /3, and y be each different from zero,

f = _
a, v = -

P, and f = -
7 ;

or there is only one other point equally distant from Gj and

in the line joining G and the given point.

But if they be not all different from zero, let 7 = ;

therefore ^[myz] = 0,

and 2 {mzx) = ;

therefore xi/ is one of the principal planes through G : and

in this case the equations (1) are satisfied by

f= and ^^ = aj3 ;

therefore all points in the rectangular hyperbola represented by
those equations satisfy the required condition.

Wednesday, Jan. 18. li...4.

3. li f{x) be a continuous function of x, shew that, when

X increases, f{x) increases or diminishes according as f'{x) is

positive or negative ;
deduce tests which arc sufficient for dis-

tinguishing between the maximum and minimum values of/(a;),

supposing them to exist for certain values of x.

Find the least triangle which can be described about a given

ellipse, having a side parallel to the major axis.
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The triangle (fig. 85) is evidently isosceles.

Take the side parallel to the major axis to touch the ellipse
on B\

Let a, J, be the \ axes,

xy the coordinates of P, the point of contact of one of

the sides.

E the vertex.

B'D
y

y

y
::b:h-

y

b'-f
y

y

therefore

and

therefore

therefore

area of triangle
= B'D . B'E^

X b -\- y
b-y

b+y
IS a minimum.

<b y,

x''.F-f'.:d':b''',

[h + yY

fi>-y)
IS a minimum

2 1

y 0-b-^ry y o-y
changes sign from to + as y increases

;

therefore (4^ -'2y)y -2 {b'
-

y')
= 2b [2y

-
b)

changes sign from to +,
b

which happens when y =

or GE = 2BC,

Otherwise, Since an equilateral triangle is the least triangle

circumscribing a circle, in which case the height of the triangle

is 3 times the radius, project both on a plane inclined to the

plane of the triangle through one side, and the projection of

the triangle is circumscribed round that of the circle, which

is an ellipse, and the height of the triangle is 3 times the

minor axis.
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4. If x''f{y) contain all the terms involving the liighest

power of X in the rationalized equation of a curve, shew that

fi^y)
= is the equation of all the asymptotes parallel to the

axis of X.

If the equation, arranged in the form of a series of homo-

geneous functions of descending order, be

and f{z) have two equal roots different from zero, each

equal to a
;
shew that, if r =

1, there is a parabolic asymptote
whose equation is

(y-cixy = x
~^^^^

;

and, if r = 2, there are two parallel rectilinear asymptotes whose

equations are

Divide the equation by x\ and the result is f{y) + terms

involving negative powers of x.

The curve is satisfied by the system of values

ic = Gc and /[y) = ;

therefore, f{y) = is the equation of a series of all straight

lines parallel to the axis of
a?,

which meet the curve at an

infinite distance, or is the equation of all the asymptotes parallel

to the axis of x.

Let a be a root of f{z) = 0, and let y = ax -\- t at every

point of the curve
;

^> < 1.

If now/(2;) = have two roots = a,

/(a)=0 and/'()=0;

I
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If possible, let x be taken indefinitely large.

I. If r=l,

f"{a)^- + xcl>{a)
=

0,

and f' - "^^^W .

. . [y ax) -X.
^^^^

is the ultimate relation between x and ?/ at an infinite distance.

Or the curve ultimately coincides with a parabola of which

7/
= oix h the equation of a diameter.

II. If r = 2,

y ajx=-
/"{)

is the equation of two straight lines which are asymptotes to

the curve.

To trace the curve whose equation is

xy{y-xf -ay"" = a\

When 33 = 0, y = a,

*

X cannot be negative for positive values of ?/ ;

X a = is the equation of the asymptote parallel to the

axis of
3/ (1), ^ = to that parallel to the axis of x

(2).

Let y X = t\

therefore xy^ ay^ a*
;

therefore, when x and y are very large,

x'f - a^^ =
;

therefore [y xy=^ax

is the equation of a parabolic asymptote (3).
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To find on which side of (l) the curve lies, retain tenns

to order y^;

therefore [x
-

a)f -
"IxY = 0,

and x = a -\ .

y

Similarly for (2),

yx""
- 2xY = a\

therefore the shape of the curve is that which is given in

fig. (86).

5. If r, 6 be coordinates of a point in a plane curve, and

<f)
the angle between the radius-vector and tangent at that

point, prove that

^ dr . . ^ dO
cos9 = -r

,
and snitp

= r -7- .

8^ H are two fixed points, and a curve is described such

that, if P be a point in
it,

the rectangle contained by SP
and HP is constant

;
shew that the straight lines drawn from 8

at right angles to 8P and from H at right angles to IIP meet

the tangent at P in points equidistant from P.

Let T, T' (fig. 87) be the points in which the straight lines

80 drawn meet the tangent at P, /SP= r, //P= r.

Then cos8PT^^, cos//Pr=^',ds^ ds ^

A T,rp
8P r

ds

PT' = ^^ - ^'
.

cosIIPT' ^'

but, since rr is constant,

d.9
^ '

ds

dr'
,
dr
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r r

m' dr '

ds ds

PT= PT',

6. Trace the curve whose equation is

a = 1 - tan 0.
r

We find that

dO l-tan0 , ,de
r -^ = o ^ and r r

l + tan'0 dr l+tan'0'

when ^ = 0, r = a, r -,-
=

1, and the curve cuts the prime

radius at an angle
-

;4

when ^ > < -
,4

TT
r is positive and changes from to oo

,
and when 6 =

^

.dO a . .

r
-J-

=
^ 5 givmg an asymptote ;

^ TT TT

4 2
'

r is negative and changes from go to 0, and when 6 = -
^

/it

d0
r^ =

0, or the curve passes through the origin in a direc-

tion perpendicular to the prime radius;

e > - <
,r,

r is positive and changes from to a, when 6 = ir^
r -^

=
1,

TT
and the curve again cuts the prime radius at an angle .

Since tan a = tan (tt + a) ,
the remaining portion of the curve

from 9 = 7r to = 27r Is precisely similar to that already dis-

cussed, and the form of the curve is that given in fig. 88.

M
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being the origin, OA = OA' = a,

OB=OB' =
l,

TT

AL the branch from ^ = to ^ = t j

MO ^=i t <^ =
|^

OB'A' 6^ = ^ to (9 = 7r,

and so on for the other quadrants.

8. State between what limits the summation of dxdydz
should be performed, in order to obtain the volume contained

between the conical surface whose equation is x^ + y^
= {a- zf

and the planes whose equations are x = z and a? =
;
and find

the volume by this or any other method.

Integrate

from z=^MQ = x to z = MF=a-s/{x^ + 1/'), (fig. 89),

from
3^
= - BN= -

^/{a'
-

2ax) to ?/
= + EN= + V(' - 2o^),

E being the projection of yS^ on -4 OB^

and from x = to x= OE = -
.

The section of the cone by the plane z=^x is a parabola,

being parallel to the opposite generating line.

The area of the base of the required volume

height = ^;
therefore the volume required = -

.
-

. 2 -t-,7-^
3 3 sll sl^l

_2a^~
9

^
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or, performing the Integrals,

volume required = ffdxdt/ {a-x- ^/{x^ -\-f)}

=
2Jdx^{a-x)y-. ^'^\^

^ ^ -
j 1^1/ + ^{x' +f)}\

J /

=
j
dxWa- x) sl[d'

-
2ax)

-
(a-x) V(a'

-
2ax)

_ ^2 7 ct- x-\- \/(a^- 2ax)]

and, if 1 _ ^ = ^2
a '

or _^ = ^^^

'/;-(4
1 + 21=

-j^rf. {2.^(1
+.V -(-^- ir ?.

[^^} ,

-s-/<=--')--T^i

therefore volume required

a' f2 ,

2 12 1

154 ja
"^

5 3
"^

9
' '

^11 ? i^

4 (3
"^

9
"^

3

2|3'^9| 9

9. Give a geometrical Interpretation of the singular solution
of a differential equation.

Investigate the singular solution of the equation

M2
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and shew that it is the envelope of a series of circles described

on the subnormal of a rectangular hyperbola as diameter.

F= 8// -
2xyp + 9?/'

- x' = 0,

dV

and eliminating j9,

X7/P 2a^p 4- 9?/''' x^ = Oj

9/ - *= -
1^
=

0,

x' = 8/.

dV
Also -^

= Wyp'
-

2xp + 18y

therefore x'' = Sy^ is a singular solution.

The equation of a rectangular hyperbola being

x' - y = d\

the subnormal = f at a point (f, rj).

The equation of a circle on this subnormal is

3^' , ... ft'-W -'-(!)

therefore, performing the operation for determining the locus of

the ultimate intersections,

-'{'-'-1)4.

4f = 3ic;

therefore the equation of the locus is

9^'

(fy+r=.. ,

.2 ~
8

or Hy^
=

x^j

the singular solution of the differential equation.

\
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10. Shew that the differential equation of all surfaces which

are generated by a circle, whose plane is parallel to the plane
of yz^ and which passes through the axis of x and through two

curves respectively in the planes of zx and xy^ is

[f^z')t^^{z-yq) (l+/) = 0.

Let the equations of the two curves be respectively

3/
=

0, z^<^[x) (1),

^ = 0, y=^^[x) (2).

The equations of a generating circle

y^ -V z' - ^y -
r^z

=
0^

x =
a.\

and since this circle meets the curve (1),

similarly \p{a)
=

/S ;

therefore the equation of the surface generated is

f + z' - xp{x)y
-

<l>{x)
z =

(3) ;

therefore 2y + 2zq Tfj{x) <f){x)q=^0 (4),

2 + 2q' + 2qzt
-

i^[x) t = (5),

and eliminating the functions by cross-multiplication,

{y'-Vz')t-2[y + zq)yt-\-2[l+q' + zqt) {yq-z)=:0',

therefore {y' + z')t+2{l-\- q^) [z
-

yq)
= 0.

11. Find the general functional equation to surfaces gene-
rated by the motion of a straight line which always intersects

and is perpendicular to a given straight line.

If the surface whose equation referred to rectangular co-

ordinates is

ax'+ ly'+ cz' -t- 2a yz+ 2h'zx+ 2c xy -|- 2a!'x+ 2h"y+ 2c"z+ 1=0,
be capable of generation in this manner, shew that

a + 2) + c = 0, aa!^' + Uf^ + cc' = 2a!h'c + ahc.
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If the equation to the given straight line be

X a y h _z c

I m

the general functional equation to such surfaces is

. {n[y-h)
- m[z-cy

Ix + my + nz = <p <, x 77-
-

(Gregory's Solid Geometry^ Art. 206),

=
</>

(^)
suppose

-''-^'-^'Sr-

Now, u^ V being linear functions of x, 3/, z, if the surface

be of the second order, this must become of the form

A + B-

V

and the equation to the surface will be

[Ix + my + nz) [A'v + B'u) = Av + Bu^
or

{Jx-\-my'{-nz) {A'[nxlz)-\-B'[nymz)'--A{na--lc)B\nbmc)]
= Av + Bu,

This being coincident with the given equation of the second

order, we must have, X being some factor,

\a = A'nlj \h = B'mn^ \c A'nl B'mn
;

therefore X (a + Z> + c)
=

0, or a + Z> -f c = 0,

since X = would destroy the whole.

The second condition may be obtained from the values of

the coefficients, but may be inferred from the fact of the ge-

nerators being all parallel to a fixed plane, and successive
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generators not intersecting, so that the surface must be a hy-

perbolic paraboloid, the condition for which is

aa' +W 4- cc'' - ahc - 2ah'G = 0.

Ohs. The equation to this surface may be reduced to the

form if
~ z^ = Ix.

Thursday, Jan. 19. 1^...4.

5. Integrate the equation

Put y -\ then^ X

dx

d^_
dx"'

d'y
dx'
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Eliminating i//(l ic)
between (1) and (2), we have

(a'-l) 4,(;x) + (a -I) [a^[l-x)-(i)[x)] = (a-l)c,

Put a = 1 : then

^t.{x)=\[<i>[x)-<i>[l-x) + c],

which is a general expression for yf^[x).

6. A lamina, in the form of a semi-ellipse bounded by the

axis minor, is moveable about the centre as a fixed point, and

falls from the position in which its plane is horizontal
;
find the

pressure on the fixed point for any position of the lamina, and

determine the impulse which must be applied at the centre of

gravity, when the lamina is vertical, in order to reduce it to rest.

If this force be applied pei-pendicularly to the lamina at the

extremity of an ordinate through the centre of gravity, instead

of being applied at the centre of gravity itself, about what axis

will the lamina begin to revolve ?

If the axis minor had been a fixed axis, the pressure of the

lamina on the axis would, by symmetry, have passed through
the centre; therefore in the actual case, when the centre only
is fixed, there will be a pressure at this point, and the lamina

will revolve about the axis minor.

Let 6 be the angle described at a given time,

h the distance of the centre of gravity from the axis

minor,

Mlc^ the moment of inertia of the lamina about the axis

minor,

R^ F^ the pressures on the fixed point, parallel and per-

pendicular to the lamina
;

then the effective forces on a particle 3m, at a distance r from

the axis, are

de
hm ,r

[-jt] ,
and hm . ^

^,2 ?

f
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respectively parallel and perpendicular to the lamina
; therefore,

by D'Alembert's principle,

=% sin^ + Mh (^y (1),

= %cos^-m^ (2);

2 (B771 g cos ^ . r)
= 2

[
Sw r -y^ "^

) j

Mgli cos6> = il/r^ (3).
c^^^

From (3) ffV= |.^in.
rfy F^ (4),

the constant being omitted, because =
0, when ^ =

;
there-

fore, substituting for -^ and
(-^) ,

in (1) and (2), and ob-

serving that h = and k'^ =

B=:Mg sin^
(l + 2

p)
=% sin(9

(l
+
^.) ,

F^Mg cos6'
('l

-
1^^

=% cos(9
(l

Let X be the impulse which must be applied to the centre of

gravity, when the lamina is vertical, in order to reduce it to

rest.

Let Q) be the angular velocity at this time
; then, by (4),

- r '

and the eiFective impulsive force on any particle Bm at a dis-
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tance r from the axis minor is hm . &)?
; therefore, reversing the

effective forces, and taking moments about the axis minor,

Xh = 2 [hiiiMr .r)

Suppose this force to act at the extremity of an ordinate

through the centre of gravity, and apply two opposite forces

each equal to it at the centre of gravity: one of these will

destroy the motion of the lamina, while the other, together with

the force acting at the extremity of the ordinate, will form a

couple in a plane perpendicular to the axis major of the semi-

ellipse. Since the plane of this couple is perpendicular to a

principal axis of the rigid body through the centre of gravity,

its effect, if the lamina were free, would be to make it revolve

about this principal axis
;
and since the body is constrained

only by having a point in this axis fixed, it will in fact begin
to revolve about the major axis.

7. A thin uniform smooth tube is balancing horizontally

about its middle point, which is fixed: a uniform rod, such

as just to fit the bore of the tube, is placed end to end in

a line with the tube, and then shot into it with such a hori-

zontal velocity that its middle point shall only just reach that

of the tube : supposing the velocity of projection to be known,
find the angular velocity of the tube and rod at the moment
of the coincidence of their middle points.

Let m denote the mass of the rod, m that of the tube, and

2a, 2a', their respective lengths. Let v represent the velocity

of the rod's projection, co the required angular velocity.

Then the vis viva of the whole system is 7nv^ initially :

at the moment of the coincidence of the middle points it is
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^m(fco^ + ^m'a'^co^. But the altitude of the centre of gravity
is the same in both cases. Hence, by the principle of vis viva^

Friday, Jan. 20. 9. ..12.

1. The position of a point in space being determined by the

polar coordinates
r', 6\ <^',

where 0' is the angle through which

r has revolved from a fixed line Ozj in a plane which has re-

volved through an angle </>'
from a fixed plane z Ox : shew that

the equation to the tangent plane at a point r^0 of a surface is

= -j7i\r \sm9 cos^' sin^' cos^ cos(6- 6') 11 + sin^' . ^^
^

. -yr.
r dd^ ^ ^^ ^'^' sm^ d(f>

Let the equation to the plane be

- = A sin^'cos(/)' + B mi& sin^' + C co&d' (1),

this being peifectly general.

Since this passes through the point r, ^, <j),

1

r
A sm6 cost/) + B smd sin0 + C cos^ (2).

Also, since the plane has a contact of the first order with the

surface at the point r, ^, 6, we must have

dr _dr , dr _ dr

dO'
^

dd df' "d^'
1 dr

hence 5 -77^
= ^ cos^ cos(f> + B cos^ sm6 (7sin^...(3),

r dd
1 dr
5 . -^ = ^ sin^ sin<f) + jB sin^ cos<f> (4).

r^ d<p

From the equations (2), (3), (4) we may determine A^ B^ (7,

and therefore the plane (l).
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By (2) and (3),

- sin^ 5 -7^ cos^ = A cos</> + B siiK^,

and by (4), ^ . -r^ -^ = - u4 sine/) + jB cosc^ ;

. 1 . . . \ dr ^ JL
1 sm0 ^r

.-. A = - smt/ cos(f) 2 "tS cost/ cosd) -f ^ . ^-^ . -jj ?

r
^ r c?^

^ r sin 6 dcfi
^

B - sni ^ sui r> . -77, cos ^ sin ^ . a ' ~n 5

r
^

r^ dO r sin Q dxj)

and again, by (2) and (3), we get

^1 /I
1 ^^

/IC = - cos ^ 4- -5 . -77, . sin 6/.

r r <^^

The equation to the plane becomes

r' . ^, ,,(' A ^^ a JL . ^"^^ ^^'\
-r = sincr cos r sine/ cos 7^ cos ^ cos + -; 7^ . -77
r V dO ^ sm^ c9/

f sm u sin r sin tr sm 7^ cos u sin - -; ^ . ^-7^
V da ^ sm6 d(\)j

dv
+ cos& \r cos ^ + -77i . sin ^

du

= r {cos^ cos^' + sin^ sin^' cos(</) <^')}

dr ,

+
-7^ {sin^ cos^' - cos^ sin^' cos((^- <^')}

dr sin ^'

+ :jT -^-^ sin((/> -</)')
rf</)

sin^ ^^ ^'

-Th\T (sin ^ cos ^'- cos ^ sin ^' cos(<^ ^'))]

dr sin ^'

dcp sm T- 7- ;

2. If c be an integer, shew that

2* \

.^}
'' ^^^"^ ^^

L2.3::.2. '

/?2,^_, being the w*" of Bernoulli's numbers.
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Shew, by Bernoulli's numbers or otherwise, that

1^ 2^ ^' . 27r

l'-' + 1 2'^^ + 1 3'^ + 1
"^ '^/-

-
e'^_ e-'^

1^ 2'*

Let P = -T,
-

. r,

- ad inf..
1'+ 1 2'+ 1

^ '

= -{i^-i.(ir+j.(ir- },

W 2
*

2*
"^

3 2'

V3' 2 '3' "^3* 3' )'>

-(2:;i-5-2:i
+ J.s:i- a^m/O.

25, tt" 1 ^.'Bjt" (-1)"-' 2'-'5,, ,7r'"

1.2 2
*

1.2.3.4 n
'

1.2 ... 2n

Let this F['n)^ taking

^(^j-
1^2

+'+
n 1.2. ..2/2

+'
^ ^^^

"
1.2

+
1.2.3.4

++ ^ ^K 1.2.. .271
+ '

oro^i^^^j-
^^2 +1.2.3.4 -^^ 'M.2.3...271

+

207~
c'^^-l

'
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.-. F[x) = -
log(/-e"'') + logic + logC

, a; o'^\

and when a; = 0, F[x) = ; .-.(7=2;

.-. F(7r)=-log'^^=logP,

or -r = .

e" e

Otherwise,

2V(-1)
^mO =

:r-^^{e'''-'^
- er'^'-'K

AU..i, =
,{-O]{-(^JlJ,-0j ......;

hence
2^^J[-l)

put 6 sj[l) =
TT^

and this gives

=
i^TT-2N-r3-TT-"^^^^-

27r

27r

3. Define the terms convergent and divergent when applied

to a scries of quantities real or imaginary.

Investigate a rule which is ordinarily sufficient to ascertain

whether a series is or is not convergent.

Are the following series convergent ?

3 5,739, 2w+l T.
.

1

-a; + 7ic +T7, +7^^ +... 4- -TTT^ +? where cc is real
;

2 5 10 17 n -\- I

1 + ic cosa + a?^ cos 2a + &c., where x is real or imaginary.

Let Mj + ^^2 + + ^n +

stand for the series -x \- -x -\- ... -\- ^ x \- ...
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2n + 3 n' + \

Then limit -^ = limit
2n-i I li' + 2?2 -f 2

= x
1̂

the series is therefore convergent if x be less tlian 1.

Again, the series l-\- x cos a + x^ cos2a + . . .

is less than the series 1 + x + x^ + .,.

Suppose X to be real : this latter series is convergent if x
be less than 1

; suppose x to be imaginary, and let

x = a + (5s/{-l),

the series is convergent if a^ + ^8'"^
< 1.

In these cases, therefore, the given series is convergent.

7. Solve the differential equation for the vibratory motion

of the air contained in an indefinite cylindrical tube
;
and shew

that when such motion is produced by a vibrating plate placed
at one end of a finite tube, of which the other end is open,
if the period of vibration have a certain relation to the length
of the tube, it is possible for the character of the vibrations

to remain permanently the same.

If such a tuly: be sounding its fundamental note, what would

be the effect of making a small aperture in the side of the tube,

first at its middle point, secondly a little nearer to the open end ?

Suppose the fundamental note to be produced by a tube

open at one end, and having a vibrating plate at the other;

each end of the tube is a loop, and the middle point is a node.

Suppose a small aperture to be made at the middle point;

then, in order to maintain small vibrations, we must make
the period of the vibrating plate half what it was : there will

now be three loops, one at each end and one in the middle,

and there will be two nodes between them
;
the tube will now

sound the octave above the fundamental note.

Suppose the aperture to be made a little nearer the open

end; and suppose, as before, the period of the vibrating plate

to be so adjusted as to maintain small vibrations: there will

now be a loop at the plate and a loop at or near the aperture.
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The part of the tube between the plate and the aperture will

be affected more or less by the part between the aperture and

the open end; the loop, which would otherwise have been at

the aperture, will be forced to retire a little towards the plate,

but not so far as the middle point of the tube, so that the tone

of the note produced will be somewhat flatter than the octave

of the fundamental note
;
the regularity of the aerial vibrations

will not be so perfect as before, and consequently tlie note

will not be so musical.

The above account is founded on the hypothesis that

the open end is a loop ; but, as is well known, it is found

by experiment that, in the case of a tube open at one end,

the whole system of loops and nodes is shifted a little nearer

the open end than the places assigned by theory. Hence, in

order to allow the perfect octave to be soimded, the aperture

would have to be made at a certain point a little nearer to

the open end than to the plate ;
if it be made still nearer the

open end, the note produced would be a flat octave as above

described : if the aperture were at the middle point of the tube

an imperfect note would be produced, somewhat sharper than

the octave.

8. Find the difference of retardation of the two waves pro-

duced by a thin lamina cut from a uniaxal crystal perpendicular

to its axis, when a ray of common light is incident nearly

parallel to the axis : describe the rings produced by interposing

such a lamina between a polarizing and an analyzing plate,

the planes of incidence at the two plates being inclined at an

angle of 45 to each other.

If two such laminae, one cut from a positive and the other

from a negative uniaxal crystal, be placed together and inter-

posed, what must be the ratio of their thicknesses in order

that neither rings nor brushes may be visible?

In order that neither rings nor brushes may be seen, the

difference of retardation of the ordinary and extraordinary rays,

after passing through botli plates, must be equal to zero
;

I
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c' - (^ ... a'2 _ c"'

therefore T^ sin'^t T ^-, 8m^^ =
;

2av 2a v '

therefore T : T' : :
^^ A :

,a a

where
J*,

T" are the thicknesses of the plates,

a, c
; a',

c the constants of elasticity respectively.

Friday, Jan, 20. 1^...4.

1. l(f[p^ q^ r^ s
...)

=
0^ where p^ q^ r^ s ... are the distances

of any point in a curve from fixed points in its plane, or of

any point in a surface from fixed points, and if a set of forces

proportional to f'{p)^ f'{q)j /'M ?
act on the point, along

the distances p^q^r^...^ prove that their resultant acts along
the normal at that point.

If s\n\ : sin
fjL

:: p" : q\ where X, /z,
are the respective

inclinations of
j?, ,

to the normal at any point of the curve

/(p, q)
=

0, prove that, c being a constant,
l-n , 1-7? i-n

p + q = c .

Let Xj 3/, Zj be the coordinates of the variable point of tlie

surface. Then, if /(i?, $', r, 5, ...)
=

^(ic, /, z)
=

w,

g=/|..f(.)|....
= the sum of the components of /'(^), /'(5'), ...,

parallel to the axis of x.

filt clij

Similarly, -j- 1 -r -i

denote the sums of the components of
cty dz

these derivatives parallel to y, z.

Hence the direction-cosines of the resultant are proportional

to ^- , -^ , ^- ,
and therefore the resultant is a normal.

ax dy^ dz ^

In the example, (see fig. 90),

SP = p, TP=q.
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Take 8\ T\ such points in /ST, TP, that

^'P:rP::/(^):/te),

and complete the parallelogram PS'GT, Then the diagonal

PG is the normal at P.

p"" sin\_/fe).

but df=fij>)dp+f{q)dq==0:
hence i?""^i? + q^'dq

=
0,

Cor. If w = 0, p + ^
=

c, and therefore the curve is an ellipse.

2. Having given the following simultaneous diiferential

equations,

d^__dR ^^M
df

"
dx^ df dij^

where E =f{r), r" = x' + f + ;

r rdr

prove that t =
j ^{^.(2i2+j5)-^'^}

'

A^ B being arbitrary constants.

^nw^^it'dF^'-'-'Ux dt^ dy dr )'

and r^^x'-^y'^
dr

.'. r-j- = X.
ax

dR ^,f V dr
Also ^=/W^;

dB dx dR dy"
dx dt dy dt

-^^"^^ \dxdt
^
dydt^ )

it)*'* 'Vi')*'>
= 2R + B.
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d'y d'x dR dR
Also X -^ y -rz-T = X -^ V -ir-

dt'
^

dt' dy
^ dx

dy dx

dy dx ^ ^X -^ y -^ constant :

dt
^

dt
'

dy dxV ( dz dxy
^

dt
^

dt)
' V dt

~
dt

or(.-^4-y+...)i(tyvmv.4-f-t+.'/t+-)=^
2

2,

dt) \dtj ") \ dt
'^

dt

rdr
t

h\rU'2

2. Integrate the partial differential equation

^(1+^) r -
(i^ + 5'4-2p2') s +^{l+p) t = 0.

Employing Monge's method of solving such equations, we

arrive at the equations

{q dy +20 dx) {(1 + q) dy -\- (1 -i-p) dx]
=

0,

and q{l-\- q) dp dy +^ (1 +^) dq dx = 0.

If we use the equation {l+q)dy + [1 -\- p) dx = 0,

qdp pdq =
Oj .'. p =

aq^

and dy -{ dx -\- p) dx + q dy = Oj .-. x-}-y-]-z = ^]

.'. a first integral is p q (l){x + y + z)
= 0;

.-. from the equations dz = and dy = dx fp{x-\- y -\-z)^

z = y and dy+dx=dx{l + (j){x+y+ y)}j .', x=8+f[x+y-\-y) '^

.*. the complete integral is a? = .F(z) +f{30 +y+ ^)-

3. An annular surface is generated by the revolution of

a circle about an axis in its own plane; prove that one of

the principal radii of curvature, at any point of the surface,

varies as the ratio of the distance of this point from the axis

to its distance from the cylindrical surface described about the

axis and passing through the centre of the circle.

N2
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Let AB (fig. 91) be the axis of revolution, C the centre

of the revolving circle in any position, P any point in the

circumference of this circle. Join (7P; draw CN parallel to

BA^ and NPM at right angles to AB.

One principal radius of curvature of the surface at P is

in the plane of the paper. The other principal radius at P,

in the plane through P(7, at right angles to the plane of the

paper, is, by Meusnier's theorem, equal to

PM _ PM.CP PM
cos</>~ PN "^ PN'

4. Give sufficient equations for calculating the motion of

a right cone placed upon a perfectly rough inclined plane ;
and

find the moment of the couple exerted by friction on the cone.

Shew that the length of the simple isochronous pendulum,
when the cone oscillates about the lowest position, is

3r sin a sinyS
'

2a being the angle of the cone, r the radius of its base, y3 the

inclination of the plane, and k the radius of gyration round

a generating line.

Let A be the vertex of the cone, (fig. 92),

Az perpendicular to the inclined plane,

Ay horizontal,

AGx^ the axis of the cone,

6^^ perpendicular to AL the generating line in contact

at the time t. GM perpendicular to Az.

And let the friction on the generating line be resolved into

forces P, G in AL^ and perpendicular to
it,

and the couple
whose moment is N in plane xAy^

AG =
h, lLAx =

</),

0) = perpendicular velocity round AL^
o) cosyS = perpendicular velocity round Ax^^

A the moment of inertia round AGx,.
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By the principle of vis viva^ since the slant side is an instan-

taneous axis,

Mlc^(d^ = constant + 2Mg sin a GM cos
(j) (1),

J . d (cO COS^) ^r ' r,and A ^ ^ = N sm/3 (2).

Also, equating the two expressions for the velocity of Gj

GM^ = -cDhsm0:
at

5<=t^
= -'

(3);

.*. k^ cotyS ^ + g sina h sin/S sin^ = ;

Sr
therefore, for a small oscillation, since h tanyS = ,

(Pd) Sr sina sin/3

therefore the length of the simple pendulum

Sr sina sin/3
'

Sr
g sina cot/3 cos/8

and iV= ,.2
J^ sin0.

In order to illustrate a difficulty in forming the equations for

determining the angular velocities about principal axes move-

able in the body, we will proceed to determine all the forces,

without using the principle of vis viva^ by the general equations.

The equations for determining all the forces may be formed

as follows :

R being the reaction of the plane through G^ and L the

moment of the couple, to which the whole reactions on the

generating line can be reduced:

^5 =^T^ - ^ r^ +% sina
(1),at h cosp h cos/3

^ ^ ^'

dt h COSyS
^

h cos/3
^^^'

= R - Mg cos a..... (3).
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Let
Gi/^^ Gz^ be axes perpendicular to LAx^^ and in the

plane Gy^^ Gz^ fixed in the body, coinciding with Gy^^ Gz^^ at

times
#,
and having this position at times ^ + A^, when the body

has tmned through co^^t round Gx^^ ^2^31 ^'^2^'sj angular ve-

locities round these axes at time t]

.'.
co\^ + Aco\^

=
ft>3 sin(a)jA) + (g>.^

+ -j^ Am cos(a),A^) ;

dco, ^
.'. co,^- (o^

=
co.^co^At ^ -^ At',

day' d(o^.
+ (o"

dt dt

Similarly, -^ = -^- <o^(odt dt '9"'l7

.-. ^^^
= ^sin^ (4),

^ (^ + a>^(D\ + {A-B) (D^co^
= L- Fh sin/3. ..(5),

^(^" a),6)^^
-{-{B-A) co,^ay^

= NcoB^-Gh...{e);

and by the geometry of the motion,

.
=

(7),

co^
= CO cosyS (8),

0)3
= - 0) sin^ (9),

X = h cos^ COS0 (10),

y = h cosyS sin0 (11),

J = -ctan^ (12),

12 equations between F, O, R, L, N, x, y, a),, co^,
< a, <^,

(.

By (1) and (2),

72 .

.-. Mh^ co&^13 -^
= Gh C08/3 - Mgh cosyQ sin a sin0.

d
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By (5), (6), (7),

A^ cos/3
- B^ sin/3 = 6^A sin/3,

or (.4 cos^/3 + j5
sin'^/3) ^ = ^^ sinyS ;

.-. (Jf^'''
- if/i-^ sin'^/3) ^^ =-Gh tan/3 sin/S,

and JfA'' sin'''y3 -j^
= Gh tan/3 sin/3 i%A tan/3 sin/S sina sin0 ;

.*. JfA;^ -^ = Mgh tan/3 siny8 sina sin^,

c?^0 3r ^ sin/3 sina sin0 _

And, by (1) and (2),

of + ?/'''
= h^ cos''*/3 ;

therefore a,J + yJ = -
{(jy +

(|)]

therefore F = Mh cos/3 (-^j iHf^'
sina cos0,

'. e. the centrifugal force from Oz and resolved part of weight
= -F;

d'^6G = Mh cosyS -7^ + ik^ sina cos^,

or G is the resultant effective force and the component of the

weight perpendicular to the plane LAx^

N=- A^, coB%

B= il^cosa;

by (5),
L=^Fh sin^ - A (^X cot/3 cos'^y^,

whence all the forces are known.
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5. The form of a homogeneous solid of revokitioii, of given

superficial area, and described upon an axis of given length, is

such that its moment of inertia about the axis is a maximum :

prove that the normal at any point of the generating curve is

three times as long as the radius of curvature.

If c be some constant quantity, then, the axis of x being

that of revolution,

u = [{i/dx + c'yds)
= A/ + c'y (1 +/)*} dx.

Then, adopting the ordinary notation of the Calculus of

Variations,

C being a constant.

Hence

y + cV {!+/)* = (^4 + 0, f^^^^
= C (1),

Again, the formula for the limits gives us the relation

and therefore, hy^ and Sy^^ being independent of each other.

Now, by the equation

_^B_ -
(1 +^;)i

-
^>

either p,
= or

?/^
= : on the former hypothesis y^ would be ar-

bitrary, which is evidently impossible. Hence y,
= ^\ similarly

y^^
= 0. Consequently the value of C in the equation (1) must

be zero : hence

., _ c" d^ _ c^-/ d^ _ y^

^+^-p' ^^-"IT' Ty-J^^^f'
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Hence the radius of curvature

d'x 3/

Also the normal =3/(1 + i^^)*
=

-2
1/

Hence, (7 being the centre of curvature and FG the normal

at any point P of the generating curve,

FG = 3FC.

6. Distinguish between secular and periodic variations. Are

secular variations ever periodic ?

The equations which connect the inclination and the longi-

tude of the nodes of the orbits, in the case of Jupiter and

Saturn, are of the form

tan^ sin 12 = G sin (a^ + 7) + H smS,

tan z cos 12 = G cos
{cat + y) + -H^cosS.

For both orbits,

a = - 25".5756, 7 = 125 15' 40", B = 103 38' 40", and ff= .02905,

G==- .00661 for Jupiter, and = .01537 for Saturn,

t being reckoned from A.D. 1700.

Prove the following circumstances of motion, that Jupiter's
77*

node regresses and Saturn's progresses from a longitude S-fs -

2s
through the angle 2z ^ ir in the time

,
where is for each

planet the least positive angle which satisfies the equation
G = IIcosBj that they arrive simultaneously at their mean po-

sition
;
and that in this position Jupiter's orbit has its maximum

and Saturn's its minimum inclination.

Let Oxj Oy be rectangular axes, GOx = Sj 0G = H] and

let circles be described with centre G and radii .00661 and

.01537 (see fig. 93),

/0 7?' nr^l tangents to the three circles respectively.
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Let 00 meet the circles in Tand S;

therefore for Satura, e = BGO^
for Jupiter, ^ = AGS)

B-(J -e\ = GOx-GOB = BOx, for Satuni,

^j^U-.'t\^ QOx + GOA :=AOS, for Jupiter.

Let Gx be parallel to Gx^ and let a line revolving in the

positive direction from Ox through a^ + 7 arrive at the position

GQ produced backwards to P. Join OQj OF-, therefore, at

time
f,

OQ =
tane, QOx = ^^ for Saturn,

OP = tan/, POx =
12, for Jupiter.

As t increases a< + 7 diminishes
;

therefore (J (tP revolves backwards
;

therefore Saturn's node advances from OB to 05, the longitude

increases from 8 + e - -
through BOl or 2 f

- - s
J

= tt - 2e,

in the time =
; and Jupiter's node recedes from A Ox- a -a' ^

IT

to a Ox, the longitude decreasing from 8 + - -
through A Oa

or
'^

2
( J

= 2 -
TT,

in the time . GP -a
The nodes arrive simultaneously at the mean positions whose

longitudes are GOx = B',
in which position Jupiter's orbit's in-

clination is OTj a maximum, and Saturn's OS^ a minimum.

Also, it is easily seen that the nodes in t regress together

during the times that GQ revolves from aG to BG, produced

backwards, while at + 7 changes by the angle BGa, or the

difference between
TT ,

,
TT

and - -
2 2

for Satuni and Jupiter; i.e. for the time

TT e'

z >
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during one revolution of Q during the time

27r - 2 (s 4- s')

- a

Otherwise.

- (^X2 . , ^di ^ , _
.

tani coslz -y- + sec ^ sin 12 -^
= a Or cos(a^4 7),dt dt

do. ., . ^ <//

-y- + sec ^ cosH -^
a^ at

do. di
tani sin 12

-j- + secVcosl2
-^
= a6^ sin(a^ + 7) ;

therefore tani -7- = aG cos (a^ + 7 X2) (1),

or tan'"*
--^

= a(x{(^ + ^cos(ae + 7- S)}

=
a6^ir(cos + cos(a^4-7-S)} (2).

Also, tan^^= G' + H'' -\- 2GH coB{(xt + y
-

B) (3).

In the case of Jupiter, aGH is positive ;

1 . <f12 . .

when a^ + 7 =
TT, "7-

is negative ;

therefore 12 is decreasing most rapidly, and tan/ is a maximum,
G being negative, and 12 = S

;
therefore this decrease takes

place while

by (2), a.t-\-y B changes from tt + e to tt s,

and, by (1), at-{- j B changes from -^ to -
;

or, being > -
,

12 decreases from B + Iz ) to ^
(s -^l;

TT
therefore the node regresses from B-\- s -

through 2 -
tt,

arriving at the mean position ,
where t is a maximum.

In the case of Saturn, aGH is negative ;

^ ^i2 .

therefore a^ + 7 - =
tt, -^

is positive,
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12 is increasing, and, G being positive, tani is a minimum;
the increase takes place while

a^ 4- ry
_ 8 changes from tt + to tt

e,

at -{-y
- SI changes trom -r to -

;

e being < -
,

12 increases from S-(--J to ^ + (o""^)5

TT

therefore the node progresses from S + s -
through tt 2s,

arriving at the mean position S, where i is a minimum.

The motion of the nodes is exhibited geometrically in fig. (93).

8. Draw the course of a small pencil of parallel rays, passing

at such an angle through a biaxal crystal cut with parallel faces,

that external cylindrical refraction takes place.

How may the constants a, J, c, corresponding to the axes

of elasticity be obtained experimentally?

If the two faces of a prism, formed of a biaxal crystal, be

perpendicular to each other, and one contain the two axes of

elasticity , c,
and the other 5, c

;
and if

/a^, //-^
be two refrac-

tive indices for the ordinary ray when the planes of refraction

are perpendicular to the axes of a and b respectively; shew

that i), the minimum deviation of the extraordinary ray, is

given by the equation

Let OA^ OB (fig. 94) be the projections of the faces contain-

ing (a, c)
and (^, c) respectively,

QR^ BSj STj directions of normals to the extraordi-

nary wave front at incidence, 1^* and 2"^ refraction,

y ^
I the angles of \

^^
I incidence and refraction,

TDq = i>, the deviation,

u = velocity of wave in air,

V = velocity of extraordinary wave in the crystal ;
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therefore
^' + ;/.'

=
| (1)^

^ = ^ + ^^-1 (2),

sm0 sin0'

u V

sin i// sin ^'

,.2

(3),

W,
" = a''

cos''</)' + b' cos'tp' (5)j

Z) = minimum (6],

By (5) and (1),

v' = a' sinY' + ^' sln'^' ;

therefore, by (3) and
(4),

w^ = a'
sin'i/. + b'' sin'0 (7) ;

therefore = a'
sin;/, cosi/. rZ;/, + ^^ sin0 cos./, ^0,

and by (2) and
(6),

=
dilj-^d(p;

therefore = a^ sin
2-/.

- J^ sin 20,

and by (7), 2%'-^ = d' + ^'^^
- a' cos

2;/.
-

Z^*^ cos 20 ;

.-. a^ + h^ - 2u' = d' cos2i/, + Z)2 cos2(^,

= d^ sin
2;//

- 5^ sin 20;
... {d' + F - 2uJ = a^ + &* + 2dV cos 2 (0 + ;/.) ;

.-. 'id'h' (1
- cos2

(i/. + 0)}
= 4 (^ + h') u^ - 42.^

a^Z.^ ^m\^ + cf>)=: (a^ + Z,^)
u^ _ ,^^

;

.-. by (2), sm'B =
cos'(;// + 0)

a' b'
"^ ^2





EXAMINATION PAPERS FOR THE

MATHEMATICAL TRIPOS 1854.

Tuesday, Jan. 3. 9... 12.

1. The complements of the parallelograms, which are about the diameter

of any parallelogram, are equal to one another.

If K be the common angular point of these parallelograms, and BD
the other diameter, the difference of the parallelograms is equal to twice

the triangle BKD.

2. Divide a given straight line into two parts so that the rectangle con-

tained by the whole line and one of the parts shall be equal to the square
of the other part.

Produce a given straight line to a point such that the rectangle contained

by the whole line thus produced and the part produced shall be equal to the

square of the given straight line.

3. The opposite angles of any quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle

are together equal to two right angles.

If the opposite sides of the quadrilateral be produced to meet in P, Q,

and about the triangles so formed without the quadrilateral circles be

described meeting again in R\ P, R, Q will be in one straight line.

4. Describe an isosceles triangle having each of the angles at the base

double of the third angle.

Upon a given straight line, as base, describe an isosceles triangle having

the third angle treble of each of the angles at the base.

5. If four straight lines be proportionals, the rectangle contained by the

extremes is equal to the rectangle contained by the means.

EA, EA' are diameters of two circles touching each other externally

at J5^; a chord AB of the former circle when produced touches the latter

at C, while a chord A'B' of the latter touches the former at C : prove
that the rectangle contained by AB, A'B" is four times as great as that

contained by BC, B C.

6. If a solid angle be contained by three plane angles, any two of them

are greater than the third.

Within the area of a given triangle is described a triangle, the sides of

which are parallel to those of the given one. Prove that the sura of the

angles subtended by the sides of the interior triangle at any point not in
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the plane of the triangles is less than the sum of the angles subtended at

the same point by the sides of the exterior triangle.

7. Prove that the rectangle contained by the latus rectum of a parabola

and the abscissa of any point in the curve is equal to the square on the

ordinate drawn to the axis.

If A" be the foot of the ordinate, SY the perpendicular from the focus

on the tangent, and T the point where the tangent meets the axis produced,

iV^ris equal to TY.

8. Define the tangent to an ellipse, and shew that it makes equal angles

with the focal distances of the point of contact.

If NP be the ordinate of P, Y, and Z, the points where the tangent at

P meets the perpendiculars from the foci, NY : NZ :: PY : PZ.

9. The tangent at a point P of an ellipse cuts CA, CB produced in T,

t respectively, and PN, Pn are the respective perpendiculars from P upon
CA, CB; prove that CT . CN= AC, and that Ct . Cn = BC\

Shew that the subnormal is a third proportional to CT and JBC.

10. The rectangle contained by the abscissa? of the major axis of an

hyperbola is to the square on the ordinate as the square on the major axis

is to the square on the minor axis.

If A, 31 he the extremities of the major axis of an ellipse, PP' a double

ordinate, and AP, P'M be produced to meet in Q ; Q will lie in an hyper-
bola having the same axes as the ellipse.

11. Parallelograms, whose sides touch an hyperbola and its conjugate,

and are parallel to conjugate diameters, have the same area.

If CP, CD be conjugate semi-diameters, and through C a straight line

be drawn parallel to either focal distance of P, the perpendicular let fall

from D on this straight line will be equal to half the minor axis.

12. If two spheres exterior to each other be inscribed in a right cone

touching it in two circles on the same side of the vertex, and a plane be

drawn touching the spheres and cutting the cone
;
8hw that the section is

an ellipse, that the points of contact of the spheres with the plane are the

foci, and that the planes of the two circles contain the directrices.

Tuesday, Jan. 3. 1|...4.

48* 7 ^

1. Divide
j-^g-V ^^ Y74 a '

^"^ reduce the quotient to the form

1.0714285; and find what docimal of a guinea is equivalent to -2835 of a

pound sterling.

2. The capital of a firm consists of 713. 3s., 964. 175., 2391. 3s.,

subscribed by three partners; divide 2231. among them in proportion to

their several capitals.

I
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3. Find the interest on 10,000 for four years at 3 per cent., compound
Interest.

How many complete years will elapse before a sum of money has trebled

itself at 3k per cent, compound interest?

Given log (10350) = 4-0149400, log3 = -4771213,

4. Find the highest common measure of

z*- x^ i2x' + x + 3, and x' ^ 2x^ - x - 2,

5. Find the sum of n terms of a geometrical progression, whose first

term and common ratio are given.

If S^^ represent this sum, find the sum of S^, S^, S^ ... S,^.

6. Shew that a quadratic equation cannot have more than two roots .

and solve the following equations :

ar 2x 3:c
,

1 2 3

x^ - a^ x^ + a* 34

a:* + a* x^ - u^ 15'

1 1 1

X y z

7. If
, h, ,.., be a series of quantities, and a; be a quantity depending

on them in such a manner that x varies as a when the rest are constant,

and that x varies as h when the rest are constant, and so on
;
shew

that, when they all vary, x varies as their product.

Apply this principle to the following case : assuming that the quantity
of work done at a sitting varies as the cube root of the number of agents

when the time is the same, and varies as the square root of the time

when the number of agents is the same
;
find ho;w long three men would

take to do one-fifth of the work which twenty-four men can do in twenty-

five hours.

8. Prove that log(m x w x r) = logm + log + logr.

Why is log(l + 2 + 3) equal to logl + log 2 + log3 ?

Given that log 2
= -3010300,

log3 = -4771213,

find log (1080) and log(.0025)^.

9. Define the tangent of an angle, and shew from the definition that

tan (180 4- ^) = tan^, for all values of A.

10. Find the value of sin 18.

In Euclid's construction for determining an isosceles triangle, the

angles at whose base are double of the angle at the vertex, shew that

the common chord of the two circles is equal to the base of the triangle.

O
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11. Find A from the equation tan 2^ = 8cos*^ - cot^.

If sin 3-4 = n sin^ be true for any values of A besides or a multiple

of 90, shew that n must be less than 3 and not less than - 1. Solve the

equation when n = 2.

If cos 6? COS0 = sin(a-/3) sin(a-f /3),

and sin(0-0) sin(^ + 0) = 4 cosa cosy3; find cos^, and cos0.

12. In any triangle ABC, prove that

AB^ = BC + CA^ - 2BC. CA cosC.

AD is drawn to meet BC, or BC produced, in D, so that AD is

equal to AC; shew that if the sum oi AB and AC is n times BC, their

difference is -th of BD.
n

13. Find the radius of the circle described about a triangle whose sides

are given.

Shew that the radius of the circle inscribed in an isosceles triangle can

never be greater than one-half of that of the circumscribed circle.

14. Two posts, AB and CD, are placed at the edge of a river at a

distance AC equal to AB, the height of CD being such that AB and

CD subtend equal angles at B, a point on the other bank exactly opposite

to A; shew that the square of the breadth of the river is equal to

AB^
Y^ T2 ^"^ ^^^^* -^-^ ^"^ -^^ subtend equal angles at E.

Wednesday, t7M. 4, 9... 12.

1. Two unequal forces act in parallel lines and in opposite directions

upon a rigid body moveable about a fixed point in their plane ;
shew that,

if there be equilibrium, the moments of the forces with respect to the

fixed point are equal.

Three straight tobacco-pipes rest upon a table, with their bowls, mouth

dowTiwards, in the angles of an equilateral triangle, the tubes being sup-

ported in the air by crossing symmetrically, each under one and over the

other, so as to form another equilateral triangle; shew that the mutual

pressure of the tubes varies inversely as the side of the last triangle.

2. If three forces acting upon a particle keep it at rest, shew that the

forces are respectively in the ratio of the sines of the angles contained

by the other two.

A smooth circular ring is fixed in a horizontal position, and a small

ring sliding upon it is in equilibrium when acted on by two strings in

the direction of the chords PA, PB; shew that, if PC be a diameter of

the circle, the tensions of the strings are in the ratio of BC to AC.
If A and B be fixed points, is the equilibrium stable ?
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3. Define the centre of gravity of a system of heavy particles, and

shew that in every case there exists one and only one such point.

From this fact deduce the property that the lines joining the middle

points of opposite sides of any quadrilateral bisect each other.

4. Find the ratio of P to W in the single moveable pulley, when the

strings are not parallel.

If a weight W be supported by a weight P hanging over a fixed pulley,

the strings being parallel, shew that, in whatever position they hang, the

position of their centre of gravity is the same.

5. Describe the construction and graduation of the common steelyard.

Shew that, if a steelyard be constructed with a given rod, whose weight
is inconsiderable compared with that of the sliding weight, the sensibility

varies inversely as the sum of the sliding weight and the greatest weight
which can be weighed.

6. A rigid body, moveable round a fixed axis, is kept in equilibrium

by two forces P and Q acting in a plane perpendicular to the axis
; shew

that, if the body be twisted slightly round the axis,

P X P's velocity
= Q x Q's velocity.

Of what practical principle does this property furnish a proof in the

particular case proposed?

7. Describe one of the simple experiments which involve the principle

of the second law of motion, and shew how the probability of the law

may be inferred from it.

8. What is meant by a unit, and what is usually taken as the unit

of accelerating force?

If the force of gravity be taken as the unit of force,, and a rate of ten

miles an hour as the unit of velocity, what must be the units of time

and space ?

9. If a body be projected with the velocity u in the direction of a

uniform force /, and v be the velocity, and s the space described, at the

end of the time t, prove that

s ==ut -^ if^, and that - = = t.^ f V \ u

The velocity of a body increases from ten to sixteen feet per second

in passing over thirteen feet under the action of a constant force; find

the numerical value of the force.

10. A body is projected in a given direction from the top of a tower,

determine its path, and find where it will strike the ground.

A plane is inclined at an angle of 45 to the horizon, and from the

foot of it a body is projected upwards along the plane, and reaches the

top with one fifth of its original velocity ;
where will it strike the ground ?

02
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11. Two balls of given masses and given elasticity are moving with

given velocities in the same direction
;
determine their motion after impact.

Two balls are moving in the same straight line, one of them only being
acted on by a force; if the force be constant and tend towards the other

ball, shew that the times which elapse between consecutive impacts decrease

in geometrical progression.

12. Prove that the time of falling in a straight line from the highest

point of a vertical circle to any point in the circumference is less than to

any point outside; and give a geometrical construction for the straight

line of quickest descent to the circumference of a vertical circle from a

given point within it.

Shew that the circumferences of two circles contain all points from

which the time of quickest descent to a given vertical circle is the same.

Wednesday, Jan. 4. U-4.

1. Find the pressure at any depth below the surface of a uniform

heavy fluid.

If there be n fluids arranged in strata of equal thickness, and the

density of the uppermost be p, of the next 2/j, and so on, that of the last

being np; find the pressure at the lowest point of the n^^ stratum, and

thence prove that the pressure at any point within a fluid whose density

varies as the depth is proportional to the square of the depth.

2. What must be the unit of weight in order that the equation IV= VS

may hold, JF being the weight of a homogeneous body whose volume is V
cubic feet, and specific gravity S in tables in which the specific gravity

of distilled water is 1.

Find the specific gravity of a mixture of given volumes of known
fluids.

3. Prove that the pressure of a uniform heavy incompressible fluid

on any surface is equal to the weight of a column of the fluid, the base

of which is equal to the area of the surface, and altitude equal to the depth
of the centre of gravity of the surface below the surface of the fluid.

A cylindrical vessel is filled with equal masses of two incompressible
fluids which do not mix

; supposing the whole pressures on the upper
and lower portions of the concave surface of the vessel to be equal, com-

pare their densities.

4. Prove that the resultant pressure of a fluid on the surface of a solid

immersed in it is equal to the weight of the fluid displaced, and acts

upwards in the vertical line through the centre of gravity of the fluid

displaced.

A rod of length a and density p is moveable freely about one end, which

is fixed at a depth c below the surface of a fluid of density o-; prove that
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the rod may remain at rest, when inclined to the vertical, provided that

- > 1, and < .

P c

Shew that such a position is one of stable equilibrium.

5. Describe the experiment by which it is shewn that the pressure

of air at a given temperature varies inversely as the space it occupies.

State the law connecting pressure, density, and temperature, when all

vary; and U p^p^t^, P^Pi^^^ PaPa^a^ ^^ three corresponding pressures, den-

sities, and temperatures, shew that

\P Pa' \Pa PJ \pi pj

6. Describe the construction and action of Smeaton's Air-Pump.

Supposing the upper valve of the barrel to open when the piston has

gone half through one of its ascents, what was the density of the air in

the receiver at the commencement of the ascent ?

7. State the laws of refraction to which rays of light are subject. What
is the greatest apparent zenith distance which a star can have, as seen

by an eye under water.

8. A pencil of rays diverging from a point at a given distance from

the centre, is incident directly on a concave spherical refracting surface,

determine the distance of the geometrical focus of the refracted pencil

from the centre.

An eye is placed close to the surface of a sphere of glass (^ = f), which

is silvered at the back; shew that the image which the eye sees of itself

is f of the natural size.

9. Find the position of the geometrical focus of a diverging pencil

refracted through a plate of glass.

A rod, inclined at any angle to a plate of glass, is seen by an

eye on the opposite side of the plate ;
shew that the length of the image

of the rod formed by geometrical foci is equal to the length of the rod.

Is the image, formed by the refraction at the first surface, of the same

magnitude as either?

10. Find the deviation of a ray of light refracted through a prism
in a plane perpendicular to the edge.

If rays in this plane are incident at one point of the prism in all di-

rections, shew that, if the refracting angle be greater than sin"^ -
, rays

incident from that side of the normal which is towards the edge of the

prism will not pass through, and examine what rays will pass through.

11. Describe the construction of Newton's telescope, and find its magni-

fying power.
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Two convex lenses have a common axis and equal focal lengths, and

their distance is two-thirds of the focal length of either; find a point on

the axis from which rays must diverge, in order that, after refraction

through both lenses, the emergent pencil may consist of parallel rays.

Trace the course of such a pencil.

12. Determine the angle subtended at the eye by the image of a short

object seen through a concave lens, the axis of which passes through
both the eye and the object.

A short-sighted person moves his eye-glass gradually from his eye
towards a small object : shew that the linear magnitude of the image
will keep increasing during the motion, and that the angle subtended

by the image at the eye will be least when the eye-glass has advanced

half way towards the object.

Thursday, Jan. 5. 9... 12.

1. Explain what is meant by the limit of a varying quantity or ratio,

and enunciate and prove Newton's first Lemma.

Two triangles, CAB, CAB', have a common angle A, and the sum
of their sides about that angle the same in each; if CB, C'B' intersect

in jD, and B' move up to B, then in the limit JDC : DB :: AB : AC.

2. Define the circle of curvature at any point of a curve. If PQ be

an arc, and QR a subtense, the chord of the circle of curvature at P
parallel to QR is equal to the limit of the third proportional to QR
and PQ. Find the chord of curvature through the focus of an ellipse.

J3F is a chord of a given circle and S its middle point; construct

the ellipse of which F is one point, *S' one focus, and the given circle

the circle of curvature at U.

3. Shew that, in an orbit described under the action of a force tending
to a fixed point, the velocity at any point is inversely proportional to the

perpendicular from the centre of force on the tangent at that point.

A body is describing a parabola under the action of a force which

always tends to the focus, and a straight line is drawn from the focus

perpendicular to the tangent, and proportional to the velocity, at any point;

shew that the extremity of this straight line will lie in a certain circle.

4. Given the velocities and the directions of motion at any three

points of an orbit described under the action of a central force, find the

centre of force.

If the velocities at the three points be respectively parallel and pro-

portional to the opposite sides of the triangle of which they are the

angular points, the centre of force is the centre of gravity of the triangle.
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5. An ellipse is described under the action of a force tending to

the focus
;
find the law of force and the velocity at any point.

If, without changing the velocity, the direction of motion of the body
receive a very slight alteration, shew that the position of the major axis

will be altered, unless the body be at one extremity of the latus rectum

through the focus to which the force does not tend.

6. Enumerate the principal steps which led Newton to conclude that

the Moon is retained in her orbit by the force of gravity.

Assuming that the Moon is retained in her orbit by the Earth's at-

traction alone, and that, approximately, her orbit is circular, her period

about the Earth 27 days, the accelerating effect of gravity at the Earth's

surface 32 feet per second, and the Earth's radius 4000 miles, find the

distance of the Moon from the Earth's centre.

7. Define the terms Declination and Right Ascension. Account for

the change of the Sun's declination in the course of a year, and discuss

the consequent variations in the length of the day at a place between

the pole and the arctic circle.

8. Account for the Moon's rising at different times on two successive

nights ;
at what places is it possible for the Moon to continue above

the horizon for more than twenty-four hours ?

If an observer be stationed on the Moon's surface at the point nearest

the Earth, describe the principal phenomena relating to the Sun and

Earth which he would observe in one of his days. What circumstances

would lead him to the conclusion that the Earth's apparent orbit was

inclined to the Sun's?

9. Distinguish between a sidereal and a tropical year; and explain

the Gregorian intercalation of a day in certain years, assuming the length

of the tropical year to be 365.242218 days.

10. Describe the Transit Instrument, and give a method of detecting an

error of deviation. Will this method apply at places near the Equator ?

11. Explain the aberration of light, and shew in what direction the

error of aberration takes place.

What limit is there to the position of a place in order that at some

time in the day a star in the ecliptic may have its error of aberration

in a vertical plane?

12. Explain the method of determining the longitude by Moon cul-

minating stars.

What is the object of registering in the Nautical Almanac the time

of passage of the Moon's semi-diameter across the Meridian ?
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Thursday, Jan. 5. 1...4.

PROBLEMS.
1. ABD, ACE are two straight lines touching a circle in B and C,

and, if BE be joined, BE is equal to BB and CE together; shew that

BE touches the circle.

2. O, Af B, C, are four points arranged in order in a straight line, so

that OA, OB, OC, form an harmonic progression. Prove that, A and C
being stationary, if O move towards A, B will also move towards A.

2
J.

2

3. If a, b, c, be positive integers, and *, "'', c^ be in geometrical
_2_

1 2

progression, shew that a*", i''"^'*, c*", are also in geometrical progression.

4. If either of the two quantities 1+3"*, 1 + 3"*^*'", is a multiple of 10,

prove that the other is also a multiple of 10, m and r being positive integers.

5. Find the value of tana or tan^ from the equations

tan(a + /3)
= tana cot/3 + cota tan/3,

tan (a
-

/3)
= tana coty3

- cota tany3.

6. If ^ + J? + C = 90, shew that the least value of

tan*^ + tan^ + tan'C
is 1.

7. Lines, drawn through Y, Z, at right angles to the major axis of

an ellipse, cut the circles, of which SP, IIP are diameters, in I, J re-

spectively. Prove that IS, JH, BC, produced indefinitely, intersect each

other in a single point.

8. From any point T, two tangents are drawn to a given ellipse, the

points of contact being Q, Q': CQ, CQ', QQ, CT, are joined; ^ is the

intersection of QQ\ CT. Prove that the area of the rectilinear triangle

QCQ varies inversely as

lCV\h (TV\l

\TV
\t TV \i

9. A piece of uniform wire is bent into three sides of a square ABCB,
of which the side AB is wanting; shew that, if it be hung up by the

two points A and B successively, the angle between the two positions
of i?Cis tan' 18.

10. A weight of given magnitude moves along the circumference of

a circle, in which are fixed also two other weights : prove that the locus

of the centre of gravity of the three weights is a circle. If the immoveable

weights be varied in magnitude, their sum being constant, prove that

the corresponding circular loci intercept equal portions of the chord join-

ing the two immoveable weights.

11. A ball of elasticity e is projected from a point in an inclined
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plane, and, after once impinging upon the inclined plane, rebounds to its

point of projection : prove that, a being the inclination of the inclined

plane to the horizon, and y3 that of the direction of projection to the in-

clined plane, cot a . cot^ = 1 + e.

12. Two heavy bodies are projected from the same point at the same

instant in the same direction, with different velocities; find the direction

of the line joining them at any subsequent time.

13. Three equal and perfectly elastic balls A, B, C move with equal
velocities towards the same point, in directions equally inclined to each

other; suppose first, that they impinge upon each other, at the same

instant
; secondly, that B and C impinge on each other, and immediately

afterwards simultaneously on A
;

and thirdly, that B and C impinge

simultaneously on A just before touching each other; and let V^V^V^ be

the velocities of^ after impact on these suppositions respectively : shew that

F; = i Fi, and that V.,
= ^ V^

14. CP, CD, are two conjugate semidiameters of an ellipse described

by a body about a centre of force in the focus S: PP', DD', chords of

the ellipse parallel to the major axis. Prove that, a, a', /3, ^', being the

angular velocities of the body about S at P, P', D, D', respectively,

r + 7 = a constant quantity.
{aaf ((3l3f

15. Supposing the velocity of a body in a given elliptic orbit to be

the same at a certain point, whether it describe the orbit in a time t about

one focus, or in a time f about the other, prove that, 2a being the major

axis, the focal distances of the point are equal to

2af 2af

16. Three candles are placed in a room, and the two shorter being

lighted throw shadows of the third upon the ceiling ;
if the directions of

these shadows be produced, where will they meet?

17. Within a reflecting circle on the same side of the centre are two

parallel rays, one dividing the circumference into arcs which are as 3 to 1,

the other dividing it into arcs which are as 8 to 1
;

find the least value

of n such that, after each ray has sufi'ered n reflections, they may be again

parallel.

18. One asymptote of an hyperbola lies in the surface of a fluid; find

the depth of the centre of pressure of the area included between the im-

mersed asymptote, the curve, and two given horizontal lines in the plane

of the hyperbola.

19. A cone is totally immersed in a fluid, the depth of the centre of

its base being given. Prove that, P, P', P", being the resultant pressures
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on its convex surface, when the sines of the inclination of its axis to the

horizon are
, s', s", respectively,

i^ (s'
-

s") + P" {s"
-

s) + P"* (s
-

s')
= 0.

20. Light emanating from a luminous circular disk, placed horizontally

on the ceiling of a room, passes through a rectangular aperture in the

floor : ascertain the form and area of the luminous patch on the floor of

the room below.

Shew that neither the shape nor the area of the patch will be affected by

any movement of the disk along the ceiling.

21. If Cj, Cj, Cj, be the lengths of the meridian shadows of three equal

vertical gnomons, on the same day, at three diff'erent places on the same

meridian, prove that the latitudes \^ \, \, of the places are connected

together by the equation

*

tan (A,
-
X3)

^ *
*

tan (X3
- \)

'
*

tan{\ -
X,)

Monday, Jan. 16. 9... 12.

1. A SYSTEM of rigid bodies is under the action of no forces but their

weights, mutual reactions, tensions of inextensible strings, and pressures

on smooth fixed surfaces
; prove that if the height of the centre of gravity

above a fixed horizontal plane be a maximum or a minimum, the system

will be in equilibrium.

Apply this principle to determine the position of equilibrium of two

equal uniform rods, connected by a smooth hinge at one extremity, and

resting symmetrically on two smooth pegs in the same horizontal line.

2. Determine the necessary and sufficient conditions that a system of

forces acting on a rigid body may have a single resultant.

A poiU-ion of a curve surface of continuous curvature is cut off by a

plane, and, at a point in each element of that portion, a force proportional

to the element is applied in the direction of the normal; shew that, if

all the forces act inwards or all outwards, they will in the limit have a

single resultant.

3. A particle under the action of any forces rests on a surface whose

equation is given; determine the conditions of equilibrium, (1) when the

surface is smooth, (2) when it is rough.

Find the least coefficient of friction between a given elliptic cylinder

and a particle, in order that, for all positions of the cylinder in which

the axis is horizontal, the particle may be capable of resting at any point

vertically over the axis.

4. A heavy elastic string ii suspended from one extremity, and stretched

by its own weight; determine its length when it is at r6st.
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If a heavy elastic string rest upon the convex side of a smooth curve

in a vertical plane, shew how to determine the tension at any point.

5. If a particle be moving in any path, straight or curved, and, at the

time t, s be its distance measured along its path from a fixed point; shew

d's
that

-r-j
is a measure of the accelerating force in the direction of motion.

ut

If the position of a particle moving in a plane be determined by the

coordinates p and 0, p being measured from a fixed circle along a

tangent which has revolved through an angle from a fixed tangent,

investigate the following expressions for the components of the accele-

rating force along and perpendicular to p respectively, (the latter being
considered positive when it tends to increase 0) :

d'p /#\* d'(p \ d( ^ d(p\ M\^
^-Kj^)""^' -piA'W'i-dt)'

6. State the laws which regulate the magnitude and the direction

of statical and of sliding friction.

Two equal bodies lie on a rough horizontal table, and are connected

by a string which passes through a fine ring on the table ;
if the string

be stretched, find the greatest velocity with which one of the bodies

can be projected in a direction perpendicular to its portion of the string-

without moving the other body.

7. Find the difi'erential equation to the path of a particle subject to

a force, which tends to a fixed centre, and is a function of the distance

from that point.

If there be several centres, the force towards each varying as the distance,

and a number of particles be projected in different directions from the same

point and with the same velocities, determine the curve which passes through
the position of each particle at the instant when it has a given velocity.

8. A heavy particle is suspended from a fixed point by a fine string;

find the time of a small oscillation in a vertical plane.

9. Having given the index of refraction between the two media A
and

,
and also between the two A and C, shew how to find that

between B and C.

The index of refraction {/u) in a medium varies from point to point,

being a function of the distances x and y from two planes at right angles

to each other; a ray traverses the medium in a plane perpendicular to

these two planes; if log fi =f {x, y), prove that the curvature of the path

of the ray varies as j dx

10. State the law determining the elastic force of a mixture of given

quantities of air and vapour. Define the Dew Point, and shew the im-
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portance of its determination. Why is a cloudy night unfavourable to the

deposition of dew ?

The barometer stands at 29-88 inches, and the thermometer is at the

Dew Point; a barometer and a cup of water are placed under a receiver,

from which the air is removed, and the barometer then stands at -36 of

an inch : find the space which would be occupied by a given volume of

the atmosphere, if it were deprived of its vapour without changing its

pressure or temperature.

11. Determine the condition that a curve surface, immersed in fluid,

may have a centre of pressure; and shew how to find it, if this condition

be satisfied.

12. Describe the reading microscope of the mural circle. What are

"Runs"? Shew that the efi'ects of the eccentricity and irregular form

of the pivot are eliminated by taking the sum of opposite Microscope-

readings corrected for Runs.

13. Determine the effect of precession on the declination of a given

star : explain the advantage of using the constants A, JB, C, D in applying

the correction for aberration, precession, and nutation.

14. What is the greatest value of the inclination of the Moon's orbit

to the ecliptic, for which there would have been a lunar eclipse at every

opposition ?

Find the lunar ecli]itic limits; and determine whether there was or

was not an eclipse of the Moon on the 31st of March 1847, from the

following data, selected from the Nautical Almanac:

1847.
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2. Prove that impossible roots enter rational algebraical equations by-

pairs.

Shew that all the roots of the following equation are possible :

A^ A^ A^ a: ,^\ ^ + + +
' = 1.

3. Give Cardan's method for the solution of a cubic equation. When
is Cardan's method said to fail, and in what does the failure consist ?

If a + ^ (7- 1) be a root of the equation a^ ^- qx ^- r = 0, prove that a

is a root of the equation 8a;^ -f 2qx
- r = 0,

4. Apply Horner's method to determine to four places of decimals the

root of the following equation which lies between 1 and 2:

a:* - Ix" + 21a; - 23 = 0.

5. Prove that the series tana - 1 tan'' a + ^ tan^a - ...ad inf. is equal to

mr + a, where n is zero or such a positive or negative integer as will make

WTT + a lie between - and - -
.

2 2

2 12
Shew that, whatever positive integer m be, if =

,
-

(/) (i^^ & > Y-
(2m + l)7r' 0^3^

is a very approximate solution of the equation tan^ = 0.

6. Investigate the condition of perpendicularity of two straight lines

whose equations are

Ax\By^C=Q>, A'x^ B'y^ C = 0.

Shew that, if the axes be inclined at an angle cc, the condition that

the straight lines may be equally inclined to the axis of x in opposite

directions, is B B'
- + -r = 2 costtJ.A A'

If, besides being equally inclined to the axis of x, the straight lines

pass through the origin and be perpendicular to one another, the equation
of the straight lines is

ic' 4 2xy cosw + !/' cos2w = 0.

7. Investigate the equations to the tangents at the extremities of two

conjugate diameters of an ellipse whose equation is

the co-ordinates of the extremity of one of the diameters being given.

In an ellipse SQ and JTQ, drawn perpendicularly to a pair of conjugate

diameters, intersect in Q ; prove that the locus of Q is a concentric ellipse.

8. Shew that the locus of the poles of all tangents to a given circle,

with respect to another fixed circle, is a conic section, whose directrix is

the polar of the centre of the first circle.
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Employ the method of reciprocal polars to shew that, if three ellipses

have one common focus, and pairs of common tangents be drawn to the

ellipses taken two together, the three points of intersection of these pairs

of tangents lie in a straight line.

9. Investigate the equation to a plane. Find the equation to a plane

which passes through two parallel lines denoted by the equations

X - a y - h z - c X - a' y -h' z - c'

I in ti
'

I
f,
m n

10. Investigate formulae for the transformation of co-ordinates in pass-

ing from one system of three rectangular axes to another having the

same origin.

Shew that the equation of a surface yz +zx + xy = a* may be reduced

to the form ^ 4 ^
x' - - = a*.

11. If ^, B, C, be extremities of the axes of an ellipsoid, and AC, BC
be the principal sections containing the least axis, find the equations of

the two cones whose vertices are A, B, and bases BC, ^ (7 respectively :

shew that they have a common tangent plane, and a common parabolic

section, the plane of the parabola and the tangent plane intersecting the

ellipsoid in ellipses the area of one of which is double that of the other
;

and, if / be the latus rectum of the parabola, l^, /,
of the sections AC, BC,

prove that 111
12. Prove that, in a spherical triangle,

cosrt = cos 6 cose + sin 6 sine cos^,

where b and e are each less than 90; and extend it to the case where
one of these sides is greater than 90.

Prove that, if/?, q, r be the lengths of arcs of great circles drawn from

A, B, C perpendicularly to the opposite sides,

sina sinjp
= sin 6 sin

g-
= sin c sin r = ( 1

- cos*a - cos'6 - cos'^c + 2 cos a cos h cos e)*.

Tuesday, Jan. 17. 9... 12

PROBLEMS.
m

1. If C denote generally the number of combinations of m things s

m
together and C be taken to denote unity for all values of m

; prove that, if

r n r-1 n-1 r-2n.2 r-3 -3 ln-r+1 n-r
-S'=l.C+2. C + 3. C-f4. C + r.C + C,
r r r-1 r-2 r-3 1

then -Si6^+^H5'+... + 5'=l+2 + 3 + ... + (w -
1)' + w' f ( + 1).12 3 n
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2. Straight lines Aa, B^, C7, are drawn from the angular points

A, B, C, of a triangle to bisect the opposite sides in a, (3, 7, O being the

point of intersection of the three lines. If the radii of the circles inscribed

in the triangles BOa, COa; CO^, A Oft; A0-{, BO^d be represented by
, a^; 6^, b^\ c^,

c
; respectively; prove that

111111^+ --- + = 0.

^ 7 ^ ^. ^. ^^

3. P is a point in a branch of an hyperbola, P' a point in a branch

of its conjugate, CP, CP, being conjugate semi-diameters. If S, S', be

the interior foci of the two branches, prove that

S'P- SP = AC-Ba
4. On any chord of a parabola as diameter is described a circle cutting

the parabola again in two points ;
if these points be joined, shew that the

portion of the axis of the parabola included between the two chords is

equal to its latus rectum.

5. If r=f{6) and y=fi-\ be the equations to two curves, /(^) being

a function which vanishes for the values 6^6^ and is positive for all values

between these limits, and if A be the area of the former between the limits

and M be the arithmetic mean of all transverse sections of the solid

generated by the revolution, about the axis of x, of the portion of the

latter curve between the limits x =
aO^, x =

aO^ ;
shew that

6. A brick is divided by a plane, passing through one corner, and

making an angle of 45 with the length of the brick; find the position

of this plane in which the two parts are the most nearly equal.

7. If r, r', be the radii of curvature of an involute and evolute at

corresponding points {x, y), {xf, y'), prove that

rdx' + r'dy = 0, rdy' + r'dx =
;

and shew that, the involute being an ellipse of which the semi-axes are

v' .

a, 6, the greatest value of - is equal to

3/rt 6'

2

a _h\
b a)'

8. Trace the curve whose equation is

^,_
x*-c*

^
~x{x-a)*

first supposing a to be less than c, then equal, then greater; and shew
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how the three forms of the curve pass into each other, when the value

of a is supposed to increase gradually through the value c.

9. SPIIQ is a quadrilateral, P and Q being points in an ellipse of

which S and H are the foci; if Q be fixed while P moves, find the locus

of the centre of gravity of the perimeter of the quadrilateral.

10. From an external point P two tangents are drawn to an ellipse

^4^=1. Supposing the locus of the centre of gaavity of the triangle,

included between the two tangents and the chord of contact, to be an

ellipse 2
+ i^i

=
1> fi"^ t^6 equation to the locus of P.

What must be the relation between a, b, a^, b^, in order that the locus

of P may be an ellipse ?

11. The radii vectores of any series of points in the path of a particle,

moving about a centre of force, being in arithmetical progression, the times

of arriving at these points, reckoned from a given epoch, form another

arithmetical progression. Find the equation to the path.

1 2. In any machine in which two weights P and W are suspended by

strings and balance each other in all positions, let P be replaced by a

weight Q equal to pP ;
if in the ensuing motion W and Q move vertically,

find the tensions of these strings, neglecting the friction of the machine

and the masses of its several parts.

13. There are generally two directions in which a projectile may be

projected with given velocity from a point A, so as to pass through another

point B ;
shew that one of these directions is inclined to the vertical at

the same angle that the other is inclined to the line AB. Hence shew

that the locus of points, for which a given sight must be used in firing

with a given charge of powder, is the surface generated by the revolution,

about the vertical, of the path of the bullet obtained by aiming at the

zenith with the given sight, and with the given charge of powder.

14. A prism whose base is a given regular polygon is surmounted by
a regular pyramid whose base coincides with the head of the prism; find

the inclination of the faces of the pyramid to its axis in order that the

whole solid may contain a given volume with the least possible surface.

15. An ellipsoid is intersected in the same curve by a variable sphere,

and a variable cylinder: the cylinder is always parallel to the least axis

of the ellipsoid, and the centre of the sphere is always at one focus of a

principal section containing this axis. Prove that the axis of the cylinder

is invariable in position, and that the area of its transverse section varies

as the surface of the sphere.

16. An elastic tube of circular bore is placed within a rigid tube of

square bore which it exactly fits in its unstretched state, the tubes being
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of indefinite length; if there be no air between the tubes and air of any

pressure be forced into the elastic tube, shew that this pressure is propor-
tional to the ratio of the part of the elastic tube that is in contact with

the rigid tube, to the part that is curved.

17. OA, OB, are any equal arcs of two given great circles of a sphere,

intersecting in O. A and B are joined by an arc of a great circle, and

also by an arc of a small one described about O. Find the area of the

lune included between the two joining arcs.

If OA = X and AOB = 2a, prove that the lune is greatest when

,. tan IV - iv
cos^A =

, 2w tan le

18. The ridges of two roofs are at right angles to each other, and the

inclination of each roof to the horizon is
;
the shadow of a chimney falling

upon them makes angles a and (3 wilh their ridges ; shew that

cos'^6> = cot a COtyS.

19. The hour angles of two stars being , ', and the azimuths a and a\

M'hen a ^ a' has for a moment a stationary value
; prove that the latitude

\ of the place of observation is given by the formula

sin 2a . cot - sin 2a' . cot e'

sinX =
cos 2a - cos 2a'

20. A thin hollow ring, of which the plane is vertical, and which con-

tains a bead, is placed upon a smooth horizontal plane : prove that the

bead, having been placed near the lowest point of the ring, will oscillate

isochronously with a perfect pendulum the length of which is equal to

jxa

m + ft*

a being the radius of the ring, /m
its mass, and m the mass of the bead.

21. A uniform rod, not acted on by any forces, is in motion, its ends

being constrained to slide along two fixed rods at right angles to each

other in one plane. Prove that, during the whole motion, the wrenching
force at any point of the moving rod varies as the product of the distances

of the point from the two fixed rods.

Tuesday, Jan. 17. 1|...4.

1. Explain the formation of focal lines in the reflection or refraction

of a small oblique pencil,

A small pencil of diverging rays is incident on a prism at a given dis-

tance from the edge, the axis of the pencil being perpendicular to the

edge; find the positions of the primary and secondary foci.

1'
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If the given distance be small, and the axis be incident at such an

angle as to pass through the prism with minimum deviation, shew that

the primary and secondary foci nearly coincide, and thence explain the

necessity of certain precautions in order to obtain a pure spectrum in

the decomposition of light by a prism.

2. "What is meant by a secondary spectrum? A compound object-glass

is to be formed of two lenses in contact; shew that, if, when the lenses

are ground, achromatism is nearly but not quite secured, the defect may
be remedied by slightly separating the lenses.

The refractive indices, corresponding to the letters D and F in the

orange and blue, for certain kinds of crown and flint glass, are

Crown glass 1.5279, 1.5344,

Flint glass 1.6351, 1.6481;

twenty inches is to be the focal length of the proposed object-glass;

find the focal lengths of the two lenses which, placed in contact, unite

these lines.

3. Investigate a formula for calculating the first two tables in the

Nautical Almanac by which the latitude is determined from observations

of the Pole Star out of the Meridian.

What is the nature of the correction contained in the third table ?

4. Determine the motion of a planet in geocentric longitude, and

shew that all planets will sometimes appear stationary to an observer on

the Earth.

If m be the ratio of the radius of the Earth's orbit to that of an inferior

planet, n the ratio of their motions in longitude considered uniform, shew

that the elongation of the planet as seen from the Earth, when the planet

appears stationary, is equal to

5. Determine the motion of a particle acted on by given forces and

constrained to remain on a given surface.

A particle is in motion on the surface whose equation is z = {x, y),

and is acted on by a constant accelerating force/ parallel to the axis of z;

if V be the velocity of the particle and its path be always perpendicular to

the direction of the force, shew that, at any point of its path,

/ iTz
/clz^

(iH dz dz d'z
Idz^^'

ds? \dyi dxdy dx dy dy* \dx/

6. Investigate the general equations of fluid motion; and deduce

from them the difi'erential equation of the surfaces of equal pressure, when
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a heavy elastic fluid is contained in a closed vessel, rotating with unform

angular velocity about a vertical axis, and is at rest relatively to the vessel.

How is the constant to be determined in integrating for the pressure at

any given point ?

7. Explain the effect of the Sun's disturbing force upon the position of

the line of nodes of the Moon's orbit, when the line of nodes is in quad-

ratures; and shew that the horary motion of the line of nodes is to that

of the Moon as

- 3?* cos(^
-

tnO) sin(6>
- N) sin(m0 -

iV) : 1,

N being the longitude of the node, 6 that of the Moon, and niO that of

the Sun.

8. Define the principal axes of a rigid body, and shew that for every

point in space there exists a system of such axes.

Shew that in general there is only one point for which the principal

axes are parallel to those drawn through a given point; but that, if the

given point be in one of the principal planes through the centre of gravity,

there is an infinite number of such points lying in an hyperbola which

passes through the given point.

9. The equation for the projection of the Moon's radius vector on

the ecliptic is

d^ __P__r^_ /cPu
^

\ CTdO

P ^ /. 3s% , /mV/V 1 + ^ cos2(6^- 6'')^^^ AV =A^-y)- ^^^ "
b) {.^j 2

>

calculate that part of evection in the value of which is due to the radial

force only.

Explain this term in connexion with the elliptic Inequality,

2e sin {cpt
-

a) + &m2 {cpt
-

a).

Wednesday, Jaw. 18. 9i...l2|'.

PROBLEMS.

1. Theiie are n points in space, of which 2> are in one plane, and there

is no other plane which contains more than three of them; how many
planes are there, each of which contains three of the points ?

2. A bag contains nine coins, five are sovereigns, the other four are

equal to each other in value; find what this value must be, in order that

the expectation of receiving two coins at random out of the bag may be

worth twenty-four shillings.

P2
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3. Having given that u, v, and z are functions of the independent

variables x and y, and that one of the equations for determining them is

= V -r-
;
transform this equation into one in which x and s shall be

dx ax

the independent variables.

X v
4. Trace the curves whose equations are tan** - ^ tan' - - 1

;
and^ a a

5. Find the value of tan"'{m a/(1
-

tan*.r)}</^; and shew either from
i

your result, or from the area of the former of the two curves proposed in

At

the preceding question, that
j

tan* Vll - t^n^x)^x is equal to '17 nearly.

6. Determine the form of the function /(0) from the equation

/(2^)=cos^/(0);

with the condition/(O) = m.

Apply the result to find the centre of gravity of a circular arc.

7. A rod is marked at random at two points, and then divided into

three parts at those points ;
shew that the probability of its being possible

to form a triangle with the pieces is |.

Again : a piece is cut oflf the end of a rod, and the remainder is cut into

two pieces at random ;
shew that the probability of its being possible to

form a triangle with the pieces is in this case log2 -
\.

8. One helix rolls upon another, (the inclination of the curve to the

axis being the same in both,) in such a way that the osculating planes of

the two curves at the point of contact coincide, find the curve traced out

by a point in the rolling curve.

9. Af B, C are three fixed points, and P a point which moves first

half way to A, then half way to i?, then half way to C, then half way to

A again, and so on for ever; shew that from whatever position P start,

its path approximates to the perimeter of a certain triangle whose area is

one-seventh of the area of the triangle ABC.

10. A string has a heavy particle at one end, and a small smooth ring

at the other; a loop, formed by passing the particle through the ring,

surrounds a fixed rough horizontal cylinder, the string being in one plane

perpendicular to the axis : find the limiting positions of equilibrium ;
and

shew that in every position of equilibrium the three angles at the ring

will be all obtuse unless the coefficient of friction exceed =^ .
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11. Two parallel vertical walls are one smooth and the other rough,
and between them is supported a hemisphere with its curved surface in

contact with the smooth wall, and a point in its rim in contact with the

rough wall; find the pressures on the walls, and the least coefficient of

friction consistent with equilibrium.

12. A body moves under the action of a force whose direction always
touches a given plane curve, shew that, so long as the curvature is con-

tinuous, the areas, which it sweeps out about the moving point of contact,

are not proportional to the times.

13. A body describes a cycloid under the action of a force, which in

every position of the body is directed towards the centre of the corre-

sponding generating circle
;
find the law of the force and of the motion

of the centre of force.

14. A surface of the second order circumscribes a tetrahedron, and each

face of the tetrahedron is parallel to the tangent plane at the opposite

angular point ;
shew that the centre of the surface coincides with the

centre of gravity of the tetrahedron.

1 5. A horizontal cylinder revolves with uniform velocity about its axis,

and an endless chain, passing round it, revolves with it in such a manner

that the form of the chain in space is always the same; shew that the form

of the curve is independent of the velocity.

16. An inclined plane is fixed on a table, and from the foot of it a

body is projected upwards along the plane with the velocity due to the

height A; after passing over the top of the plane the body strikes the

table at a distance z from the foot of the plane ;
shew that, if the length

of the plane be I, and a its inclination to the horizon be less than Jtt, the

greatest value of z for given values of h and a is -. ,
and corre-^

^ sina cosa
7 7 cot2a

sponds to the value I = 2h .

cosa

17. A slender ring, moveable in a vertical plane, has a fixed rough

cylinder passing through it, the axis of the cylinder being perpendicular

to the plane of the ring; the ring whirls round in its own plane so as

always to be in contact with the cylinder, and to roll on it without sliding :

if r, Fa be the velocities of the centre of the ring when in its highest and

lowest positions respectively, and if P be the point of contact, O the centre

of the ring, when the tendency to slide is greatest, and OA a vertical

drawn downwards through O, shew that

Y^ - V^
cosPOA = 2

p^r^
.

Explain the result when F^' > 13 V^.
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18. A cylindrical vessel is moveable about a horizontal axis passing

through its centre of gravity, and is placed so as to have its axis vertical;

if water be poured in, shew that the equilibrium is at first unstable; and

find the condition which must be satisfied, in order that it may be possible

to make the equilibrium stable by pouring in enough water.

19. Given the directions of three plane mirrors in space, construct a

straight line, such that, if light from it be rellected by the three mirrors

in succession, the third image shall be parallel to the straight line.

20. Shew that, in latitude 60, on the 21st of March, the setting sun

is visible for about 69 seconds longer from the top than from the bottom

of a tower 66 feet high, taking the earth's radius 4000 miles and neglecting

the effect of refraction.

21. Shew how to determine graphically the path of the centre of

graduation of a mural circle, by observing the differences between the

readings of any three microscopes, (severally corrected for runs,) for

various positions of the instrument.

Wednesday, Jan. 18, 1^...4.

1. Prove Leibnitz' Theorem,

d''{uv) _ dy du d^ n(n-l) d^i d^ d"u

~d^~^ dx'^^^did^''^ 1.2 d^ dx"'
"^ ^

d7'^^'

If a:' -4 + a: -j^ + V = 0, shew that
dx^ dx ^

2. If t/ be a function of x, and x, y be given functions of r and 9, shew

how to transform an expression involving x^ y,
-

1 ~^ into one

. ,. ^ dr d\
involving r,^,-, ,

dyX -fy

If a: = r COS0, y = r smO, shew that
'"'''dx Idr
dy r dO

^ -r -y
dx ^

3. If /(a;) be a continuous function of a:, shew that, when x increases,

f{x) increases or diminishes according as f{x) is positive or negative;
deduce tests which are sufficient for distinguishing between the maximum
and minimum values of/(a:), supposing them to exist for certain values

of X.

Find the least triangle which can be described about a given ellipse,

having a side parallel to the major axis.

I
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4. If ar" f{y) contain all the terms involving the highest power of x

in the rationalized equation of a curve, shew that f{y) = is the equation
of all the asymptotes parallel to the axis of x.

If the equation, arranged in the form of a series of homogeneous functions

of descending order, be xyl^ +
a;"-'"0^^'\

+ ... = 0, and /(z) = have

two equal roots different from zero, each equal to a; shew that if r = 1,

there is a parabolic asymptote whose equation is

and, if r = 2, there are two parallel rectilinear asymptotes whose equa-
tions are

^ r-20(an^

5. If r, 6 be co-ordinates of a point in a plane curve, and the angle

between the radius-vector and tangent at that point, prove that

^ ^r
1 ^ ^^

cos = "v , and sin0 = ?*-T-.
as

^
ds

S and H are two fixed points, and a curve is described such that, if P
be a point in it, the rectangle contained by SP and HP is constant

;
shew

that the straight lines drawn from S at right angles to SP and from H
at right angles to HP meet the tangent at P in points equidistant from P.

6. Trace the curve whose equation is

- = 1 - tana
r

7. Find the values of the following integrals,

/vs-.feii ./;;^. r'nl?^.
<'-< -^/:-*-.

-

8. State between what limits the summation of dxdydz should be

performed, in order to obtain the volume contained between the conical

surface whose equation is x"^ ^^ y^
= {a- zf and the planes whose equations

are x =
z, and x =

;
and find the volume by this or any other method.

9. Give a geometrical interpretation of the singular solution of a dif-

ferential equation.

Investigate the singular solution of the equation

KIJ-^^4^v--o,
and shew that it is the envelope of a series of circles described on the

subnormal of a rectangular hyperbola as diameter.
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10. Shew that the differential equation of all surfaces which are

generated by a circle, whose plane is parallel to the plane of yz, and

which passes through the axis of x and through two curves respectively

in the planes of zx and xy, is

(yfs')^+2(s-2/j)(l fy) = 0.

11. Find the general functional equation to surfaces generated by the

motion of a straight line which always intersects and is perpendicular to

a given straight line.

If the surface, whose equation referred to rectangular co-ordinates, is

ox* + &y' + cz* + 2a'yz + 2b'zx + 2c'xt/ + 2a"x + 2b"y + 2c"z + 1=0,

be capable of generation in this manner, shew that

a + fc + c = 0, aa* + bb'* + cc'^ = 2a'b'c' + abc.

Thursday, Jati, 19. 9... 12.

PROBLEMS.

1. Two circles of radii r, r\ touch a straight line at the same point

on opposite sides : a circle, of which the radius is J? and of which the

straight line is a chord, touches both the former circles. Prove that the

length of the chord is equal to

4^

i}hGf
2. Prove that, being any positive integer, and e the base of Napier's

logarithms,

1.2.3 n

3. From a focus -S of a conic section ARQPA three radii vectores SB,

SQ, SP, are drawn, the angles PSQ, QSP, being invariable. Prove that

the tangent at P intersects the chord iEQ in a point of which the locus

is another conic section.

Supposing e to be the eccentricity of the original conic section and e'

of the conical locus, shew that, if /lRSQ = 2a, and Z QSP =
/3,

. . a .a

e- '^"2-
''

2

sm' ^ cos' ^
4. Tangents PP", PP", are drawn from a point P to touch the ellipse

f! + y!

I
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at points P', P". Supposing the harmonic mean between the abscissae of

the points P', P", to be equal to that between their ordinates, shew that

the locus of P consists of four arcs of a curve of the third order.

Trace the curve and shew that, when a =
b, the curve degenerates into

a straight line and an ellipse.

5. The distances of the successive angular points of a plane polygon
from a given point O within its area are given. Supposing the polygonal
area to be the greatest possible, prove that, (7,..j, C,., C^^.-^, being any three

consecutive angular points, no two of which are in a line with O, the line

CV.j C,.^i is perpendicular to the distance OC,..

6. A rectangular column is formed by placing a number of smooth

cubical blocks one above another, the base of the column resting upon a

horizontal plane. All the blocks above the lowest are then twisted in the

same direction about an edge of the column, first the highest, then the

two highest, and so on, in each case as far as is consistent with equilibrium.

Prove that the sum of the sines of the inclinations of a diagonal of the

base of any block to the HI e diagonals of the bases of all the blocks above

it is equal to the sum of the cosines.

7. A uniform chain of length / hangs over two fixed points, which are

in a horizontal line : from its middle point is suspended by one end another

chain of equal thickness and of length /'. Supposing each of the two

tangents of the former chain at its middle point to make an angle 6 with

the vertical, find the distance between the two fixed points.

Shew that the value of 6 can never exceed that given by the equation

8. If -^ ^o +
, o 7 2.2

= 1> and if, for any assigned values of x and y,
{v^

- ay {v
-

)

the expression ^ f
x^

y^
1

has only one value, prove that

d'x' + by=^^{a'-by.

9. A great circle of a sphere intersects two given great circles, drawn

through a point O, in points A, By such that the product of tanO^,

tan OB, is invariable. If P be the intersection of this circle with the

consecutive one of the series of circles described according to the same

law, prove that cot*OP x sinPO^ . sinPO^.

10. Investigate an equation for the form of the floats in the paddle

wheels of a steam vessel in order that they may enter the water without

splashing.
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If M =
hio, -where ti = the velocity of the vessel, w = the angular velocity

of the wheels, and h = the height of the centres of the wheels above the

water, shew that the floats of each wheel must have the forms of arcs

of involutes of a concentric circle touching the water level.

11. A hollow vertical polygonal prism, open at both ends, rests upon
a horizontal plane. Every two contiguous faces are moveable about their

common edge. Supposing the prism to be in equilibrium, when filled

with fluid, prove that

sinttj sinttg sinog

Oj, Cg, flg,
... being the angles of a transverse section A^A^A^...A,^Ay and

c Cj, Cg, ... denoting the lines A^A^, -^1-^3) ^^A^, ...

Hence shew that there will be equilibrium when the points A^, A^, A^,...

lie all in the circumference of a circle.

12. A filament of fluid oscillates in a thin cycloidal tube of uniform

bore the axis of the cycloid being vertical and its vertex downwards.

Supposing the filament to be placed initially with its lower end at the

lowest point of the tube, find the pressure at any point of the filament at

any time.

Shew that the pressure is a maximum, during the whole motion, at the

middle point of the filament.

13. A ray experiences a series of reflections between two plane in-

clined mirrors. Prove that all the segments of the ray, produced in-

definitely, are tangents to every one of an infinite series of spheres.

14. A narrow self-luminous rectangular lamina is placed with one end

at the edge of a circular plate : the lamina is at right angles to the plate

and its plane passes through the centre of the plate : find the whole

illumination on the plate.

If the length of the lamina be equal to the diameter of the plate, its

intrinsic brightness and breadth being given, prove that the illumination

varies as the diameter of the plate.

15. Prove that an infinite number of plane centric sections of an hyper-

boloid of one sheet may be drawn, each possessing the following property,

viz. that the normals to the surface at the curve of section all pass through
two straight lines lying in the same plane with the two possible axes.

Shew that these centric planes envelope the asymptotic cone, while the

two straight lines envelope an ellipse.

16. Prove that the envelope of a sphere, of which any one of one

series of circular sections of an ellipsoid is a diametral plane, is a spheroid

touching a sphere, described on the mean axis of the ellipsoid as diameter,

in a plane perpendicular to any one of the same series of circular

Rcctions.
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17. The Sun's centre, in proceeding from Aries to the Summer Solstice,

passes, when at a distance from the Solstice, through the zenith of a cer-

tain place. Prove that, supposing the Earth's orbit circular and the plane of

the equator invariable in position, it will not again pass exactly through the

zenith of this place in moving from the Solstice to Libra, unless

tan0
;.

= sec IV,

tan0

n denoting the ratio of the Earth's angular velocity about its axis to its

angular velocity about the Sun.

18. Deternime u^ ^
^^^"^ the equation

^'

''where A affects x only; and, having given the expressions for u^,^,
"'o

shew how to determine the values of the arbitrary functions which appear
in the result.

d
If

M^^
= ax + 6 and

ii^^ ^
= aW, shew from your formulae that

a', r, /i, being constant quantities.

19. Determine the differential equation to a family of curves which

possess the following property: if we take in one of the curves any
three points P, P', P", so related that C, C", the centres of curvature at

P', F", lie respectively in the ordinates P3I, P'M\ produced if necessary,

the ratio of M'M" to MM' shall be invariable.

Shew from your result that the elastica, the equation to which is

is an individual of the family.

20. A small heavy insect, placed at an end of the horizontal diameter

of a thin heavy motionless ring, which is moveable about its centre in

a vertical plane, starts off to crawl round the ring so as to describe in

space equal angles in equal times about its centre. Determine its

velocity relatively to the ring in any position.

21. A series of perfectly rough semicylinders are fixed, side by side,

upon their flat faces directly across a straight road of constant inclination.

Determine the inclination of the road in order that a rough circular inelastic

hoop, just started downwards from the summit of one of the cylindrical

ridges, may travel directly along the road with a uniform mean velocity.

22. A brittle rod AB, attached to smooth fixed hinges at A and P,

is attracted towards a centre of force C acording to the law of nature.
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Supposing the absolute force to be indefinitely augmented, prove that

the rod will eventually snap at a point ,
the position of which is defined

by the equation

siu

cos IAEC= ^^^,

sm-2-
where o, /3, denote the angles BAC, ABC, respectively.

23. A vessel, of given capacity, in the form of a surface of revolution

with two circular ends, is just filled with inelastic fluid which revolves

about the axis of the vessel, and is supposed to be free from the action

of gravity: investigate the form of the vessel that the whole pressure
which the fluid exerts upon it may be the least possible, the magnitudes
of the circular ends being given.

Shew that, for a certain relation between the radii of the circular ends,

the generating curve of the surface of revolution is the common catenary.

24. If a, /3, 7, be the direction-cosines of one of the two lines of

vibration of the plane front of a wave in a biaxal crystal, and a', /3', 7',

those of either of the two lines of vibration of a plane front intersecting

the former plane front at right angles and passing through the line

( /3, 7), prove that

-
{b'-c') + ^ {c'-a') i ^ {a'-b') = 0,

a
/3 7

and that
7 + -^-v + 7

= 0.
aa

/B/Sf 77

Thursday, Jan. 19. 1^...4.

1. If a and b be two numbers prime to each other, shew that, when

o, 2a, 3a, ... (6- l)a are divided by b, the remainders are all different

from each other; and shew that there is an infinite number of positive

integral solutions of the equation ax -
by =

c, when a and b are prime
to each other, and c is a whole number.

Shew that, if w and n are prime to each other, the equations x'" -1 =

and a:" - 1 = have no common root but unity.

2. Shew that the area of a spherical triangle varies as the excess of the

sum of its angles above two right angles ;
and prove Llhuillier's theorem.

tan - =
B l(^ 8

^
8 - a

^ 8 - b ^ 8 -
c\- =

^^tan
- tan tan_ tan

-^]
.

3. If straight lines, represented by u^
= 0, m, = 0, u^ = 0, m^

= 0, taken

in order, form a quadrilateral, and a, b, c, d, be such that au^^bu^'^cu^ ^du^

vanishes for all values of x and y, shew that the curve of the second order,

represented by the equation XwjWg + ^w,m^ = 0, circumscribes the quadri-

lateral, and that Xbu^ =
fiau^ represents a tangent to the curve.
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4. The variable parameter in an equation m = to a family of curves

being represented by a, prove that, if there be a cusp in their envelope,
its coordinates will satisfy the three equations

M = 0, =
0, = 0.

aa ace

Apply this theorem to find the cusps of the curve which envelopes
the family of lines represented by the equation

cos a sm a

5. Integrate the differential equation

^^1^+1 = 0.
dx^ X dx a^

Obtain a general expression for ^{x) from the equation

Y^(r) + Yr(l -x) = c.

6. A lamina, in the form of a semi-ellipse bounded by the axis minor,
is moveable about the centre as a fixed point, and falls from the position
in which its plane is horizontal; find the pressure on the fixed point
for any position of the lamina, and determine the impulse which must
be applied at the centre of gravity, when the lamina is vertical, in order

to reduce it to rest.

If this force be applied perpendicularly to the lamina at the extremity of

an ordinate through the centre of gravity, instead of being applied at the

centre of gravity itself, about what axis will the lamina begin to revolve ?

7. Enunciate and prove the principle of Vis Viva, shewing that it will

not be true unless the expression

-^mi^Xdx + Ydy + Zdz) ^

is a perfect differential or zero.

Describe the nature of those forces which disappear from this expression,
and of those which render it a perfect differential. What kind of forces

would render it not a perfect differential ?

A thin uniform smooth tube is balancing horizontally about its middle

point, which is fixed; a uniform rod, such as just to fit the bore of the

tube, is placed end to end in a line with the tube, and then shot into

it with such a horizontal velocity that its middle point shall only just

reach that of the tube : supposing the velocity of projection to be known,
find the angular velocity of the tube and rod at the moment of the

coincidence of their middle points.

8. Investigate the differential equation for the Moon's latitude.

AVhat are the points which require particular attention in obtaining

approximately the Moon's latitude in terms of her longitude ?
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9. Prove that, in the planetary theory,

dR _ dR dR
d9 dts de

For what purpose is this transformation made ?

10. In the shutter of a dark chamber there is a small rectangular

aperture, covered symmetrically by a convex lens; homogeneous light

diverges upon the lens from such an external point in its axis that after

refraction its geometrical focus lies in the opposite wall of the chamber
;

investigate the character of the bands formed on the wall in the neigh-

bourhood of the geometrical focus.

State the dynamical principle in virtue of which you are at liberty to

adopt the method of summation, as employed in this and similar problems.

Friday, Jati. 20. 9... 12.

1. The position of a point in space being determined by the polar

coordinates r'0'(p\ where 0' is the angle through which r' has revolved,

from a fixed line Oz, in a plane which has revolved through an angle 0'

from a fixed plane zOx; shew that the equation to the tangent plane at

a point r^0 of a surface is

'"' ^
r f n zv /:/ n fA. ^/.-n sin^' sin(0 -0') dr

= -^ [r{sin<? cos^-sm0' co?^ cos (0-0)}] + ^-^r rj.
r d9 VT- V nj

^^^Q ^0

2. If X be an integer, shew that

<

n) tn
1.2.3... 2<[^Yis equal to

*"''

i?2.j being the tt}^^ of Bernoulli's numbers.

Shew, by Bernoulli's numbers or otherwise, that

1 2:' 3'^ J . ^ 27r
ad mf. =

r + 1 2=^+1 'S'^l

3. Define the terms convergent and divergent when applied to a series

of quantities real or imaginary.

Investigate a rule which is ordinarily sufficient to ascertain whether

a series is or is not convergent.

Are the following series convergent?

-ar + -x* + r^ar + a;* + ... + r - a:" + . .. , where x is real :

2 5 10 17 w*+ 1

1 + a; cos a + a;' cos 2a + &c., where x is real or imaginary.

4. If /(ar) be finite for all values of x between I and -I, prove that,

whatever be the form of the function, the following equation holds for

all values of x included between these limits,

m = i
fn^i ''-^\^{\\

cos
'i^^'/c.') ,.]

,
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and deduce the formula,

-
I

da I
I

dx C0B[a{x-x')} f{x')>
J ./ -00

5. What is meant by the potential of an attracting mass with respect
to any point ? If P^ be the potential with respect to a point whose co-

ordinates are a, b, c, shew that

d'V d'V d'V ^

according as the point is extraneous, or forms part of the attracting mass,

p in the latter case being the density of the mass at the point a, b, c.

A uniform circular lamina attracts a point situated in a line drawn

perpendicularly to it through its centre; shew that

V=27ry{a^ + a')-x},

a being the radius of the lamina, and x the distance of the point from it;

and deduce the resultant attraction exerted by the lamina upon the point.

6. In the Planetary Theory, when the disturbing function is developed

preparatory to the determination of the perturbations in longitude and

radius vector, shew that p >~^ q is the order of the principal term in which

jm -
qn' Is the coefficient of t

; assuming that this law holds for ti, u', and

for powers and products of powers of u and u'.

What terms must be reserved for examination a,8 likely to be of im-

portance ?

7. Solve the differential equation for the vibratory motion of the air

contained in an indefinite cylindrical tube
;

and shew that when such

motion is produced by a vibrating plate placed at one end of a finite tube,

of which the other end is open, if the period of vibration have a certain

relation to the length of the tube, it is possible* for the character of the

vibrations to remain permanently the same.

If such a tube be sounding its fundamental note, what would be the

effect of making a small aperture in the side of the tube, first at its

middle point, secondly a little nearer to the open end?

8. Find the difi"erence of retardation of the two waves produced by
a thin lamina cut from a uniaxal crystal perpendicular to its axis, when

a ray of common light is incident nearly parallel to the axis : describe the

rings produced by interposing such a lamina between a polarizing and

an analyzing plate, the planes of incidence at the two plates being inclined

at an angle of 45 to each other.

If two such laminae, one cut from a positive and the other from a

negative uniaxal crystal, be placed together and interposed, what must

be the ratio of their thicknesses in order that neither rings nor brushes

may be visible ?
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Fkidav, Jan. 20, 1^...4.

1. If/(/;, 7, r, s, ...)
= 0, where />, q, r, s, ... are the distances of any

point in a curve from fixed points in its plane, or of any point in a surface

from fixed points, and if a set of forces proportional to/'(/)),/'(y)...act

on the point, along the distances p, q, r..., prove that their resultant acts

along the normal at that point.

If sinX : sin/t ::/>" : q'\ where X, /n, are the respective inclinations of

/>, q to the normal at any point of the curve fip, q)
= 0, prove thai, c

being a constant, p^-** 4.
n^" = c*'".

2. Having given the following simultaneous difierential equations,

l^'li' lW~'dy'
where R =/{r), r* = x* + y* + . . .

;

prove that

^ "
L[r\2R+B)-A* \

' "^' ^ ^^^"^^ arbitrary constants.

Integrate the partial differential equation

qil +q)r - {p^q + 2pq)s -h p{l +p) t = 0.

3. Prove that the radius of curvature of an oblique section, at any

point of a surface, coincides with the projection, upon the plane of the

section, of the radius of curvature of the normal section through the same

tangent line.

An annular surface is generated by the revolution of a circle about an

axis in its own plane ; prove that one of the principal radii of curvature,

at any point of the surface, varies as the ratio of the distance of this point

from the axis to its distance from the cylindrical surface described about

the axis and passing through the centre of the circle.

4. Give sufficient equations for calculating the motion of a right cone

placed upon a perfectly rough inclined plane; and find the moment of the

couple exerted by friction on the cone.

Shew that the length of the simple isochronous pendulum, when the

cone oscillates about the lowest position, is

3r sin a sin/3
*

2a being the angle of the cone, r the radius of its base, /3 the inclination

of the plane, and k the radius of gyration round a generating line.

6. If M = fVdx has a maximum or minimum value, prove that

dx dx*

How must this equation be modified when the result of some given opera-

tion performed upon the variables and their extreme values is given ?
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The form of a homogeneous solid of revolution, of given superficial area,

and described upon an axis of given length, is such that its moment of

inertia about the axis is a maximum : prove that the normal at any point
of the generating curve is three times as long as the radius of curvature.

6. Distinguish between secular and periodic variations. Are secular

variations ever periodic?

The equations which connect the inclination and the longitude of the

nodes of the orbits, in the case of Jupiter and Saturn, are of the form

tan* sinQ = G sin(o^ + 7) + -ETsin^,

tan/ cosQ = G cos(^ + 7) + -^ cos<5.

For both orbits,

a = - 25". 5756, 7 = 125 15' 40", 8 = 103 38' 40", and H = .02905,

G = ' .00661 for Jupiter, and = .01537 for Saturn,

t being reckoned from A. D. 1700.

Prove the following circumstances of motion, that Jupiter's node re-

gresses and Saturn's progresses from a longitude ^
-f-

-
ftt through the

2

angle 2^ <-' tt in the time , where e is for each planet the least positive

angle which satisfies the equation G = II cose; that they arrive simul-

taneously at their mean position; and that in this position Jupiter's orbit

has its maximum and Saturn's its minimum inclination.

7. Assuming that the angular accelerating force, exerted by the Sun

on the Earth, about a diameter of the Earth's equator at right angles to

the line joining the centres of the Earth and Sun, varies as sin^S'P cos/SP,

where P is the Earth's pole, and S the Sun's centre ; investigate the solar

precession of the equinoxes.

8. Draw the course of a small pencil of pardlel rays, passing at such

an angle through a biaxal crystal cut with parallel faces, that external

cylindrical refraction takes place.

How may the constants , b, c corresponding to the axes of elasticity

be obtained experimentally ?

If the two faces of a prism, formed of a biaxal crystal, be perpendicular

o each other, and one contain the two axes of elasticity a, c, and the

wther b, c; and if ju^y Mi be two refractive indices for the ordinary ray

when the planes of refraction are perpendicular to the axes a and h respec-

tively ;
"shew that 2), the minimum deviation of the extraordinary ray,

is given by the equation

sin^I)=K^ l)(/*,^-l).

THE END.
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Rector of Ickworth with Horringer. Svo. cloth, \Qs. 6d.

" We commend Lord Hervey's book to our readers as a valuable storehouse of information on

this important subject, and as indicative of an approximation towards a solution of the difficul-

ties with which it is beset." Journal of Sacred Literalure,
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HOWES A History of the Christian Church during the First
Six Centuries. By J. G. HOWES, M.A. Fellow of St. Peter's Coll. Camb.

[Preparhiff.

*n* This is part of a series of Theological Manuals now in progress.

HUMPHREYS. Exercitationes lambicae; or, Progressive
Exercises in Greek Iambic Verse. To which are prefixed, the Rules of Greek

Prosody, with copious Notes and Illustrations of the Exercises. By E. R.

HUMPHREYS, LL.D. Head Master of the Cheltenham Grammar School.

Second Edition. Fcap. cloth, 5s. 6d.

" A very useful work." Briglish Journal of Edvcation.
"

Excellently adapted for the purpose for which they are designed." /fer. Dr. Moberly, Head
Mtisler (if ff'inehesler College,
" An interesting and highly useful little work." Or. Luhy, Professor of Greek in the Vniversily

of Dublin.

HULBERT The Gospel Revealed to Job: or Patriarchal
Faith and Practice illustrated. By C. A. HULBERT, M.A. 8vo. cloth, 12a-.

JAMESON. Solutions of the Senate-House Riders for Four
Years (1848 to 1851.) By the Rev. F. J. JAMESON, M.A. Fellow of Caius

College, Cambridge. 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

JEWELL. An Apology of the Church of England, and an

Epistle to Seignior Scipio concerning the Council of Trent, translated from the

original Latin, and illustrated with Notes, chiefly drawn from the Author's
" Defence of the Apology." By A. T. RUSSELL. Fcp. Svo. bds. 5a-.

JUSTIN MARTYR. S. Justini Philosophi et Martyris
Apologia Prima, Edited, with a corrected Text, and English Introduction

and explanatory Notes, by W. TROLLOPE, M.A. Pembroke College, Cam-

bridge. Svo. bds. 7s. 6d.

JUSTIN MARTYR Justin Martyr's Dialogue with Trypho
the Jew. Translated from the Greek Text, with Notes, chiefly for the ad-

vantage of English Readers. A preliminary Dissertation and a short Analysis.

By HENRY BROWN, M.A. Svo. bds. 9.

JUVENAL. Juvenal : chiefly from the Text of Jahn.
With English Notes for the Use of Schools. By J. E. B. MAYOR, M.A.
Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. Crown Svo. cloth, 10*. 6d.

" A school edition of Juvenal, which for really ripe scholarship, extensive acquaintance with

Latin literature, and familiar knowledge of continental criticism, ancient and modern, is un-

surpassed, we do not say among English school books, but among English editions generally."

Edinburgh J<evieu>.

" Intended for use in schools ; and well tilted for its purpose, but also worthy of a place in the

library of more advanced students. Rich in useful facts and good A\xthotilie." Alhenrrum
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KINGSLEY. Alexandria and Her Schools : being Four Lec-
tures delivered at the Philosophical Institution, Edinburgh. With a Preface.

By Rev. C. KINGSLEY, Canon of Middleham, and Rector of Eversley; Author
of " Phaethon." Crown 8vo. cloth, 5*.

" A series of brief but brilliant biographical and literary sketches, interspersed with comments
of the closest modern or rather universal application ; and slight as the book is if considered as

an attempt to add to our knowledge of the facts of the subject it treats, it will, from the earnest-

ness, feeling, and imagination of the writer, do far more towards giving the general public
a living conception of those facts than any mere manual or resume of systems." Spectator.

KINGSLEY Phaethon
;

or Loose Thoughts for Loose
Thinkers. By the Rev. CHARLES KINGSLEY, Canon of Middleham and
Rector of Eversley; Author of "The Saint's Tragedy," &c. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. boards, 2s.

" The Dialogue of Phaethon has striking beauties viewed apart from its expressed reference

to this modern form of heresy; and its suggestions may meet half way many a latent doubt, and,

like a light breeze, lift from the soul clouds that are gathering heavily, and threatening to settle

down in wintry ^loom on the summer of many a fair and promising young life." Spectator.

" We cordially welcome Mr. Kingsley into the field of discussion on which he has here

entered. It is one in which he is capable beyond most of doing the state some service."

British Quarterly.

LATHAM. Geometrical Problems in the Properties of Conic
Sections. By H. LATHAM, M.A. Fellow and Tutor of Trinity Hall. 8vo.

sewed, 3. 6(1.

LE BAS. Prize Essay.
1849. SCOTT (C. B.) 2s. 6d.

LETTERS from Italy and Vienna.
Small 8vo. cloth, 5^. 6d.

"
Living and life-like." Spectoior.

" Since Mr. Matthew's well-known and ever-fresh Diary of an Invalid, we have not met with

a more pleasant and readable volume." English Churchman,

LUND. A Short and Easy Course of
Algebra.

Chiefly designed for the use of the Junior Classes in Schools, with a numerous
collection of Original easy Exercises. By the Rev. T. LUND, B.D. late

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. Second Edition. 12mo. cloth, 3s. 6rf.

' His detinitions are admirable for their simplicity and clesirnesa.^Athenceum.

LUND. A Key to the Exercises contained in the "Short and
Easy Course of Algebra." 12mo. limp cloth, 5*.

LUSHINGTON.-Points of War, I. II. III. IV.

By FRANKLIN LUSHINGTON, Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge-
Second Edition, crown 8vo. sewed, 6d.

" Four most striking little ^oems." Christian Remembrancer.
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MACKENZIE The Beneficial Influence of the Clergy during
the first Thousand Years of tlie Christian Era. By the late HENRY
MACKENZIE, B.A. Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo.

cloth. [In the Press.

M'COY. Preparing for Publication; to be completed in about Five Parts,

price 5s. each, forming One Volume 8vo. of about 500 pages, with nearly 1,000

illustrations in the text, drawn and engraved by the Author,

A Manual of the Genera of British Fossils.
Comprising Systematic Descriptions of all the Classes, Orders, Families, and

Genera of Fossil Animals found in the Strata of the British Isles; with

figures of all the Generic Types. By FREDERICK M'COY, F.G.S., Hon.

F.C.P.S., Professor of Natural History in the Universityof Melbourne, Author

of " Characters of the Carboniferous Limestone Fossils of Ireland,"
"
Synopsis

of the Silurian Fossils of Ireland," one of the Authors of "Sedgwick and

M'Coy's British Palteozoic Rocks and Fossils," &c.

M'COY. Preparing for Publication, in One Volume, crown 8vo. with numerous

Illustrations,

An Elementary Introduction to the Study of Palaeontology.
With numerous Figures illustrative of Structural Details.

*,* This little Work is intended to supply all that elementary information on the

Structure of Fossil Animals, with reference to the most nearly allied existing

types, illustrated explanation of technical terms, &c. which the beginner may
require, but which would be out of place in the Author's systematic volume

on the Genera.

M'COY. Contributions to British Palseontology ; or, First De-

scriptions of severaiimndred Fossil Radiata, Articulata, MoUusca, and Pisces,

from the Tertiary, Cretaceous, Oolitic, and Palajozoic Strata of Great Britain.

With numerous Woodcuts. 8vo. cloth, 9s.

^t* This forms a complete Series of the Author's Papers from the " Annals of

Natural Historj'."

M'COY AND SEDGWICK'S British Palaeozoic Fossils.

Part I. 4to. sewed, 16*.

Part II. 4to. sewed, 10*.

Part III. just ready.

MAURICE. The Doctrine of Sacrifice deduced from the
Scriptures. With a Dedicatory Letter to the Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion. By FREDERICK DENiSON MAURICE, M.A. Chaplain of Lincoln's

Inn. Crown 8vo. cloth, f>.
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MAURICE. Lectures on the Ecclesiastical History of the
First and Second Centuries. 8vo. cloth, lOs. 6(1.

" His point of view is so thoroughly human, the philosopher and the man predominate so

completely over the antiquarian and the controversialist, that a student will really derive from
him a much better and truer conception of the early Church than from most professedly complete
narratives. We have never read a Clmrch History in which the ordinary points of controversy
were more subordinated, and yet we know none in which the importance of the Catholic doctrine

and discipline is more clearly brought out. We find the heretics in this book intelligible beings,
enter into their struggles of intellect and conscience ; are led to see how they deviated from
Catholic belief, under what temptations, and in search of what objects." Spectator.

' Church History comes to us with advantage from the pens of men who write thus with hearts
full of liberal and Christian feeling, and with minds trained to philosophical contemplation.
The subject is one full of life and fire; everywhere it ought to inspire the deepest interest ; and
diere is no reason why it should be offered to the public only in the shape of prosy dissertations.
This any man will understand who reads the present volume," Examiner.

"
Nevertheless, in spite of every drawback and objection, this volume has such decided merits

ttiat it may be safely recommended to theologians, and for lay readers it is the best introduction
to the study of Ecclesiastical History with which we are acquainted." C/trjca/ Journal.

MAURICE. Lectures on Modern History and English
Literature. [Preparing.

MAURICE. Law's Remarks on the Fable of the Eees, with
an Introduction of Eighty Pages by FREDERICK DENISON MAURICE,
M.A. Chaplain of Lincoln's Inn. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, 4. 6d.

"This introduction discusses the Religious, Political, Social, and Ethical Theories of our

day, and shows the special worth of Law's method, and how far it is applicable to our cir-

uinstances.
"

MAURICE. Letter to Dr. Jelf, on the meaning of the word
Eternal, and on the Punishment of the Wicked. Fifth Thousand. With a

Final Letter to the Council of King's College, and a Preface of Seven Pages
in answer to Dr. Jelf 's Preface to the Third Edition of his Reasons, &c.
8vo. sewed, \s.

MAURICE. The Prophets and Kings of ttie Old Testament.
Crown 8vo. Second Edition. ^Nearly ready.

" No statesman, no politician, no student of history, can fail to dprive instruction from this

volume." Spectator, Jan. 22.

" Whatever obscurity there may be in our author's other writings, here at least there is none-

We cannot but rejoice that it is so, and that thus so much that is true and valuable becomes

popular." Scottish Ecclesiastical Journal.

" Evince not merely undiminished but increased intellectual power. The tone is practical

and healthy." English Review, April, 1853.

" Has already stamped its impress deeply on the public mind, and promises to raise its autlior

to a higher position than ever as a leader of modern thought." nVw/i and Foreign Evangelical

Review, June, 1863.

" A volume that will take rank with the best of its class, and that will wortlnly occupy a place

side by side with the sermons of Butler and Horsley." BirtisA Banner, June 15, 1853.
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MAURICE Theological Essays. By FREDERICK DENI-
SON MAURICE, M.A. Chaplain of Lincoln's Inn. Second Edition, with a

new Preface and other additions. Crown 8vo. cloth, 10. 6d.

"
They are valuable as a complete exposition of his views of Christianity the views of a man

who is powerfully innuencint; his generation, and who profoundly believes in revealed religion
as a series of facts disclosing God's plan for educating and restoring the human race,"

Spectator, August 6, 1863,

MAURICE. An Essay on Eternal Life and Eternal Death,
and the Preface to the new Edition of the "

Theological Essays," Crown
8vo, sewed, Is. Gd.

** Published separately for the purchasers of the first edition,

MERIVALE.-Sallust.
The Latin Text, with English Notes. By CHARLES MERIVALE, B.D.
late Fellow and Tutor of St. John's College, Cambridge, &c. Author of a
"
History of Rome," &c. Crown 8vo. cloth, 5*.

" Our youthful classical scholars are highly favoured in being provided with an Edition of

Sallust from so accomplished an Editor as Mr. Merivale." Aihenaum.

* This School Edition of Sallust is precisely what the School Edition of a Latin author ought
to be." The Examiner.

" An excellent edition. The English Notes, whih are abundant, are clear and very helpful."
Guardian.

MINUCIUS FELIX. The Octavius of Minucius Felix.
Translated into English by LORD HAILES. Fcp. 8vo, cloth, 3s. Gd.

MOOR. Cambridge Theological Papers, comprising those
given at the Voluntary Theological and Crosse Scholarship Examinations.

Edited, with References and Indices, by A. P. MOOR, M.A. of Trinity Col-

lege, Cambridge, and Sub-Warden of St. Augustine's College, Canterbury.
8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

NAPIER. Lord Bacon and Sir Walter Raleigh.
Critical and Biographical Essays, By MACVEY NAPIER, Esq. late Editor

of the Edinburgh Review and of the Encyclopcedia Britannica. Post 8vo.

cloth, Ts. Gd.

' The Essay on Bacon fills up an important chapter in the history of Philosophy The

Essay on Raleigh is by far the best life of that remarkable man that has hitherto been published."
The Kconomitt.

It brings together all the reliable information furnished by the pnnted authorities ; and adds

thereto the special merit of introducing facts previously unknown, from unpublished MSB., which

Mr. Napier brought to light." Aoricon/ormit.
" Full of instruction and entertainment." Morning Pott, May 29, 18i4.

NORRIS. Ten School-Room Addresses.
Edited by J, P, NORRIS, M,A. Fellow of Trinity College, and one of Her

Majesty's Inspectors of Schools. 18mo. sewed, M.
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PARKINSON. A Treatise on Elementary Mechanics.
With numerous Examples. By S. PARKINSON, M. A. Fellow and Assistant
Tutor of St. John's College, Cambridge. {Preparing.

PAYN. Poems.
By JAMES PAYN. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, 55.

" Let there always be a welcome for a volume of Poems so pleasant and refreshin^r as these. .

... .in the poet's tone there is sincerity and genial warmth, and in his simple utterance of pure
sentiments, both refinement and winning beauty." A'onco7i/flrmts.
" Contain thoughts of great beauty, too liltely to escape the vapid and irreflective reader."

/Je Quincey,
" Grave and Gay," vol. ii. p. 137.

' Mr. Payn has considerable descriptive powers, and a stern simplicity, from which we

augur yyeW.^tVestminster Review.
" Mr. Payn's

'
Pygmalion' every artist may read with advantage." TAe Builder

" The happiness of youth and a simplicity that is by no means a universal gift of youth, light

up its pages ; there is in Mr. Payn's poems that keeping which is the sure result of an honest

expression of feeling, and entire absence of bathos and bombast : he has versatility of style to

suit variety of topic." T/ie Spectator.
" He who conceived and wrote tlie poem entitled 'Pygmalion,' need not be indebted to any

previous writer for either matter or manner; ' Over the Fells' is a poem of great and varied

power and interest ;
' Love's Sacrifice '

might have been written by Crabbe when in his most

genial mood." The Britannia.

PHEAR. Elementary Mechanics.
Accompanied by numerous .Examples solved Geometrically. By J. B.

PHEAR, M.A., Fellow and Mathematical Lecturer of Clare Hall, Cambridge.
8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

" The task is well executed His arrangement is lucid, his proofs simple and beautiful."

The Educator.

PHEAR. Elementary Hydrostatics.
Accompanied by numerous Examples. Crown 8vo. cloth, 5s. &d.

" An excellent introductory book. The definitions are very clear ; the descriptions and ex-

planations are sufficiently full and intelligible ; the investigations are simple and scientific. The

examples greatly enhance its value." English Journal of Education, March, 1853.

PLATO The Republic of Plato.
Translated into English, with Notes. By Two Fellows of Trinity College,

Cambridge, (J. LI. Davies M.A., and D, J. Vaughan, M.A.) Crown 8vo.

cloth, 7s. 6d.
" A sound and scholarly version done into choice English." C/im<tan Remembrancer.

PRATT. The Mathematical Principles of Mechanical
Philosophy. By J. H. PRATT, M.A., Fellow of Caius College.

*^* The above work is now out of Print: but the Part on STATICS has been re-

edited by Mr. Todhunter, with numerous alterations and additions: the Part on

DYNAMICS, hij Messrs. Tait and Steele, is preparing. The other parts will be pub-
lished in separate forms, improved and altered as may seem needful.

PROCTER. A History of the Book of Common Prayer: with
a Rationale of its Offices. By the Rev. FRANCIS PROCTER, M.A., late

Fellow of St. Catharine Hall, and Vicar of Witton, Norfolk. Crown 8vo.

[In the Press.

** This is part of a series of Theological Manuals, now in progress.
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PUCKLE. An Elementary Treatise on Conic Sections and
Algebraical Geometry. With a numerous collection of Easy Examples i)ro-

gressively arranged, especially designed for the use of Schools and Beginners.

By G. HALE PUCKLE, M.A., St. John's College, Cambridge, Mathematical
Master in the Royal Institution School, Liverpool. Crown 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

" A better elementary book could not be put into the hands of a student." Joumoi o/
Education.
" He displays an intimate acquaintance with the difficulties likely to be felt, together with

a singular aptitude for removing them." Alhcnfeum.

QUINTILIAN.-Quintilian, Book X.
With a literal Translation. 12mo. sewed, 2s. Gd.

RAMSAY The Catecliist's Manual; or, the Church Cate-
chism illustrated and explained. By the Rev. ARTHUR RAMSAY, M.A.
of Trinity College, Cambridge. ISino. cloth, 3s. (id.

REICHEL. The Lord's Prayer and other Sermons.
By C. P. REICHEL, B.D., Professor of Latin in the Queen's University,
Assistant Preacher in the Parish Church, Belfast ; and Chaplain to his Excel-

lency the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, Crown 8vo. [In the Frets.

THE RESTORATION OF BELIEF.
Crown 8vo. sewed 2^. 6d. each Part.

Contents. Part I. Christianity in relation to its Ancient and Modem Anta-

gonists.

Contents. Part II. On the Supernatural Element contained in the Epistles,
and its bearing on the argument.

Contents. Part HI. The Miracles of the Gospels considered in their rela-

tion to the principal features of the Christian Scheme.

Which completes the work. [Nearly ready.
" We are charmed with the calm, lucid, and orderly treatment of this great question."

Eclectic, Feb. 1853.

" Calm and invincible logic." A'or<A British hevietP, Nov. 1862.

*' Worthy of becoming one ofour standard works on the Christian Evidences." A'onco/ormw,
Dec. 15, 1852.

" Able and powerful. Its theme is not one that we can discuss, but we bear willing testimony
to the writer's candour and to his powers." ^MerjtPMwi.

ROBINSON. Missions urged upon the State on grounds
both of Duty and Policy. An Essay which obtained the Maitland Prize in

the year 1852. By the Rev. C. K. ROBINSON, M.A., Fellow and Assistant
Tutor of St. Catharine's Hall, Cambridge. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, 3s.

' In this little volume, which wp heartily reeommvnd to our readers, we have forcibly brought
before us the claims which Christian Missions have on the State." CAmfion Examiner.

ROSE (Henry John). An Exposition of the Articles of the
Church of England. By the Rev. HENRY JOHN ROSE, B.D. late Fellow
of St. John's College, and Hulsean Lecturer in the University of Cambridge.

[Prcparintj.
*
t"* Tliis is part of a Series of Tlieological Manuals now in progress.
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SALLUST.-Sallust.
The Latin Text, with English Notes. By C, MERIVALE, B.D., late Fellow
and Tutor of St. John's College, Cambridge, &c., Author of a "History of

Rome," &c. Crown 8vo. cloth, 5s.

" Our youthful classical scholars are highly favoured in being provided with an Edition of
Sallust from so accomplished an Editor as Mr. Merivsile."Atheneeum.

SIMPSON An Epitome of the History of the English
Church during the first Three Centuries and during the Time of the Refor-

mation, adapted for the use of Students in the Universities and in Schools.
With Examination Questions. 2d Edition, Improved. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, 5*.

SMITH Arithmetic and Algebra, in their Principles and
Application: with numerous systematically arranged Examples, taken from
the Cambridge Examination Papers. With especial reference to the ordinary
Examination for B.A. Degree. By BARNARD SMITH, M.A., Fellow of St.

Peter's College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

" A most useful publication. The Rules are stated with great clearness. The examples are
well-selected and worked out with just sufficient detail without being encumbered by too minute
explanations; and there prevails throughout that just proportion of theory and practice, which
is the crowning excellence of an rlementary work." The Rev. Dr. Peacock, Dean cif Elij.
" Tutors preparing young men for College will find the book invaluable. I cannot but tliink

it must supersede all others." /fee. S. Hawtrey, Mathematical Master, Eton.

SMITH Arithmetic for the use of Schools. By BARNARD
SMITH, M.A. Fellow of St. Peter's College. Crown Svo. cloth, As. Gd.

*^* This has been published in accordance with very numerous requests from
Schoolmasters and Inspectors of Schools. It comprises a complete reprint of the

Arithmetic from Mr. Smith's larger work, with such alterations as were necessary
in separating it from the Algebra ; with many additional Examples, and references

throughout to the Decimal System of Coinage.

SMITH Mechanics and Hydrostatics, in their Principles
and Application : with numerous systematically arranged Examples, taken

from the Cambridge Examination Papers. With a special reference to the

Ordinary Examination for B.A. Degree. By BARNARD SMITH, M.A.
Fellow of St. Peter's College, Cambridge, [Preparing.

SNOWBALL The Elements of Plane and Spherical
Trigonometry. Greatlyimproved and enlarged. By J. C. SNOWBALL, M.A.
Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. A New and Cheaper(THE EIGHTH)
Edition. Crown Svo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

#* This edition has been carefully revised by the Author, and some important
alterations and additions have been introduced. A large addition has been made to

the collection of Examples for practice.

" A new Edition of an old favourite text-book, and an improvement on the seven that have

preceded it in several respects. It has been carefully revised throughout; the methods for

establishing the most important propositions are superior ; more than 200 new examples taken

from recent Examination Papers have been added ; and to crown all, the price has been re-

duced. What more need be said to secure for it a welcome from those who wish to make

themselves masters of the important subject of which it treats T'Athen<eum, March 12, 1853.
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TAIT and STEELE A Treatise on Dynamics, with nume-
rous Examples. By V. G. TAIT, Fellow of St. Peters College, and Profossov

of Mathematics in Queen's College, Belfast, and W. J. STEELE, Fellow of

St. Peter's College. IPrepariny.

This will be a new Edition of that part of Pratt's Mechanical Philosophy

which treats of Dynamics, with all the additions and improvements that

seem needful.

THEOCRITUS Theocritus.
The Greek Text, with English notes, Critical and Explanatory, for the use of

Colleges and Schools. By the Rev. E. H. PEROWNE, M.A., Fellow of

Corpus Christi College. Crown 8vo. [Nearly Ready.

THEOLOGICAL Manuals.
Just published :

CHURCH HISTORY : THE MIDDLE AGES. By the Rev. C. HARD
WICK. With Four Maps. Crown 8vo. cloth, ptice lOs. Gd.

In the Press ;

A HISTORY OF THE CANON OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. By the

Rev. B. F. WESTCOTT.
THE COMMON PRAYER : ITS HISTORY AND RATIONALE. By tlir

Rev. FRANCIS PHOCTOR.
The following will shortly appear:

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
NOTES ON ISAIAH,
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE GOSPELS.

EPISTLES.
NOTES ON THE GOSPELS AND ACTS.

EPISTLES AND APOCALYPSE.
CHURCH HISTORY, THE FIRST SIX CENTURIES.

THE REFORMATION.
17th century TO THE PRESENT TIME.

THE THREE CREEDS.
THE THIRTY-NINE ARTICLES.

*^^* Others are in progress, and will be announced in due time.

THRING. 1. The Elements of Grammar taught in English,
By the Rev. E. THRING, M.A. late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge,
Head Master of the Royal Grammar School, Uppingham. Second Edition.

18mo. bound in cloth, 2s.

THRING. 2. The Child's Grammar.
Being the substance of the above, with Examples for Practice. Adapted for

Junior Classes. A New Edition. ISmo. limp cloth, 1.?.

The book cannot be too strongly recommended or too widely circulated. Its price is small

and its value grt&t.'''AtheniBum.
'* A very able book It is, both in substance and form." Spectator.
" A jjenuine contribution to the wants of the age." Christian Timet.
" A valuable elementary Work. * * His little book (we speak from personal experience

of its use by boys) is a most valuable contribution to the educational literature of the day, and

may be regarded as the horn- book of philology." Critic.

THRUPP. Psalms and Hymns for Public Worship. Selected
and Edited by the Rev. J. F. THRUPP, M.A. late Fellow of Trinity College

Vicar of Barrington. ]8mo. cloth, 2. Second paper in limp cloth, 1. 4f/.
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TODHUNTER. A Treatise on the Differential Calculus; and
the Elements of the Integral Calculus. With numerous Examples. By
I. TODHUNTER, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of St. John's College, Cambridge.
Crown 8vo. cloth, 10*. 6rf.

" To the dififerent chapters will be found nppended Examples sufficiently numerous to render
another book unnecessary." The Preface.
" "Will take its place among our Standard Educational Works." Eiiglish Journal of Education.

TODHUNTER. A Treatise on Analytical Statics, with
numerous Examples. Crown 8vo. cloth, 10. e,d.

"A first-rate text-book." Journal of EJucatioh.

TODHUNTER. A Treatise on Algebra, for the Use of
Students in the Universities, and of the Higher Classes in Schools.

IPreparitig.
Also by the same Auihor,

An Elementary Work on the same subject, for the use of
Beginners.

TRENCH Synonyms of the New Testament.
By RICHARD CHENEVIX TRENCH, M.A., Vicar of Itchenstoke. Hants,
Professor of Divinity, King's College, London, and Examining Chaplain to

the Bishop of Oxford. Second edition, revised. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, 5*.

TRENCH.-Hulsean Lectures for 184546. Third Edition.
Contents. 1. The Fitness of Holy Scripture for unfolding the Spiritual Life

of Man. 2. Christ the Desire of all Nations
; or the Unconscious Pro-

phecies of Heathendom. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 5s.

For VERIFYING DATES.
A perpetual Alnoanac for determining Dates past, present, and future; with
a Lunar Kalendar and Tables of the more important Periods, vEras, Festivals,
and Anniversaries. Price Grf.

*#* This is so printed, that if the margin be cut off it may be carried in a

pocket-book.

WESTCOTT.-A general View of the History of the Canon of
the New Testament during the First Four Centuries. By BROOKE FOSS
WESTCOTT, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity Collegs, Cambridge, Assistant

Master of Harrow School. Crown Svo. cloth. [Before Christmas.

WESTCOTT. An Introduction to the Study of the Gospels ;

Including a new and improved Edition of " The Elements of the Gospel
Harmony." With a Catena on Inspiration, from the Writings of the Ante-
Nicene Fathers. By BROOKE FOSS WESTCOTT, M.A., late Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge, Assistant Master in Harrow School. Crown Svo.

cloth. [Shortly.
" Deserves and will command attention." Christ. Remembrancer.
" With peculiar gratification do we welcome the truly learned, vigorous, and genial work of

Mr. Westcott The whole style of Mr. Westcott's book shows how possible it is to think

profoundly without undermining the foundations of faith, and to be a debtor to Germany with-

out being its slave." Sorth Brilish Review, Nov. 1852.

"It does him great credit, and is full of promise We should urge our readers to make
themselves acquainted with the book." British Quarterly.

** These two books are part of a Series of Theological Manuals now in progress.



IG MA.CMTLLA.N & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

V/ESTCOTT All Introduction to the Study of the Canonical
Kpistles ; including an attempt to determine their separate purposes and
mutual relations. By BROOKE FOSS WESTCOTT, M.A., late Fellow of

Trinity College, Assistant Master in Harrow School. [Shortly.

** This book is part of a series of Theological Manuals which are in progress.

WILSON A Treatise on Dynamics.
By W. P. WILSON, M.A., Fellow of St. John's, Cambridge, and Professor of

Mathematics in the University of Melbourne. 8vo. bds. 9s. 6d.

WRIGHT. Hellenica
; or, a History of Greece in Greek,

beginning with the Invasion of Xerxes
;
as related by Diodorus and Thucy-

dides. With Explanatory Notes, Critical and Historical, for the use of

Schools. By J. Wright, M.A., of Trinity College, Cambridge, and Head-
Master of Sutton Coldtield Grammar School. ]2mo. cloth, 35. Gd.

*^^* This book is already in use in Rugby and other Schools.

" The Notes are exactly of that illustrative anri suggpstive nature which the student at tht

commencement of his course most stands in need of, and which the scholar, who is also an X'

pprienced teacher, alone can supply." Educaf-ional Timet, April 1853.
' A good plan well executed." Guardian, April 13, 1853.

THE JOURNAL
OF

CLASSICAL AND SACRED PHILOLOGY.
Contents of No. I. March 1854.

1. On the BIRDS of ARISTOPHANES. 2. On LUCRETIUS. 3. ST. PAUL
and PHILO JUD^EUS. 4. On the DATING of ANCIENT HISTORY.
5. NOTES on the STUDY of the BIBLE among OUR FOREFATHERS.
&c. &c. &c.

Contents of No. II. June 1854.

1. On the SOPHISTS. 2. On SAINT HIPPOLYTUS. 3. On some SPECIAL
DIFFICULTIES in PINDAR. 4. On some of the GREEK TRAGIC
FRAGMENTS. 5. On SCHNEIDEWIN'S Edition of the (EDIPUS REX.
6. On CLASSICAL AUTHORITY for ANCIENT ART. &c. &c.

No. III. November 1854, in the Press,

** Three Numbers published annually, at 4j. each.

aramtrlBfle: macmillan & Co.

iLonlJOn : George Bell, 186, Fleet-sthket.

JDublln : Hodges & Smith. (B?ll(nl)Urfli) : Edmonston & Douglas.

(fSIOSgotD : Jas. Maclehose.

R. CLAY, PRINTER, BREAD STREET HILL.
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